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Abstract 

The works described herein are focused on the investigation of photo, thermal and CO2 

responsive properties of boron-containing π-conjugated systems in order to develop an in-depth 

understanding of the relationship between molecular structure and photophysical properties and 

to further expand the application fields. 

 

Rapid progress in the field of N,C- and C,C-chelate organoboron photochromic materials over the 

past ten years has been focused on the impact of different π-conjugated backbones and the effects 

of different substituents on the chiral boron center. Despite the well-developed nature of this field, 

limitations still exist such as the need to have at least one bulky mesityl group present on the 

boron atom. To remedy this deficiency, we investigated a series of N-alkyl substituted 

benzylideneamines with boryl groups attached at the 2-position with the goals of simplifying the 

starting material structures of photoactive organoborates. Furthermore, we hoped to increase their 

reactivity in order to generalize their photoreactions for the preparation of a variety of B=N 

containing 7- and 8-membered ring systems with four different substituents on the B=N unit. 

These kinds of N,C-chelate organoboron compounds bearing two bulky mesityl groups display 

efficient photoisomerization, initially generating colored boriranes, which undergo a subsequent 

multistructural transformation at room-temperature involving a H-atom transfer and 1,3-boryl 

shift to give the final 8-membered B=N embedded ring systems. Furthermore, the highly reactive 

nature of organoborates with simplified imine donors allows for achieving efficient 

photoisomerization occurring with two phenyl substituents residing on boron to generate the final 

7-membered B=N embedded ring systems, which is the first example for this type of organoboron 

photoisomerization. 
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Chiral N,C-chelate organoboron compounds bearing two different aryl groups (phenyl, tolyl,  

naphthyl) at the boron center have been found to undergo regioselectivie photoisomerization, 

generating various 7-membered ring systems via H-atom transfer. Furthermore, functionalized 

with non-bulky heterocycle substituent (thienyl) of this kind of N,C-chelate organoboron 

compounds enables quantitative phototransformations yielding chiral N,B,S-embedded 

heterocycles.  

 

The impact of intramolecular H bonding and n-π* interactions on photophysical properties of 

laterally appended D-π-A triarylboron compounds with biphenyl units were studied 

systematically. Some of these compounds have been found to display fluorescent response toward 

CO2. To further improve the CO2 sensing properties, three new alkylamino-appended D-π-A 

triarylboron have been found with the ability to capture CO2 with the formation of carbamic acid 

and detect CO2 with, obvious fluorescent color change, high sensitivity and good reversibility. In 

addition, this system is also effective as fluorescence “turn-on” temperature probes due to the 

dynamic B ← N bond dissociation/association. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Since boron has an empty pz orbital, it is capable of acting as an electron acceptor (A)
[1] 

and 

organoboranes are attracting tremendous research interest in the fields of photochemical 

reactivities,
[2] 

organic synthesis and catalysis,
[3] 

anion sensing,
[4]

 nonlinear optics,
[5]

 organic light 

emitting diodes (OLEDs).
[6]

 

 

This chapter starts with an overview of photophysical and photochemical processes, 

photochemistry of organoboron compounds, and a brief introduction of benzylideneamine N,C-

chelate organoboron compounds, followed by a comprehensive introduction of photophysical 

properties and anion sensing applications of triarylboron materials. Recent research progress 

towards CO2 sensing strategies will be mentioned at the end. 

 

1.1 Photophysical and Photochemical Processes 

There is intimate relationship between light and matter,
[7]

 as the energy of photons, which is 

proportional to the photon’s electromagnetic frequency, can be transferred to specific atoms or 

molecules inducing electronic transitions. After the photon is absorbed, there are several 

pathways for the excited molecule to lose its energy such as those shown in Figure 1.1.
[8]

  Based 

on the absorption of organic molecules, investigations in the fields of photophysics and 

photochemistry developed rapidly.
[9]
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Figure 1.1 Different pathways for an excited-state species to lose its energy. 

 

1.1.1 Photophysical Processes 

Photophysics refers to the series of excitation (absorption of photons with suitable energy) and 

deactivation processes (radiative or radiationless processes) available to molecular species 

(Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1).
[10]

 The absorption of light promotes the molecule to a higher energy 

electronic state with the same spin multiplicity (excited state) instantaneously (10
-15

 s), instead of 

to a higher vibrational state within the same electronic state. The excess energy of the singlet 

excited state can be dissipated radiatively as fluorescence by going back to the ground state or 

undergo isoenergetic radiationless transitions resulting in a vibrationally excited molecule in a 

lower electronic state. During these processes, when the spin multiplicity remains the same, it is 

defined as internal conversion. Otherwise, a change in spin multiplicity is known as intersystem 

crossing, which can be either from singlet to triplet (S1 → T1) or triplet to singlet (T1 → S1). Since 

singlet-triplet transitions are spin-forbidden based on spin selection rules, triplet excited states can 

only be generated via intersystem crossing from the singlet excited states (S1). The excess energy 

of the triplet excited state can be dissipated radiatively as phosphorescence returning to the singlet 

ground state, which requires a change in the spin multiplicity. Since this transition is forbidden, 

the lifetime of phosphorescence is much longer than fluorescence, which can range from 

microseconds to seconds. Vibrational relaxation is a fast radiationless process, which lead to the 
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deactivation of the excited state to the lowest vibrational level within the same electronic state, 

and it is typically governed by the intermolecular collision between the molecules.  

 

Figure 1.2 Jablonski diagram. 

 

Table 1.1 Summary of photophysical processes 

Process Name Time scale (s) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Absorption 

Fluorescence 

Phosphorescence 

Internal conversion 

Intersystem crossing (S → T) 

Vibrational relaxation 

10
-15

 

10
-9

-10
-7

 

10
-6

-10
-3

 

10
-12

-10
-6

 

10
-12

-10
-6

 

10
-13

-10
-12

 

 

1.1.2 Photochemical Processes 

Photochemical reactions are induced by the absorption of light by molecules to access the excited 

states, which are with high reactivity compared with the corresponding ground states due to the 

changes in chemical and physical properties.
[11]

 This excitation leads to the generation of transient 
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reactive intermediates and has been used to generate the intended products via various 

transformations (e.g., pericyclic reactions, isomerization processes), which is one of the pathways 

to deactivate the excited state species.
[12]

 There are many advantages of photochemical reactions 

compared to traditional thermal reactions. As many photochemical reactions use absorbed 

photons and highly reactive excited-state species to perform their transformations, they do not 

require additional additives or catalysts and are therefore economic and environmentally friendly. 

It is these highly reactive excited states and transient reactive intermediates that make the 

pathways of photochemical reactions different from thermal reactions, allowing for the synthesis 

of thermodynamically disfavored products with extremely large activation barriers.
[13] 

 

Photoisomerizaion is one type of photochemical process, which is defined as a structural change 

of a chemical entity caused by photoexcitation. When the phototransformation is reversible and 

results in an isomeric species with distinct absorption, physical, and electronic properties, as 

reflected by a change of color, luminescence, etc., then the materials are referred to as 

photochromic.
[10]

 Several classes of photochromic systems such as spiropyrans,
[14]

 spirooxazines 

1.1,
[15]

 diarylethenes 1.2,
[16]

 fulgide,
[17]

 azobenzenes 1.3
[18]

 were discovered and applications in 

molecular switches,
[19]

 optical memory devices,
[16, 20]

 sunglasses,
[21]

 and solar energy storage
[22]

 

have been extensively investigated. Normally, the mechanism of these photochromic systems rely 

on either cis-trans isomerization of a C=C or N=N or open-closed ring transition. 
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Figure 1.3 Examples of photochromic systems. 

 

1.2 Photochemistry of Organoboron Compounds 

Due to its variable coordination number, both three-coordinate and four-coordinate organoboron 

compounds have attracted significant attention, leading to various kinds of materials with unique 

thermal reactions and photophysical properties. Despite this, the photochemistry of organoboron 

compounds remains widely unexplored. Even though the number of examples of photochromic 

systems based on boron are limited compared to other organic photochromic systems, the 

photochemistry of organoboron compounds plays an important role in organic synthesis and tends 

to provide novel structures that are difficult to obtain via thermal reactions.  

 

1.2.1 Photoisomerization of Three Coordinate Organoboron Compounds 

Triphenylboron was one of the earliest examples used in photoreactivity studies of three 

coordinate organoboron compounds as carried out by Williams and co-workers in 1967.
[23]

 After 

irradiation of triphenylboron 1.4 in cyclohexane under nitrogen atmosphere, phenol and 

phenylboronic acid were isolated as the products. When triphenylboron was irradiated in 
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methanol, the desired C-C coupled product biphenyl was formed in low yields. The yields of C-C 

coupled products could be improved by first forming the piperidine or pyridine complexes of 

triphenylboron before irradiation, leading to an overall yield of ~82% in both cases (Figure 1.4). 

The nature of the solvent and other Lewis base additives (amines) plays an important role in the 

formation of C-C coupled hydrocarbon products during the photolysis of triphenylboron. As the 

electron pair of the solvent or amines can donate to the vacant orbital of the boron atom, this 

leads to the reactivity similar with the photochemical decomposition of sodium tetraphenylborate 

(vide infra). 

 

Figure 1.4 Photochemical reactivity of triphenylboron studied by Williams. 

 

Tris(1-naphthyl)borane 1.5 (Figure 1.5) was also found to form C-C coupled hydrocarbon 

products via photolysis as investigated by Ramsey
[24]

 and Schuster
[25]

. One of the major 

photochemical pathways proposed by Ramsey and coworkers suggests that irradiation of 1.5 at 

350 nm with exclusion of oxygen and water leads to the formation of 1-naphthylborene 1.5a 

(Figure 1.5, A). This was supported by the detection of 1,1-binaphthyl using gas phase 

chromatography before oxidation and the isolation of cis-1,2-cyclohexandiol after oxidation of 

the photolysis products (1.5a). Since Schuster and the coworkers were unable to reproduce 

Ramsey’s photolysis results, they proposed a different mechanism involving rearrangement and 
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rearomatization dominated by carbon-boron bond hemolysis (Figure 1.5, B). UV light irradiation 

generates the 1,1’-bridging diradical (1.5b) which can undergo rearrangement to give the second 

biradical (1.5c). The second diradical can abstract hydrogen from solvent (cyclohexene) or add to 

the double bond (R’ = H or C6H10•), following the second rearomatization with the loss of the 

boryl radical to give 1,1-binaphthyl product. 

 

Figure 1.5 Photochemical reactivity of 1.5 reported by Ramsey (A) and Schuster (B). 

 

The photo-rearrangement of diphenyl(phenylethynyl)borane-pyridine in benzene was discovered 

by Eisch and co-workers
[26]

 and it can be used as an efficient method to synthesize borirene 

derivative 1.6a via photo-rearrangement of borane 1.6 in donor-containing (pyridine) solvents 

(tetrahydrofuran or benzene containing small amounts of pyridine).
[27]

 Moreover, 

unsymmetrically substituted 2-(2,6-dimethylphenyl)-1,3-dimesitylborirene 1.7a was synthesized 

via the photorearrangement of sterically hindered ((2,6-dimethylphenyl)ethynyl)dimesitylborane 

1.7 (Figure 1.6). 
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Figure 1.6 Photochemical synthesis of borirene. 

 

In 2012, Piers and co-workers described the photochemical synthesis of novel bis-boron bridged 

stilbene 1.8a via the photoisomerization of bis-benzocycloborabutylidene 1.8 (Figure 1.7), which 

provided a new and efficient method to prepare the boron-containing ladder-type conjugated 

heterocyclic material.
[28]

 Photoinduced homolytic B-C bond (between boron atom and phenyl 

group) cleavage of the four-membered ring is proposed to give a tetraradical intermediate that 

allows for the formation of ladder diborole 1.8a via new B-C bond formation. Since the diborole 

1.8a has 14π electrons, it is expected to exhibit Hückel aromaticity as a whole and the annulated 

aromatic benzene rings stabilize the antiaromatic core, making the diborole product 1.8a more 

stable than the starting materials 1.8. 

 

Figure 1.7 Photochemical synthesis of ladder diborole 1.8a. 

 

Due to the special electronic structure of boron-containing π-conjugated systems, they are very 

useful in the development of optoelectronic materials.
[29]

 In 2013, Yamaguchi and co-workers 

attempted to synthesize the ladder diborole skeleton, but instead obtained the 10-dimesitylboryl-
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substituted dibenzoborepin 1.9 from bis(o-bromophenyl)ethene dibronic ester via skeletal 

rearrangement (Figure 1.8, A).
[30]

 Even though the dibenzoborepin skeleton has high 

photostability,
[31]

 the 10-borylated dibenzoborepin 1.9 showed interesting photochromic behavior 

with a color change from colorless to deep blue via bora-Nazarov cyclization (Figure 1.8, A). 

Furthermore, the use of more simplified substrates such as dimesitylboryl-substituted 

(hetero)arenes 1.10 results in a new mode of photoisomerization, producing the spirocyclic 

boraindanes 1.10c as a new class of boron-containing π-electron systems through a [1,6]-

sigmatropic rearrangement following intramolecular C-C bond formation (Figure 1.8, B).
[32] 

 

 

Figure 1.8 (A): Photoisomerization of borylated dibenzoborepin; (B): Proposed mechanism of 

the photoisomerization of dimesitylboryl-substituted (hetero)arene. 

 

The intermediate of the photocyclization of stilbene, 4a,4b-dihydrophenanthrene (DPH), is highly 

unstable, which limits its characterization/investigation (Figure 1.9, A). In 2018, Wang and co-
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workers found that functionalization of DPH with donor (NMe2) and acceptor (BMes2) moieties 

1.11 yields photocyclization intermediates 1.11a with greatly enhanced stability such that they 

can be isolated and characterized.
[33]

 The amino-borane decorated 4a,4b-DPHs 1.11a undergo 

thermal [1,5]-H sigmatropic shifts to form isomers 4a,10a,-DPHs 1.11b. Both 1.11a and 1.11b 

are stable towards air and moisture, but only 1.11a undergoes oxidative dehydrogenation with 

UV light irradiation under air yielding phenanthrene analogues 1.11c (Figure 1.9, B). 
 

 

Figure 1.9 (A): Photocyclization of stilbene; (B): Photocyclization of amino-borane 

functionalized stilbene derivatives. 

 

In 2017, Kinjo and co-workers investigated the photoreactivity of 1,4,2-diazaborole derivatives in 

benzene solution (Figure 1.10, A, B, C).
[34] 

The BN2C3 six-membered ring in the dihydroindole 

derivative 1.12 shows no change upon UV irradiation, while the BN2C2 undergoes skeletal 

rearrangement that was confirmed by X-ray crystallographic analysis. The 1,4,2-diazaborole 

derivative 1.13 undergoes a different mode of photoisomerization. Mechanistically, 1.13 

undergoes photoinduced retro-[2+3]-cycloaddition to generate the 1,4,2-diazaborol-3-imine 

intermediate 1.13a and ethylene, followed by 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition between the intermediate 

and ethylene to obtain the final product 1.13b. The steric effects of the substitutes on boron play 
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an important role in the 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition step, as evidenced by compound 1.14 which 

bears a bulky mesityl group on the boron atom. The photoisomerization product 1.14a was 

confirmed by NMR, but it is moisture sensitive and can not be isolated. Finally, the chemical 

trapping of 1.14a with HCl works well to obtain the adduct product 1.14b in 41% yield and the 

X-ray diffraction analysis confirmed the loss of ethylene. In the same year, Xie and co-workers 

discovered the photoisomerization of carborane-fused three-coordinate trigonal-planar azaborole 

1.15 to give the first example of carbene-stabilized carborane-fused borirane (Figure 1.10, D), 

with the process being fully thermal reversible.
[35]

 In 2018, Liu and Bettinger reported the 

photoisomerization of 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborinine 1.16 derivatives (Figure 1.10, E). Irradiation 

(280-400 nm) of a substituted 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborinine 1.16 in cyclohexane solution led to the 

formation of strained bicyclic Dewar valence isomer 1.16a with high quantum yield (~ 46%).
[36]

 

Further irradiation with shorter wavelength UV light (254 nm) resulted in the photolysis of the 

Dewar valence isomer to the corresponding iminoborane and cyclobutadiene.  

 

Figure 1.10 Photoisomerization of 1,4,2-diazaborole derivatives (A, B, C); carborane-fused 

azaborole (D) and 1,2-dihydro-1,2-azaborinine derivative (E). 
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1.2.2 Photoisomerization of Four Coordinate Organoboron Compounds 

Four-coordinate organoboron compounds are well known to undergo photoreactions, with the 

first report on the photolysis of potassium tetraphenylborate in 1954 by Razuvaev and Brikina.
[37]

 

Williams and co-workers carried out systematic research on the photolysis reaction of aqueous or 

alcohol solutions of sodium tetraphenyl borates 1.17 in 1967 (Figure 1.11),
[38-40]

 which resulted in 

the isolation of products such as biphenyl, 1-phenyl-1,4-cyclohexadiene and some other diene 

isomers. The product ratio depended on whether the reaction was carried out under oxygen or 

nitrogen, as well as the ratio of the oxygen.  In the presence of oxygen, biphenyl was the principal 

product, while in the absence of oxygen, 1-phenyl-1,4-cyclohexadiene was the main product 

(97%). Labeling studies suggested that these photolysis products form by an intramolecular di-π-

borate rearrangement, which couples two of the ipso-C-atoms that were originally bond to boron, 

where a subsequent series of rearrangements leads to the final products. The mechanism was also 

supported by the isolation and X-ray crystallographic analysis of the photoproduct 

boratanorcaradiene by Schuster.
[41, 42]

 The C-C coupling of this photoreaction is not selective, thus 

irradiation of the tetraarylborate system that with different aryl group on boron 1.18 will generate 

a mixture of biphenyl-phenyl and phenyl-phenyl coupled products (Figure 1.11).  
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Figure 1.11 Phototransformation of tetraarylborates 1.17 (top) and 1.18 (bottom). 

 

Inspired by the di-π-methane rearrangement of hydrocarbons and cyclopropyl-π-methane 

rearrangement,
[43]

 Shuster and co-workers investigated the photochemistry of alkyl-, alkenyl and 

cyclopropyl- substituted borate salts (1.19 ‒ 1.21), where they were able to generate the products 

that containing a borirene, borirane or boretane ring respectively (1.19a ‒ 1.21a) after UV light 

irradiation (Figure 1.12).
[44]

 

 

Figure 1.12 Photoisomerization of alkyl-, alkenyl- and cyclopropyl- substituted borate salts. 
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Kawashima and co-workers found that catecholborane 1.22 bearing a 2-(phenylazo)phenyl group 

can undergo photo-switching of the coordination number at boron between 3 and 4 via the cis-

trans isomerization of the azobenzene unit (Figure 1.13).
[45]

 A series of 2-

(phenylazo)phenylboranes bearing several different substituents at both boron and azobenzene 

revealed substituent effects on the photoreactivity of this system, which determine the strength of 

the interaction between boron and nitrogen of the azo group and ultimately play a key role in the 

photoisomerization process.
[46]

 

 

Figure 1.13 Cis-trans photoisomerization of azobenzene-based N,C-chelate organoboron 

compounds. 

 

In 2011, Braunschweig and co-workers reported the unusual photochromic properties of 

pentaphenylborole-2,6-lutidine adduct 1.23 (Figure 1.14). Irradiation of a toluene solution of 1.23 

at low temperature caused a shift of the Lewis base from boron to the adjacent carbon atom with 

the formation of a B=C bond.
[47]

 As the barrier for the back-reaction is very small and the reaction 

was found to be completely reversible at room temperature, so 1.23a must be handled at low 

temperature. 

 

Figure 1.14 Photoreactivity of pentaphenylborole-2,6-lutidine adduct. 
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1.2.3 Photoisomerization of B(ppy)Mes2 and its Derivatives 

Our group’s research interests in the photoresponsive properties of organoboron compounds 

began in 2008, with the discovery of a reversible isomerization process of 2-phenylpyridyl N,C-

chelate dimesitylboron {B(ppy)Mes2} 1.24 upon UV light irradiation (Figure 1.15).
[48,49]

 Even 

though 1.24 and its derivatives are thermally stable both in solution and the solid state, a distinct 

color change (from colorless to dark blue) and rapid loss of fluorescence were observed upon UV 

light irradiation. The photoisomerization process is quantitative and fully reversible, as the dark 

blue isomer 1.24a is capable of reverting back to 1.24 with an activation barrier of 110 kJmol
-1

 

and half life of t1/2 = 462 min at 323K. The mechanism of the photo-thermal switching is an 

intramolecular C-C bond formation/breaking process around the tetrahedral boron center (base 

stabilized borirane 1.24a). The reversible photo-thermal transformation also occurs when 1.24 is 

doped into PMMA films under N2. The photoisomerization product 1.24a is sensitive to O2, and 

decomposes to the colorless species 1.24b instantaneously upon exposure.
[48]

 Even though the 

photoisomerization of 1.24 is similar to 1.18
[42]

, the Lewis basic py group in 1.24a prevents the 

boron center from migrating to the meta-carbon via  a walk-rearrangement. 

 

Figure 1.15 Photochromism of B(ppy)Mes2 1.24. 

 

In order to investigate steric effects on the photoisomerization properties of 1.24, diphenyl and 

dipentafluorophenyl derivatives 1.25 and 1.26 were synthesized (Figure 1.16). Unlike the results 

of tetraphenyl borate and B(ppy)Mes2 1.24, these two molecules were found to be photo-stable 

upon UV light irradiation. The crystal structural data indicated that the B-CMes bond in 1.24 is 

much longer than the B-CPhenyl bond in 1.25 due to the bulky aryl substituents. The steric 
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congestion imposed by the mesityl group therefore plays an important role in the photoreactivity 

of this class of N,C-chelate boron compounds.
[50]

 

 

Figure 1.16 Photo-stable compounds 1.25 and 1.26 with non-bulky aryl groups on boron. 

 

In order to further investigate the electronic effects of the aryl group on boron, a series of new 

organoboron compounds with donor-functionalized aryl groups were synthesized (1.27 ‒ 1.29).
[51]

 

By varying the donor strength of the amino group, the photophysical properties of the chelate 

compounds can be tuned by changing the HOMO energy levels. Furthermore, the photochemical 

properties can also be tuned, as 1.27 and 1.28 were found to be photochromic with different 

photoisomerization quantum efficiencies (ΦPI = 64% and 10% respectively), while 1.29 was inert 

to UV light (Figure 1.17). These results revealed that the electronic structure of such chelate 

compounds is equally as important in governing the photochromic switching of the molecule. 

 

Figure 1.17 Photoreactivity of donor-functionalized organoboron compounds. 
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The electronic influence on the photochromic switching was also examined systematically by 

introducing various substituents with different electronic properties on the ppy-backbone of N,C-

chelate dimesitylborane system (Figure 1.18). Electron-donating groups on the ppy-chelate (1.30) 

accelerate the photoisomerization process, while electron-withdrawing groups (1.31 and 1.32) 

either slow down the process and/or cause irreversible photodecomposition of the molecule. 

Extended π conjugation on the ppy-chelate (1.33) also retards the photoisomerization process by 

stabilizing the excited state
[50]

 or other effects facilitated by the π-conjugated backbone that can 

compete with the photochemical process.
[52]

 To investigate the impact of transition-metals on our 

photochromic systems, different metal containing compounds such as 1.34 ‒ 1.36 were 

prepared.
[53-55]

 In general, the introduction of transition metals either completely quenches (1.36) 

or decreases (1.34, 1.35) the photoisomerization efficiency of the N,C-chelate organoboron 

compounds. 

 

Figure 1.18 N,C-chelate dimesitylborane compounds with varying substituents on the ppy-

backbone. 

 

The cis-trans isomerization of olefins is well known and has been exploited in many 

photochemical processes. To investigate the impact of a photoactive olefin substituent on the 

photoisomerization of the N,C-chelate dimesitylborane system and explore the competitive 
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isomerization pathways between olefin and borane, we incorporated olefinic bonds into N,C-

chelate boryl systems 1.37.
[56]

 The single olefin-substituted chromophores undergo cis-trans 

isomerization exclusively upon UV light irradiation and the photoisomerization at boron is 

blocked completely (Figure 1.19). This is because the olefin bond provides an alternative energy 

dissipation pathway from the excited state of the molecule, which could be a useful strategy to 

stabilize these photochemically reactive chromophores. 

 

Figure 1.19 Olefin substituted photoreactive N,C-chelate dimesitylborane. 

 

In 2010, with a phenyl group as the core and an olefin (1.38)
[56]

 or alkyne unit (1.39)
[57]

 as the 

linker, we synthesized a series of polyboryl compounds by incorporating multiple photochromic 

N,C-chelate boron units into the conjugated systems (Figure 1.20).  Only one olefinic bond 

undergoes cis-trans isomerization in the polyolefin-substituted N,C-chelate dimesitylborane 

system (1.38) and the photoisomerization pathway at the boron center is once again shut off. In 

the phenyl-alkynyl polyboryl conjugated molecules 1.39 only one boryl unit was found to 

undergo photoisomerization upon irradiation at 365 nm due to the dissipation of the energy of the 

excited state by the intramolecular energy transfer. Polyboryl ppy-BMes2 photochromic systems 

with non-conjugated silyl bridging linker (e.g., 1.40) was also found to undergo 

photoisomerization involving a single boryl unit only.
[58]
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Figure 1.20 Photoisomerization of polyboryl compounds. 

 

1.2.4 Photoisomerizaion of non-ppy Chelate Organoboron compounds 

This photoisomerization phenomenon is not limited to the ppy-backbone and we were motivated 

to expand our investigation to other chelate ligands (Figure 1.21). When the phenyl ring in ppy is 

replaced by a heterocyclic group such as thienyl (1.41), furyl and indolyl (1.42),
[50, 59, 60]

 the 

resulting N,C-chelate BMes2 compounds undergo photoisomerization in the same manner as the 

B(ppy)Mes2 compounds. 
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Figure 1.21 Photoisomerization of 2-(Benzo[b]thiophen-2-yl)pyridine 1.41 and 1-Phenyl-2-

(pyridine-2-yl)indole BMes2 1.42 to form the dark isomer borirane 1.41a and 1.42a. 

 

Replacing the pyridine of ppy with other donors such as N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) and 

(benz)azoles gives compounds that not only undergo efficient photoisomerization in the same 

manner as the B(ppy)Mes2, but also undergo further sequential multi-structural transformations 

upon light irradiation or heating (Figure 1.22).  

 

NHC ligands are much stronger donors than pyridyl, and replacing the pyridyl with NHC donor 

(1.43) allowed us to discover a new photochemical reaction of organoboron compounds.
[61]

 

Despite the formation of a similar borirane dark isomer 1.43a, there are several distinct 

differences between the N,C-BMes2 and C,C-BMes2 systems. Firstly, the dark isomers generated 

by light irradiation are thermally stable and cannot reverse back to their colorless starting 

materials even when heated to 110 ℃. They are also much more stable toward air than the 

corresponding isomers of N,C-chelate compounds, which are very sensitive to O2 and will 

decompose upon exposure to air. Surprisingly, the dark isomers of the new C,C-chelate 

compounds can undergo a further phototransformation when irradiate at 350 nm to generate a 

new colorless species 1.43b involving an intramolecular boron atom insertion into the C-H bond 

on the backbone.  
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Figure 1.22 Stepwise photoisomerization of C,C-chelate organoboron compounds. 

 

Replacing pyridine with (benz)azole rings give B(2-phenylazolyl)Mes2 N,C-chelate compounds 

(1.44 ‒ 1.46).
[62]

 It has been demonstrated that upon light irradiation followed by heating these 

molecules will undergo an unprecedented multistructural transformation (Figure 1.23). The 

relatively low aromaticity of the azole ring plays a key role in generating highly reactive 

intermediates and facilitating the transformation processes. The formation of the thermally 

reactive dark isomers 1.44a ‒ 1.46a allows for a rare intramolecular H-atom transfer (HAT) from 

the methyl group to the azole ring upon heating, generating the isomers 1.44b ‒ 1.46b, which will 

further transform to isomers 1.44c ‒ 1.46c via 1,3-sigmatropic boryl shift. The isomers 1.44c ‒ 

1.46c can transform to their diastereomers 1.44d ‒ 1.46d quantitatively by heating and can be 

converted back to 1.44c ‒ 1.46c by irradiation at 300 nm. This work gives a good example that 

light is a convenient and useful strategy to turn on unusual and complex structural/chemical 

transformations of organoboron compounds. 

 

Figure 1.23 Multistructural photo/thermal transformations of 1.44 ‒ 1.46. 
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N-methyl-2-phenylimidazolyl-chelate dimesitylboranes (1.47, 1.48) were found to display 

unusual two-step photoisomerization, producing the first examples of 1,2-

azaborabenzotropilidenes 1.47b and 1.48b (Figure 1.24), which is accompanied by a distinct 

color change.
[63]

 In first step, they were found to undergo photoisomerization to form dark 

isomers 1.47a and 1.48a in the same manner as B(ppy)Mes2 compound 1.24 and can thermally 

revert back to their original state. However, upon prolonged irradiation, a second thermally 

reversible photoisomerization will take place and form new dark isomers 1.47b and 1.48b 

quantitatively involving a “walk” rearrangement
[64]

. The ζ-donating strength and the aromaticity 

of the heterocycle bound to the B atom are believed to be very important in this unusual 

isomerization pathway. 

 

Figure 1.24 Photo/thermal isomerization of 1.47 and 1.48. 

 

Recently, Wang and co-workers reported the facial phototransformation of peri 2-pyridyl and 

BMes2 substituted naphthalene 1.49 and acenaphthalene 1.50 (Figure 1.25).
[65]

 Irradiation of these 

molecules with 365 nm light lead to the formation of the base-stabilized 2-py-bound 

benzoborepins via boron-mediated C=C bond breaking of the naphthalene and boron insertion. 

 

Figure 1.25 Photoisomerization of peri-substituted naphthalene and acenaphthalene. 
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A series of C,C-chelate organoborates such as 1.51 with a biphenyl chelating unit and two 

varying aryl substituents were prepared, and their photochemical reactivity were investigated by 

Wang and Wagner in 2018 (Figure 1.26).
[66]

 They undergo efficient photoisomerization (the ΦPI 

was over 80%) upon light irradiation and generate the boratanorcaradienes 1.51a with an 

embedded borirane ring. The pathway is similar as N,C-chelate B(ppy)Mes2 (1.24), rather than 

the photoreactivity of tetraarylborates (1.17, 1.18). This is because C,C-chelation changes the 

electronic transitions of the molecule significantly, thereby altering their photoreaction pathway. 

The photoisomerization of these C,C-chelate organoborates were not thermally reversible. 

 

Figure 1.26 Photoisomerization of C,C-chelate organoborates. 

 

1.2.5 Photoisomerization of Asymmetric Chelate Boron Compounds 

In 2017, our group synthesized a series of chiral N,C-chelate organoboron derivatives bearing 

two different aryl substituents on the boron center {B(ppy)Ar1Ar2}.
[67]

 After systematic 

investigation of the substituent effects, it was found that at least one bulky mesityl group is 

required to achieve the photoreactivity.
[67, 68]

 The asymmetric B(ppy)MesAr compounds such as 

1.52 undergo regioselective photoisomerization that occurs exclusively at the less bulky aryl 

group, generating various borirane “dark isomers” 1.52a (Figure 1.27). Furthermore, the H-

functionalized boriranes undergo thermal H-atom migration from borirane ring to the pyridyl unit 

and ring expansion to give the final 4bH-azaborepin molecules 1.52b. Replacing the pyridine 

donor with a pyrazole group, the new unsymmetrical N,C-chelate organoboron compounds 
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B(ppz)(Mes)Ar (ppz = 1-phenylpyrazole) 1.53 undergo regioselective two-step 

photoisomerization involving the less bulky Ar group, to generate the final 14aH-diazaborepins 

1.53b (Figure 1.27).
[69]

 This work illustrates that by altering the electronic nature of chiral N,C-

chelate organoboron compounds, the photoisomerization pathways can be tuned. 

 

Figure 1.27 Photoisomerization of asymmetric N,C-chelate compounds 1.52 and 1.53. 

 

Replacing the less bulky aryl group with 2-heterocycles, Wang and co-workers synthesized 

various chiral-chelated systems bearing mesityl and heterocycle (thienyl 1.54, furyl) 

substituents.
[70]

 The borirane intermediates such as 1.54a were formed regioselectively on the 

heterocycles (Figure 1.28). The reactive boriranes (1.54a) are unstable, and readily transform into 

rare, chiral N,B,X-heterocycles such as base-stabilized 1,2-thiaborinines 1.54b and 1,2-

oxaborinines via heteroaromatic C-X (X = S, O) bond activation and boron insertion. 

 

Figure 1.28 Photoisomerizaton of chiral chelate compound with heterocycle substituent on boron. 

 

Carbon-sulfur (C-S) bond activation is an important step in the hydrodesulfurization process 

utilized by the petroleum industry and C-C or C-heteroatom cross coupling reactions in organic 

chemistry.
[71]

 Carbon-sulfur bond activation has been studied extensively, in which nearly all 
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examples use transition metal catalysts.
[71]

 Taking advantage of the light’s ability to activate 

molecules via their unique and high reactive excitated states, the phototransformation of N,C-

chelate boron compounds (1.54) provide a new and efficient strategy to activate the C-S bond 

with concomitant boron atom insertion. With further optimization, this approach may be used for 

the hydrodesulfurization of petroleum, C-S bond activation and further transformation. Although 

one possible mechanism for the 1.54a to 1.54b transformation would involve reduction 

elimination at boron to afford a B(Ⅰ) intermediate that subsequently inserts into the C-S bond, 

theoretical studies revealed that the mechanism is a concerted ring expansion of the 

heterocycle.
[70]

 

 

1.2.6 Phototransformations of BN-Heterocycles 

By inserting a CH2- group into the B-Cph bond of B(ppy)Mes2, Wang and co-workers discovered 

an unprecedented photoelimination (PE) reaction of B,N-heterocycles such as 1.55 that yields π-

conjugated polycyclic azaborine compounds (1.55a) by ejecting one equivalent of R-H such as 

mesitylene from the BR2-CH2 unit (Figure 1.29).
[72]

 The Pt(II)-functionalized B,N-heterocycles 

such as 1.56 were used to investigate the impact of metal chelation on the PE reactions (Figure 

1.29).
[73]

 These metal chelate compounds also display unique photoelimination to generate highly 

phosphorescent B,N-benzoquinolines such as 1.56a. The metal chelate on the back bone has been 

found to greatly enhance the photoelimination quantum efficiency of B,N-heterocycles by 

reducing the activation barrier of the reaction. Replacing pyridine with other donors such as 

NHC
[74]

, benzothiazole
[72]

 and triazole
[75]

 (1.57 ‒ 1.59) on the backbone gives new B,N-

heterocycles, which also undergo PE process upon exposure to UV light (Figure 1.30). Moreover, 

diboron B,N-heterocycles (1.60 ‒ 1.61) with different linkers and location of the boron chelate 

unit have been examined and shown different photoelimination reactivity towards light stimuli 
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(Figure 1.30).
[76, 77]

 These studies confirm the generality of the photoelimination, and indicate it is 

suitable to generate various BN-embedded aromatic compounds. 

 

Figure 1.29 Photoelimination of B,N-heterocycles. 

 

 

Figure 1.30 Substrate scope of the photoelimination of B,N-heterocycles. 

 

Replacing the Mes group in 1.55 with highly electron-deficient groups such as 2.4.6-

trifluoromethylphenyl (Mes
F
) and pentafluorophenyl (C6F5) gives molecules (1.63 and 1.64) with 

a new type of photochromic switching at the boron core (Figure 1.31).
[78]

 Two Mes
F
 substituted 

compound 1.63 underwent a thermally reversible isomerization to generate a dark colored B,N-

1,3,5-cyclooctatriene (B,N-1,3,5-COT), which was proved to be a general photoisomerization 

pathway for B,N-heterocycles with electron-deficient aryl groups. With two less bulky but still 

electron deficient C6F5 groups on boron, the photoisomerization of 1.64 goes one step further, 
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forming a new species BN-1,3,6-COT via irreversible C-F bond cleavage and 1,3-F atom 

sigmatropic migration. The distinct photo transformation of 1.63 and 1.64 revealed that both 

steric and electronic factors can control the photochemical reactivity of B,N-heterocycles. 

 

Figure 1.31 Photoisomerization of B,N-heterocycles functionalized with two electron 

withdrawing group on boron. 

 

1.3 Benzylideneamine N,C-Chelate Organoboron Compounds 

Simplifying the pyridine donor group of B(ppy)Mes2 compound with N-alkyl/aryl substituted 

benzylideneamines generates new benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds 

(Figure 1.32). Typically, these compounds are synthesized by the condensation of 2-

borylbenzaldehyde and corresponding amines.
[79]

 The boron-substituted imine is similar to 2-

borylzaobenzene 1.22
[45, 46]

 with an intramolecular B-N interaction, and possess tunable 

fluorescent properties via modification of their structures (e.g. changing the substitutents on imine 

and/or on boron).
[80-82]

 

 

Figure 1.32 Benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds. 
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Gabbaї and co-workers reported the N-alkyl (alkyl = n-Bu or CH2CH2OH) substituted 2-

(dimesitylboryl)benzylideneamines 1.65 and 1.66, which display green fluorescence (quantum 

yield ΦF around 10%).
[80]

 In contrast to the nonfluorescent benzalalkylimines, the improved 

emission was due to an intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) excited state. Based on TD-DFT 

calculations, the HOMO is localized on one of the mesityl ring and the LUMO localized on the 

imine ligand, which is comparable to B(ppy)Mes2. N-aryl substituted 2-

[bis(pentafluorophenyl)boryl]-benzylideneamines 1.67 were reported by Kawashima and showed 

enhanced fluorescent quantum yields (ΦF = 73%) due to the addition of an electron-donating 

group on the imine.
[81]

 The N-aryl substituted 2-[bis(pentafluorophenyl)boryl]benzylideneamines 

have the potential to be used as cyanide sensors, as cyanide ions can react with the N-arylimine 

derivatives to give the corresponding cyanide adducts which quenches fluorescence. The 

photochemical stability of N-arylimine derivatives were investigated by Würthwein and 

Yamaguchi, where the N-phenylimine derivative 1.68 was found to decompose completely after 4 

hours of UV light irradiation (Figure 1.33).
[82]

 Increased photochemical stability was discovered 

with bisimine extended π-framework by a conjugated moiety linker 1.69, which underwent no 

structure change upon light irradiation (Figure 1.33). 

 

Figure 1.33 Photochemical stability of N-aryl substituted benzylideneamine N,C-chelate 

organoboron compounds. 
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1.4 Photoluminescent Properties and Sensing Applications of Triarylboron 

Compounds 

Since boron has an empty p orbital, it is capable of acting as an electron acceptor (A). Therefore, 

combining a boron center with a donor group/element (D) through a conjugated π-system (Figure 

1.34) often leads to excellent luminescent intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) materials with 

potential applications in the fields of anion sensing,
[4]

 nonlinear optics,
[5]

 organic light emitting 

diodes (OLEDs).
[6]

 Due to the Lewis acidic nature of the boron center, bulky aryl substituents 

such as 2,4,6-trimethylphenyl (mesityl = Mes) are used to kinectically protect the electron 

accepting unit and allow access to air stable materials.
[5a], [5b]

 A number of conjugated triarylboron 

molecules containing the dimesitylboryl (BMes2) group have been synthesized and employed in 

different fields. 

 

Figure 1.34 A typical conjugated donor-acceptor triarylboron system. 

 

1.4.1 Photoluminescent Properties and Modifications of Triarylboron Systems 

The photoluminescent properties of triarylboron materials can be easily tuned by internal 

structure modification or external stimuli such as solvents, temperature, or pressure. The 

modification of organoboron compounds has attracted considerable attention, with different π-

linkers and donors being the most common way to tune their photoluminescent properties.
[83],

 
[1a]

 

Depending on how the boron center is incorporated into the conjugated system, triarylboron 

materials can be divided into three classes (Figure 1.35):
[1d]

 Type A with the boron atom protected 

by two bulky substituents and connected to the π system with one valency; Type B where the 
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boron atom is protected by one bulky group and the other two valencies are used to incorporate it 

within the π system; Type C where all three valencies connect the boron atom to the π system. 

 

Figure 1.35 Three classes of conjugated triarylboron systems. 

 

Phenyl and its derivatives are common linkers or building blocks for triarylboron systems. 

Thiophene has favourable coplanarity and pronounced quinoid character, and its intermolecular 

π-stacking/sulfur-sulfur interactions can direct solid-state molecular organization and facilitate 

charge/energy transport in bulk phase. For these reasons, thiophene is one of the most popular 

building blocks in π-conjugated systems.
[84]

 In 2007, Yamaguchi and coworker synthesized a 

series of 3-boryl-2,2’-bithiophene derivatives with bulky dimesitylboryl groups at a peripheral 

position of the π framework (Figure 1.36). The sterically demanding boryl groups prevent 

intermolecular interactions and their large Stokes shift due to intramolecular CT diminishes self-

quenching in the condensed phase. As a result, these compounds yield intense solid-state 

emission over the whole visible region.
[84b]

 

 

Figure 1.36 Structures and photographs showing the fluorescence of 3-borylbithiophene 

derivatives. 
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Recently, Jӓkle and coworkers demonstrated that microwave-assisted Stille cross-coupling can 

effectively prepare main-chain organoborane poly(oligothiophene) polymers with a different 

number of thiophene units (Figure 1.37).
[85]

 These polymers show strong fluorescence that covers 

a broad wavelength range both in solution and solid state. By increasing the number of thiophene 

units, the band gaps and fluorescent properties of the polymers are easily tuned in a predictable 

manner. 

 

Figure 1.37 Experimentally determined HOMO and LUMO energy levels and photographs 

illustrating the solution and solid-state emission colors with increasing the number of thiophene 

units. 

 

The preparation and development of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) as organic 

optoelectronic materials has grown rapidly in recent years. Varying the structure, changing 

substituents, and introducing other main group dopant atoms (e.g., N, S, P, B) leads to dramatic 

changes in the optoelectronic characteristics of the materials. Unlike N, P and S, the B atom has a 

vacant p orbital, which can participate in the conjugation of B-doped PAHs. In addition to 

shifting their fluorescence into the visible region, this also facilitates the electron accepting 

capabilities of the materials.
[86a, 86b]

 Wagner’s group has synthesized various structures and boron-

doped luminophores (1.81) based on the 9,10-dihydro-9,10-diboraanthracene (DBA) building 

block (Figure 1.38),
[86c-86e]

 some of which can perform as redox catalysts to activate hydrogen.
[86f]
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In order to obtain more aromatic conjugated PAHs, they overcame some synthetic challenges and 

developed key synthetic procedures (such as Peterson olefination, stilbene-type photocyclization, 

Si-B exchange reaction, Ru-catalyzed cyclization of ene-ynes to annulate new benzene rings) to 

expand the system.
[86a, 86b]

 Finally, they investigated the impact of boron doping as well as 

substituent effects on the photoluminescence properties compared with PAH congeners (1.82 and 

1.83). 

 

Figure 1.38 Boron-doped luminophores with DBA scaffold and PAHs.
[85d], [85b]

 

 

In 2012, Yamaguchi devised a new strategy for stabilizing triarylboron π-systems based on 

structural constraint rather than steric bulk (Figure 1.39). Though these kinds of planarized 

triarylboron molecules do not have steric protection in the form of mesityl substituents, they 

showed high stability toward air, water and amines because of their rigid molecular structure. 

Despite this, the planarized boranes can still serve as Lewis acid with the vacant pz orbital of 

boron atom available to interact with anions.
[87a]

 

 

Although the planarized skeleton effectively spreads conjugation throughout the molecule, the sp
3
 

carbon bridges do not contribute to π-electron delocalization (Figure 1.39, left and middle). 

Therefore, they designed a new planarized polycyclic π-conjugated triarylborane with all aryl 

groups connected through sp
2
 centers (Figure 1.39, right). As such, these molecules can be treated 

as a model of B-doped graphene. With these structural improvements, this compound can form 

face-to-face π-stacked structures in the solid states and shows interesting photophysical properties 
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such as broad absorption bands and long-wavelength emission. Another interesting feature of this 

compound (Figure 1.39, right) is its thermoresponsive color change in the presence of a Lewis 

base such as pyridine, which can coordinate to the boron center.
[87b]

 With this new design strategy, 

more sophisticated planar boron embedded π-systems have been synthesized and studied.
[87c]

 

These new structures provide a guideline for designing such systems for particular applications 

including electron transport materials for OLEDs,
[87d]

 electrodes in batteries,
[87e, 87f]

 graphene 

based sensors
[86f]

 and ambipolar semiconducting soft materials.
[87g]

 

         

Figure 1.39 Structural constraint stabilized planarized triarylborons. 

 

Solvatochromism, the change in emission maxima/color observed with increasing solvent polarity 

(Figure 1.40), is well known for boron-containing π-systems and has been widely explored. In 

general, the photoluminescence spectra of such systems will show a red shift with increasing 

solvent polarity due to the presence of polar electronic configurations in the excited state (typical 

of charge transfer transitions). Additionally, certain solvents such as DMF are capable of 

coordinating with the boron atom which disrupts the conjugation of the molecule and therefore 

alters its’ photophysical properties.
[88]
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Figure 1.40 Structure and solvent-dependent luminescence of 1.87. 

 

Organoboron Lewis acid–base systems are known to demonstrate intramolecular binding of the 

boron moiety to the Lewis base, which leads to electronic communication between the boron 

center and π-conjugated system. The intramolecular interaction can be modulated not only by 

binding with anions,
[89a]

 but also by changing the solvents, both of which can interrupt electron 

communication and induce dramatic change of optical properties. Recently, Wolf and coworkers 

synthesized flexible BMes2 and P(O)R2 (R = phenyl, isopropyl) bithiophene Lewis Pairs (1.88 

and 1.89), which possess differing luminescence in their open and closed forms (Figure 1.41). 

Due to the weak bonding interactions between the phosphine oxide and boron moieties, these two 

forms can be controlled by choice of solvents where protic solvents favor the open form and 

aprotic solvents favor the closed form.
[89b]

 

 

Figure 1.41 Fluorescence switching of flexible Lewis pairs with solvents. 
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Triarylboron-based molecules typically have high luminescent quantum yield and temperature 

sensitive properties due to intrinsic conformation differences in their luminescent excited states, 

making them potentially good materials for temperature probes.
[90a]

 In 2011, Yang and coworkers 

designed a pyrene-containing triarylboron molecule dipyren-1-yl(2,4,6-triisopropylphenyl)borane 

(1.90) as fluorometric thermometer (Figure 1.42).
[90b]

 Upon excitation, 1.90 is in thermal 

equilibrium between a local excited state (LE) and a twisted intramolecular charge transfer (TICT) 

state. Depending on the temperature, the equilibrium will favor either the LE or TICT state of 

1.90, giving different luminescence colors depending on the proportion of the exited state 

conformations. Given that the TICT state is lower in energy, decreasing temperature will increase 

the population of this state resulting in bathochromically shifted luminescence. Conversely, 

raising the temperature will populate the LE more favorably resulting in a hypsochromic shift. In 

2014, Yang and coworkers reported another triarylboron-based fluorescent temperature indicator 

that can be used both in solid polymers and liquid solvents (1.91) (Figure 1.42).
[90c]

 Although the 

mechanism of emission change with temperature remains analogous, the LE excited state has 

been replaced by an ICT state and the decrease in steric demand around the boron center allows 

for real-time temperature sensing even in restrictive media such as polymer matrices. 

         

Figure 1.42 Fluorescence switching of triarylboron-based molecules with temperature. 

 

Recently, Wang and co-workers reported a simple aldehyde functionalized amino-triarylborane 

donor-acceptor system 1.92 that displayed distinct responses toward multiple external stimuli 
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(e.g., solvent, temperature and pressure) based on the reversible switching between closed and 

open structures of an intramolecular B ← O bond (Figure 1.43).
[91]

 Later, new stimuli-responsive 

materials 1.93 based on B/N Lewis pairs were established, which display emission color changes 

by modulating the B-N bond strength in response to external stimuli (Figure 1.43).
[92]

 

 

Figure 1.43 Multi-responsive triarylboron materials based on the modulation of intramolecular 

B-O and B-N bond strength. 

 

1.4.2 Triarylboron Materials as Anion Sensors 

With the protection of bulky mesityl groups, boron compounds do not react with most 

nucleophiles except for some small anions such as F
-
 and CN

-
. After binding of the small anions 

to the boron center, the π-system’s conjugation is disrupted, causing a change in the 

intramolecular CT properties of the molecule. The differences before and after binding with small 

anions are reflected in the color/absorption and emission spectra of the compounds, which can be 

discriminated by the naked eye and used as a simple and efficient test in anion recognition. 

 

Triarylboron materials have shown good potential as selective fluoride sensors as demonstrated 

by Yamaguchi and coworkers who found that the addition of fluoride to tris(9-anthryl)borane in 

THF gave an efficient and visible color change (Figure 1.44).
[4b]

 These compounds show selective 
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sensing for fluoride ions with a much higher binding constant (around 10
5
 M

-1
 at 20 ℃ in THF) 

compared to AcO
-
 and OH

-
 (around 10

3
 M

-1
). Moreover, they show no response towards Cl

-
, Br

-
, 

I
-
, ClO4

-
, and BF4

-
, which is due to the protection afforded by the bulky group around boron. 

Compound 1.94 only contains one internal boron atom, while 1.95 has a more extended π-system 

with an internal trianthrylborane moiety and three external dimesitylanthrylborane moieties, 

which can be used as a multistage fluoride ion sensor. 

       

Figure 1.44 Left: Structures of trianthrylborane 1.94 and dimesitylboryl-substituted 

trianthrylborane 1.95. Right: Color change of 1.94 upon addition of TBAF. 

 

Modifying the structure by introducing different π linkers or donor substituents tunes the 

electronic properties of the triaryl boron conjugated system and results in varied color and/or 

emission spectra. The selectivity and sensitivity of triarylboron conjugated systems can also be 

improved by varying their structures, which is a popular research topic in recent years.
[89a], [83a]

 

 

In 2006, Wang and coworkers reported novel U-shaped triaryl boron compounds with a 

nonplanar linker (1,8-bis(4,4’-biphenyl)naphthalene) to bring two electron acceptor groups 

(diarylboron groups) or one electron acceptor group (diarylboron group) together with one 

electron donor group (diarylamino group) 1.96 (Figure 1.45). The two kinds of U-shaped triaryl 

boron compounds display distinct fluorescent responses after binding with F
-
 due to their special 

structural characteristics. In the absence of fluoride, through space charge transfer between the 

nitrogen and boron groups gives weak emission. Upon binding of fluoride, the boron atom is 
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blocked, thereby turning off the through space CT and resulting in stronger emission from the 

donor chromophore. Therefore, such systems can act as “turn-on” sensors for fluoride.
[4d]

 In 2014, 

Wang and coworkers reported a U-shaped dual-emissive phosphine-boron Lewis pair (1.97 and 

1.98). Similar to the nitrogen analogue, through space CT is once again observed, however the 

phosphine-substituted compound displays dual emission. The greater donor ability of the 

phosphine atom also results in a large fluoride binding constant compared to the N-B systems, 

which can also be improved by 2 orders of magnitude upon converting the phosphine to its’ 

phosphonium salt.
[93] 

 

In 2007, Wang developed a V-shaped bifunctional compound 1.99 linked with a silicon group to 

avoid the rigid structure of U-shaped linker (Figure 1.45). This results in improved sensitivity 

towards fluoride as a “turn-on” sensor.
[4f]

 

 

Figure 1.45 U-shape (1.96 ‒ 1.98) and V-shape (1.99) triarylboron fluoride sensors. 

 

The first example of a conjugated organoboron macrocycle containing six boron centers with 

strong blue luminescence was achieved by Jӓkle and coworkers in 2011 (Figure 1.46).
[94a]

 This 

molecule 1.100 contains six electron-deficient organoboron moieties, resulting in high affinity for 

anions and shows fluorescent quenching after binding with F
-
 and CN

-
 . Depending on the type of 

linker and connectivity pattern, a series of new B/N amibipolar conjugated macrocycles such as 

1.101 were developed. The B acceptors and N donors alternate in a highly symmetric and 

conjugated ring system.
[94b]

 Titration experiments monitored by UV-vis and fluorescence 
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spectroscopy indicate they can be used for anion recognition. The predicted geometry of the 

macrocycle shows changes from elongated to a more square-like shape in some cases.
[94c]

 

 

In 2006, Jӓkle and coworkers reported a series of luminescent triarylboron functionalized 

polystyrene (1.102 ‒ 1.104) (Figure 1.46).
[95]

 Electron communication between the boron 

chromophores within the polymer was studied and the polymers were found to be efficient probes 

for fluoride and cyanide. Compared with other anions, fluoride and cyanide bind strongly to the 

boron center of the polymers as monitored by UV-vis absorption and emission spectroscopy. 

Additionally, it was found that the moieties incorporated into the polymers were far more 

sensitive compared to model triarylboron compounds. 

 

Figure 1.46 Fluorescent triarylboron polymers used as anion sensor. 

 

One of the challenges of using triarylboron system as chemosensors is increasing the binding 

constant between the boron center and anions. Gabbaї and coworkers tested a series of bidentate 

Lewis acids (1.105 and 1.106)
[96]

 or hydrogen-bond cooperation 1.107 with the boron center
[97]

 to 
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achieve high binding constants with fluoride (Figure 1.47). The 1,8-naphthalenediyl backbone 

enforces proximity of two neutral Lewis acidic centers, which promotes fluoride chelation and is 

responsible for the high binding constant.
[98]

 

 

Katz reported bidentate Lewis acid 8-silyl-1-naphthylborane complexes 1.108 with 1,8-

naphthylene framework containing boron and silicon centers,
[99a]

 while Kawachi reported a new 

B/Si bidentate Lewis acid (1.109 and 1.110) with o-phenylene backbone and achieved better 

fluoride affinity results (Figure 1.47).
[99b]

 

 

Figure 1.47 Bidentate dibrane (1.105), cationic bidentate borane (1.106), hybrid borane (1.107), 

B/Si bidentate Lewis acid (1.108 ‒ 1.110) used as fluoride sensors. 

 

Gabbaї also reported linear cationic boranes functionalized with ammonium 
[100a]

 and 

phosphonium (Figure 1.48),
[100b], [5e]

 which increase the fluoride binding constant as well as their 

solubility in aqueous media. The Lewis acidity of the boron atom increases with the increasing 

hydrophobic character of phosphorus atom (Me, Et, nPr, Ph) and leads to an increase in fluoride 

binding constant (exceeds 1 order of magnitude from 1.111 ‒ 1.114).
[100b]

 It is believed that the 

decrease in solvation of the most hydrophobic cationic boranes facilitates the covalent ion pairing 

process e.g., binding with fluoride. Depending on the position of the ammonium functional group, 

different anions can be sensed selectively. For example, the para substituted derivative 1.115 

serves as a cyanide receptor while the ortho substituted derivative 1.116 selectively senses 

fluoride due to the increase in steric crowding around the boron atom (Figure 1.48).
[100a]
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Figure 1.48 Triarylboron functionalized cationic boranes. 

 

In 2011, Gabbaї developed two phosphonium borane compounds to achieve “turn-on” responses 

to cyanide in aqueous solution at ppb concentrations (Figure 1.49). The fluorophores of the 

phosphonium-boranes are quenched by intramolecular photo-induced electron transfer from the 

fluorophore to the electron deficient P-B unit. After binding of cyanide to the boron atom, the 

electron accepting properties of the P-B unit are disrupted which reveals the fluorescence of the 

pendant fluorophore.
[101]

 

 

Figure 1.49 Addition products of cyanide ion to [1.117]
+
 (left) and [1.118]

+
 (right). 

 

Although dimesitylboryl and boron-dipyrromethene (BODIPYs) are different in molecular 

conformations, all have excellent photophysical properties that can be used as fluorescent 

chromophores. Recently, Gabbaї
[102a]

 and Thilagar developed a series of BODIPYs appended 

with dimesitylboryl groups which exhibit intramolecular energy transfer between boryl and 

BODIPY chromophores and show dual emission (Figure 1.50). These types of modified 

dimesitylboron-BODIPY dyes (1.119 ‒ 1.123) display distinct emissive properties upon fluoride 

binding and can be used as fluoride sensors.
[102b-102d]

 Further, Thilagar used triphenylamine as a 

single donor linking two different acceptors (1.124 and 1.125) to give two processes of ICT 
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(amine to borane and amine to BODIPY). The two ICT processes can be manipulated by binding 

with small anions and showed chromogenic and fluorogenic responses.
[102e]

 

 

Figure 1.50 Dimesitylboron-π-BODIPY as anion sensors. 

 

Although there are currently many examples of triarylboron systems which can bind fluoride or 

cyanide, the preparation of chemoselective sensors which discriminate between the two still poses 

a challenge. 

 

In 2008, Aldridge and coworkers reported ferrocene functionalized borane derivatives together 

with a suitable redox-matched organic dye serving as two component sensor system capable of 

colorimetrically sensing fluoride and cyanide (Figure 1.51). The derivatives with a BMes2 group 

1.126 gave positive colorimetric responses to both cyanide and fluoride, while the stilbene diolate 

functionalized boronic ester compound 1.127 only gave positive colorimetric response to fluoride 

but not for cyanide under same conditions.
[103]

 

 

Figure 1.51 Ferrocene functionalized borane derivatives. 
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In 2014, Zhao and coworkers designed a triarylboron compound that consists of a strong electron 

accepting group (dicyanovinyl) linked by a π system with amino donor to facilitate intramolecular 

CT (Figure 1.52). The triarylboron compound with dicyanovinyl group 1.128 displays selective 

sensing of fluoride and cyanide ions, with the boron center preferring to bind with fluoride and 

the cyanide ions preferring to bind the α-carbon atom of dicyanovinyl group.
[104]

 

 

Figure 1.52 Left: triarylboranes-π-dicyanovinyl compounds. Photographs of selective sensing of 

fluoride and cyanide under daylight (middle) and under irradiation at 365 nm (right). 

 

In 2014, Thilagar used similar dicyanovinyl substituted triarylborons to distinguish fluoride and 

cyanide ions (Figure 1.53).
[105a]

 In 2015, Thilagar modified the triarylborane conjugated 

dicyanovinyl chromophores linked with the same amine donor (1.129 ‒ 1.131).
[105b]

  As two kinds 

of acceptors share one donor, they exhibit strong charge transfer absorbance from the amine 

donor to both the BMes2 and dicyanovinyl acceptors. They studied the anion binding mechanisms 

both of fluoride and cyanide through 
1
H and 

19
F NMR titrations, and proved that the fluoride ions 

bind only to the boron center while cyanide binds with both BMes2 and dicyanovinyl receptor 

sites. The different binding position of the chromophores with fluoride and cyanide blocks 

different CT processes and yields distinct colorimetric responses in visible region that can be 

detected by the naked eye.  

 

In 2016, Thilagar and coworkers synthesized triarylborane-oligothiophene-dicyanovinyl 

conjugated systems (1.132 ‒ 1.134) and modulated their electronic/optical properties by varying 
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the number of thiophene units (Figure 1.53). This series of compounds also display distinct color 

responses upon addition of fluoride and cyanide.
[105c]

 

 

Figure 1.53 Triarylboranes-π-dicyanovinyl compounds used for selective detection of fluoride 

and cyanide. 

 

1.5 CO2 Sensing Research Progress 

Carbon dioxide (CO2) is a known greenhouse gas, with many researchers currently working 

towards developing new methods of capture
[106]

 or transformation
[107]

. CO2 is also related to many 

human diseases, such as hypercapnia, hypocapnia and metabolic disorders, as well as being 

important in coalmine safety and volcanic activity. CO2 sensing and detecting is therefore of great 

significance.
[108]

 In general, the uptake of CO2 is often achieved with primary or secondary 

amines which can bind to CO2 through simple acid-base reactions (Figure 1.54).
[109]

 As such, 

colorimetric and fluorimetric chemosensors for CO2 often rely on similar reaction mechanisms 

with reactive groups to bind CO2 and yield a change in color or photoluminescent properties of 

chromophores, allowing CO2 to be detected by the naked eye.
[108], [110]

 Moreover, the formation of  

carbamic acid is the key to achieve good reversible CO2 sensors, due to the better reversibility of 

carbamic acid, which can be easily recovered by bubbling nitrogen gas or heating to remove 

CO2.
[109b]
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Figure 1.54 Reaction of primary or secondary amines with CO2. 

 

In 2010, Tang and co-workers published a fluorescent CO2-chemosensor utilizing a chromophore 

with an aggregation-induced emission (AIE) photophysical properties and amine liquid with 

tunable polarity and viscosity after capture CO2 (Figure 1.55). Hexaphenylsilole (HPS) is 

nonluminescent in solution but highly emissive as aggregates. In the aggregate state, the 

intramolecular rotations of the multiple phenyl rotors of HPS are restricted and turn on the 

emission of HPS chromophore. Purging an amine solution of HPS with CO2 gas will increase the 

polarity and viscosity of the solution and HPS molecules will cluster and enhance their 

fluorescence emission.
[111]

 In 2013, Jiang and co-workers reported another CO2 chemosensor 

based on the AIE materials (Figure 1.56). They prepared a liquid mixture with tetraphenylethene 

(TPE), 5-amino-1-pentanol (APN) and 1,8-diazabi-cyclo-[5,4,0]-undec-7-ene (DBU).
[112]

 In the 

presence of APN, DBU can react with CO2 to generate an ionic liquid (IL) with a remarkable 

increase both in polarity and viscosity and turn on the emission of the AIE molecules.  
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Figure 1.55 (a) Structure of AIE molecule 1,1,2,3,4,5-hexaphenylsilole (HPS). (b) Formation of 

carbamate ionic liquid (CIL) by bubbling CO2 gas through dipropylamine (DPA) liquid. (c) PL 

spectra and photographs of HPS in DPA before and after bubbling with different volumes of CO2 

 

 

Figure 1.56 (A) Structures of AIE molecule: tetraphenylethene (TPE), 5-amino-1-pentanol 

(APN), formation of ionic liquid by bubbling CO2 gas through the amidine-based material. (B) 

PL spectra of the TPE-contained (3.3 mg mL
-1

) mixture (1.2 mL) composed of DBU and APN 

(1:1, v/v) when bubbled with different volumes of CO2. Inset figure indicates that the maximum 

PL intensity of the material was linearly enhanced with increasing of the bubbled volume of CO2 

gas 

 

Supramolecules containing a CO2 sensitive amino group can also be used to detect CO2 by taking 

advantage of the fact that CO2 can protonate the neutral amino group to trigger the luminescent 

color change of the dyes in the system. In 2013, poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) 
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(PDMAEMA) chains conjugated with a perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic acid bisimide (PBI) 

1.135 were synthesized for colorimetric and fluorescent detection of CO2 in aqueous media 

(Figure 1.57, left).
[113]

 The fluorophore-polymer conjugate exhibits a colorimetric change and a 

fluorescent turn-on response towards CO2 in aqueous solutions and the process is reversible upon 

removal of CO2 by purging with N2. In 2015, Zhang and Wan reported a new recyclable 

polyoxometalate-based (POM)Na9DyW10O36 (DyW10) supramolecular CO2 chemosensor (Figure 

1.57, right).
[114]

 The neutral tertiary amino group of PDMAEMA blocks can be protonated after 

the aqueous medium is exposed to CO2, changing the microenvironment of Dy
3+

, which will 

induce the electrostatic coassembly of anionic DyW10 and consequently trigger the luminescence 

chromism of DyW10. 

   

Figure 1.57 Supramolecules used as CO2 chemosensors. 

 

In 2012, a new fluorescent and colorimetric chemosensor for CO2 was described by Yoon and co-

workers, where they use fluoride to activate a tetrapropyl benzobisimidazolium salt (TBBI) to 

generate a N-heterocyclic carbene intermediate that can bind with CO2 to form an imidazolium 

carboxylate 1.137 which provides both fluorescence and colorimetric outputs (Figure 1.58). This 

system displayed high selectivity, low limit of detection, and fast response time for fluoride.
[115]
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Figure 1.58 (A) Proposed reactions of TBBI first with F
-
 and then with CO2. (B) Fluorescent 

titration spectra of TBBI (15.0 μM) in CH3CN observed upon the addition of TBAF (3.0 equiv) 

and then bubbling with different volumes of CO2. Inset: plot of the fluorescence intensity I344nm of 

a solution consisting of TBBI and 3.0 equiv of TBAF versus various volumes of CO2. 

 

pH-sensitive fluorescent dyes, such as 8-hydroxypyrene1,3,6-trisulfonic acid trisodium salt 

(HPTS) 1.138 can be used in CO2 optical sensors (Figure 1.59). The protonated (DH) 1.138 and 

deprotonated (D
-
) 1.138a forms of HPTS display distinctly different absorption and emission 

bands. The absorption bands of protonated and deprotonated forms are at 403 nm and 455 nm 

respectively, while the emission of the protonated form is in the blue region (436 nm) and the 

deprotonated form emits in the green region (510 nm).
[116]

 Other pH fluorescent probes such as 

aniline-substituted BODIPY derivatives (1.139) have also been used as fluorescent chemosensors 

for the detection of dissolved CO2 in the presence of water (Figure 1.60).
[117]

 After CO2 is 

dissolved in aqueous solution, it will generate the weak acid carbonic acid, which will protonate 

the phenylamino moiety to form phenylammonium 1.139a, ultimately preventing photoinduced 

electron transfer quenching processes and the turn on emission. 
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Figure 1.59 Structures of protonated 1.138 and deprotonated 1.138a forms of HPTS. 

 

 

Figure 1.60 (A) Structures of neutral and protonated forms of 1.139 and proposed photoinduced 

electron transfer (PeT) mechanism between BODIPY moiety and phenylamino unit.  (B) PL 

spectra and photographs of 1.139 solution (~ 23 μM, MeOH-H2O, v:v = 1:1) after bubbling with 

different volumes of CO2. 

 

Given that most of the current strategies employed for detection of CO2 are cumbersome and 

costly,
[112]

 it is challenging and desirable to develop simpler systems with good reversibility and 

higher sensitivity towards CO2. Although triarylboron compounds have been widely used as 

efficient fluoride and cyanide ions, there are currently no reports of CO2 sensors based on 

photoluminescent triarylboron systems. As such, we postulated that appending donor-acceptor 

molecules with functional groups capable of reacting with CO2, e.g., primary/secondary amines, 

would allow us to detect CO2 by spectroscopic methods as a change in the electronic structure of 

the organoboron species upon CO2 binding should alter their photophysical properties. In this 

way, our new organoboron systems would act as facile turn-off/turn-on fluorescent sensors for 
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CO2 which could be used either qualitatively or quantitatively. Furthermore, by varying the 

pendent functional groups we will be able to study the impact of their incorporation into such 

donor-acceptor systems. 

 

1.6 Scope of This Thesis 

The works described in this thesis focus on the following parts: 1) improving the photochemical 

reactivity of N,C-chelate four coordinate organoboron systems by simplifying their structure such 

that systems without bulky mesityl groups are still photoactive; and 2) investigate the relationship 

between the lateral appended groups and D-π-A conjugation triarylboron part to design and 

improve the CO2 sensing properties of triaryboron systems.  

 

Chapter 2 describes the photoreactivity of a series of benzylideneamine N,C-chelate BMes2 

compounds which underwent multi-structural transformations upon light irradiation or heating via 

intramolecular H-atom transfer and subsequent 1,3-shift of boron to form the final 8-membered 

ring expansion products. Similar benzylideneamine N,C-chelate BPh2 compounds without bulky 

mesityl groups on boron also underwent efficient transformation via H-atom transfer to form the 

final 7-membered ring expansion products. 

 

Chapter 3 describes the synthesis and photoreactivity of benzylideneamine N,C-chelate 

compounds with two non-bulky aryl groups on the boron atom (BAr1Ar2), where Ar1 and Ar2 can 

be either the same or different. This allowed us to investigate the photoisomerization reactivity of 

both achiral and chiral N,C-chelate boron compounds for H-atom selectivity during the H-atom 

transfer process, as well as the potential of photochemically generating chiral N,B,S-heterocycles 

via the photoisomerization of heterocycle (thienyl) functionalized systems.  
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Chapter 4 demonstrates the impact of intramolecular H bond and n-π* interactions on the 

photophysical properties of laterally appended D-π-A triarylboron compounds with a biphenyl 

unit and their fluorescent response toward CO2. 

 

Chapter 5 describes the synthesis of different bulky (ethyl, isopropyl and tertbutyl) amino-

appended D-π-A triarylboron compounds and illustrates the bulky substitutent effects on the 

internal B ← N bond association and dissociation, as well as their utility as fluorescent CO2 and 

temperature probes. 
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Chapter 2 

Transforming Benzylideneamine N,C-Chelate Boron Compounds to 

BN-Cycloocta-/Cyclohepta-Trienes Bearing a Tetrasubstituted B=N Unit 

via Photoisomerization 

2.1 Introduction 

Aminoboranes (R2B=NR’2) and molecules that contain B=N bonds represent important classes of 

compounds with a variety of potential applications ranging from medicinal chemistry and 

catalysis
[1]

 to materials science.
[2]

 In particular, the substitution of B=N bonds into cyclic systems 

has proven to be an effective strategy for fine-tuning the chemical and physical properties of the 

resulting molecules. Most of the previously known examples incorporate B=N bonds into five
[3]

 

and six
[4]

 membered aromatic systems. There exist hardly any seven or eight membered ring 

systems that incorporate B=N bonds, with two of the only examples being 4b-H-azaborepins 

(B,N-1,3,5-cycloheptatriene 1.52b; BN-1,3,5-CHT)
[5]

 and BN-1,3,6-cyclooctatrienes 1.44c ‒ 

1.46c (BN-1,3,6-COT),
[6] 

 which were prepared quantitatively via photo- and thermal 

isomerization of 5-membered N,C-chelate boron compounds (e.g., B(ppy)(Mes)(Ph)
[5]

 or 

B(azolyl-Ph)Mes2;
[6]

 Mes = mesityl, ppy = 2-phenylpyridyl). Two related BN-COT isomers, BN-

1,3,5-COT 1.63a and BN-1,3,6-COT 1.64a, were also obtained via a similar method using 6-

membered chelate boron compounds with electron-withdrawing Ar substituents on boron
[7]

 (e.g., 

B(benzyl-py)Mes
F
 or B(benzyl-py)(C6F5)2, Mes

F
 = 2,4,6-tris(trifluoromethyl)phenyl), although 

they do not contain a fomal B=N bond. While the photochemical approaches of preparing B=N 

embedded 7 or 8-membered ring systems do have their advantages,
[8]

 limitations still exist such as 

the need to have at least one bulky mesityl group present on the boron atom.
[5]

 Furthermore, it has 

not been established whether the neutral donor unit needs to be part of an aromatic system (e.g., 
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pyridine vs. imine). Based on these considerations, we investigated a series of N-alkyl substituted 

benzylideneamines with boryl groups attached at the 2-position (2.1 – 2.6, Figure 2.1) with the 

goals of (1) simplifying the starting material structures of photoactive organoborates and (2) 

improve the photochemical reactivity with less aromatic benzylideneamine backbone to 

generalize their photoreactions for the preparation of a variety of B=N containing 7- and 8-

membered ring systems. While benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoborates with R = aryl and 

Ar = Mes are known and have been shown to be unstable towards irradiation, the products 

generated via irradiation were not characterized and will decompose after four hours irradiation.
[9a]

 

Gabbaї and coworkers reported compounds that are closely related to compounds 2.1 – 2.4, with 

R = alkyl (n-Bu and CH2CH2OH), but their photoreactivity was not investigated.
[9b]

 We have 

found that compounds 2.1 – 2.4 display efficient photoisomerization, initially generating the 

borirane “dark isomers” (2.1a ‒ 2.4a), which undergo a subsequent multistructural transformation 

at room-temperature, involving a H-atom transfer (HAT) to form species (2.1b ‒ 2.4b), followed 

by a 1,3-boryl shift to give the final isomers (2.1c ‒ 2.4c, Figure 2.1). This establishes for the first 

time that simple benzylideneamine supported boron systems can display similar photoreactivity 

as those supported by diaryl chelates (e.g., phenylazole).
[6]

 Additionally, the highly reactive 

nature of organoborates with imine donors allows for achieving reactivities which have never 

been observed for diaryl chelates,
[10]

 such as photoisomerization occurring with two phenyl 

substituents residing on boron (e.g., compounds 2.5 and 2.6). Therefore, the simplification of the 

donor not only retains the desired photoreactivity, but also expands it such that a wider range of 

aryl groups on boron can undergo photoisomerization. It has also been established that 

substitution of the phenyl backbone by –NMe2 groups can act as an effective strategy for halting 

the photoreactivity of this class of molecules (e.g., compounds 2.8 ‒ 2.10). 
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Figure 2.1 Structures of 2.1 ‒ 2.6, 2.8 ‒ 2.11 and their photochemical reactivities. 

 

2.2 Experimental Section 

2.2.1 General Procedures 

All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere. Solvents were dried by standard 

methods and freshly distilled over sodium prior to use. 
1
H, 

13
C, and 

11
B NMR spectra were 

recorded on a Bruker Avance 300, 400, 500, 600 and 700 MHz spectrometers and deuterated 

solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotopes and Sigma-Aldrich, further dried over 4 Å 

molecular sieves and C6D6 degassed prior to use. High resolution mass spectra (HRMS) were 

obtained using a Micromass GC-TOF spectrometer. Starting materials were purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich without further purification. BMes2F were prepared according to literature 

procedures.
[11]

 UV-visible spectra were recorded on a Varian Cary 50 spectrometer. Excitation 

and emission spectra were recorded using a Photon Technologies International QuantaMaster 

Model 2 spectrometer. DFT and TD-DFT calculations were performed using the Gaussian 09 

suite of programs
[12]

 on the High Performance Computing Virtual Laboratory (HPCVL) at 

Queen’s University. Geometry optimizations and vertical excitations of all compounds were 
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obtained at the B3LYP
[13]

/6-31g(d)
[14]

 level of theory, with the resulting structures confirmed to 

be stationary points through vibrational frequency analysis. 

 

2.2.2 Synthesis of 2.1 ‒ 2.4 

 

Figure 2.2 Synthesis of 2.1 ‒ 2.4. 

 

The aldehyde group of 2-boromobenzaldehyde was protected with ethylene grlycol to get 

compound 2.a. Addition of a –Bmes2 with lithium halogen exchange to get compound 2.b. 2.c 

was obtained after deprotection of the aldehyde group with HCl. Compounds 2.1 ‒ 2.4 were 

synthesized in good yield by reacting 2-borylated benzaldehydes with various aliphatic amines 

(Figure 2.2), followed by recrystallization from hexanes. 

 

2-(2-Bromophenyl)-1,3-dioxolane (2.a). The synthesis of compound 2.a was carried out with the 

reported method:
[15]

 A mixture of 2-bromobenzaldehyde (7.4 g, 40 mmol), anhydrous ethylene 

glycol (5.0 g, 80 mmol) and p-toluenesulfonic acid (2.0 g, 10 mmol) in benzene (50 mL) was 

refluxed overnight using a Dean-Stark trap. The solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator 

and concentrated under vacuo, the residue was extracted with diethyl ether and water mixture 

solution (80 mL × 3). The organic layer was collected, then dried with magnesium sulfate and 

concentrated under vacuum. Further purification by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl 
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acetate/hexanes = 1:10) to afford compound 2.a as a yellow oil in 65% yield (5.9 g). 
1
H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3):  4.21 – 4.05 (m, 4H), 6.13 (s, 1H), 7.24 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.36 (t, J = 7.4 

Hz, 1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.0, 0.8 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (dd, J = 7.7, 1.3 Hz, 1H). 

 

(2-(1,3-dioxolan-2-yl)phenyl)dimesitylborane (2.b). A hexane solution of n-BuLi (2.5 M, 1.0 mL, 

2.4 mmol) was added to the solution of compound 2.a (0.46, 2 mmol) in THF (40 mL) at -78 ℃ 

under nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at -78 ℃ and 

dimesityl boron fluoride (0.64 g, 2.4 mmol) was added to the solution. The reaction mixture was 

stirred for another 1 hour at -78 ℃, then allowed to return to room temperature slowly and stirred 

overnight. The solvent was removed in vacuo. The residue was extracted with diethyl ether (50 

mL × 3), the organic layer was combined and dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated 

under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel 

(CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to afford compound 2.b as pale oil in 64% yield (0.51 g).
[9b]

 
1
H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.06 (s, 12H), 2.35 (s, 6H), 3.97 – 3.68 (m, 4H), 5.59 (s, 1H), 6.84 (s, 4H), 

7.36 (d, J = 4.2 Hz, 2H), 7.53 – 7.45 (m, 1H), 7.70 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3):  21.3, 23.2, 64.7, 102.6, 124.9, 128.3, 128.6, 130.3, 134.3, 138.9, 141.0, 141.3, 142.5, 

147.2; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3):  73.8. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)benzaldehyde (2.c). Excess of concentrated HCl solution was added to the 

THF/H2O (3:1) solution of compound 2.b (0.253 g, 0.64 mmol), the mixture was stirred overnight 

under room temperature. NaHCO3 was added to the solution to neutralize the solution after the 

completion of the reaction. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue was 

extracted with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was combined, then dried with 

magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by 
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column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to afford compound 2.c as yellow 

solid in 62% yield (0.14 g).
[9b]

 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.11 (s, 12H), 2.33 (s, 6H), 6.82 (s, 

4H), 7.47 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.68 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 8.04 (dd, J = 13.1, 7.7 Hz, 2H), 9.62 (s, 

1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  21.0, 24.5, 127.2, 128.7, 129.5, 132.5, 135.6, 136.3, 138.6, 

141.0, 197.0; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3):  25.3. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)benzylideneethylamine (2.1). Compound 2.c (50 mg, 0.13 mmol) and 

ethylamine (2M in THF, 0.2 mL, 0.4 mmol) were dissolved in dichloromethane with excess 

amount of magnesium sulfate, the reaction mixture was allowed to heated to 50 ℃ for 1 hour.
[9b, 

16]
 After completion of the reaction, the solution was filtrated and the residue was washed with 

dichloromethane. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo to afford pale solid in a crude yield of 98% 

(54 mg). Further purification can be achieved by washing with dry hexanes. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, 

C6D6):  0.43 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H), 1.67 (s, 3H), 1.79 (s, 3H), 2.23 (s, 6H), 2.29 (s, 3H), 2.50 (s, 

3H), 3.46 (d, J = 20.8 Hz, 2H), 6.66 (s, 1H), 6.75 (s, 1H), 6.94 (s, 2H), 6.99 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 

7.09 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.26 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.39 (s, 1H), 7.88 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR 

(101 MHz, C6D6):  14.5, 20.7, 22.7, 25.8, 26.8, 46.0, 124.7, 125.2, 129.7, 130.5, 130.8, 131.1, 

131.9, 136.9, 165.9; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  4.7; HRMS (EI), calcd for C27H32BN [M]
+
: 

381.2633, found: 381.2622. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)benzylideneisopropylamine (2.2). The synthesis of compound 2.2 was similar 

as compound 2.1, use isopropylamine instead of ethyl amine as the reagent to give compound 2.2 

as pale solid in a crude yield of 98%. Further purification can be achieved by recrystallization 

with dry hexanes. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  0.35 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 3H), 0.99 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 3H), 

1.67 (s, 3H), 1.90 (s, 3H), 2.22 (s, 6H), 2.31 (s, 3H), 2.47 (s, 3H), 4.19 (hept, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 
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6.66 (s, 1H), 6.75 (s, 1H), 6.92 (s, 1H), 6.96 (s, 1H), 6.99 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.09 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 

1H), 7.26 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.86 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.86 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6): 

 20.7, 20.8, 22.9, 24.2, 25.9, 26.0, 26.3, 26.7, 52.2, 124.8, 125.2, 129.4, 129.7, 130.4, 131.0, 

131.3, 132.0, 132.8, 134.7, 136.2, 136.8, 140.5, 141.6, 143.5, 165.2; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6): 

 6.3; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C28H35BN [M+H]
+
: 396.28571, found: 396.28541. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)benzylidenetertbutylamine (2.3). The synthesis of compound 2.3 was similar as 

compound 2.1, use tert-butylamine instead of ethyl amine as the reagent to give compound 2.3 as 

pale solid in a crude yield of 98%. Further purification can be achieved by recrystallization with 

dry hexanes. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  1.07 (s, 9H), 1.64 (s, 3H), 1.94 (s, 3H), 2.20 (s, 6H), 

2.44 (s, 6H), 6.72 (s, 2H), 6.90 (s, 2H), 7.00 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.07 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.40 (d, 

J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 8.18 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  20.7, 25.7, 

30.7, 60.5, 125.4, 125.9, 129.9, 130.5, 130.7, 131.9, 137.0; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  17.1; 

HRMS (EI), calcd for C29H36BN [M]
+
: 409.2946, found: 409.2939. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)benzylidenecyclohexylamine (2.4). The synthesis of compound 2.4 was similar 

as compound 2.1, use cyclohexylamine instead of ethylamine as the reagent to give compound 

2.4 as pale solid in a crude yield of 98%. Further purification can be achieved by recrystallization 

with dry hexanes. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  0.48 (dd, J = 21.4, 10.0 Hz, 1H), 0.74 – 0.82 (m, 

2H), 0.93 – 0.85 (m, 1H), 1.04 (dd, J = 24.4, 11.9 Hz, 1H), 1.22 – 1.14 (m , 2H), 1.32 (d, J = 6.3 

Hz, 1H), 1.56 (d, J = 12.1 Hz, 1H), 1.71 (s, 3H), 1.93 (s, 3H), 2.03 (d, J = 11.3 Hz, 1H), 2.20 (s, 

3H), 2.23 (s, 3H), 2.33 (s, 3H), 2.46 (s, 3H), 3.87 (t, J = 11.5 Hz, 1H), 6.67 (s, 1H), 6.73 (s, 1H), 

6.90 (s, 1H), 6.97 (s, 1H), 7.02 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 

1H), 7.85 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.90 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  20.7, 20.8, 24.1, 25.6, 
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25.8, 26.0, 26.2, 26.3, 26.8, 33.5, 37.7, 60.9, 124.8, 125.1, 129.4, 129.7, 130.2, 130.9, 131.4, 

131.9, 132.8, 134.6, 136.4, 137.0, 140.4, 141.5, 143.5, 165.6; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  6.46; 

HRMS (ESI), calcd for C31H39BN [M+H]
+
: 436.31701, found: 436.31718. 

 

2.2.3 Synthesis of 2.5 ‒ 2.7 

 

Figure 2.3 Synthesis of 2.5 ‒ 2.7. 

 

Condensation of 2-bromobenzaldehyde with different aliphatic amine to give the products of  2-

bromobenzylideneamine derivatives 2.d. Compounds 2.5 – 2.7 were obtained by the lithiation of 

2-bromobenzylideneamine, followed by quenching with (iPrO)BPh2 or (iPrO)B(C6D6)2 with a 

moderate yield (Figure 2.3). The deuterium labeled compound 2.7 was also prepared in order to 

track the HAT process. 

 

N-(2-bromobenzylidene)propan-2-amine (2.d). The synthesis of compound 2.d was similar as 

compound 2.1 to give compound 2.d as pale yellow liquid. 

 

2-(diphenylboryl)benzylideneethylamine (2.5). 1 M of phenylmagnesium bromide was prepared 

in advance by adding bromobenzene (10.9 g, 70 mmol), maganesium turnings (1.68 g, 70 mmol) 
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and two small iodine crystals to a 250 mL oven dried Schlenk flask and the mixture was refluxed 

in 70 mL THF until all of the maganesium had appeared. The phenylmagnesium bromide (5 mL, 

1 M in THF, 5 mmol) was added to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask with 10 mL of THF and the 

mixture was cooled down to -78 ℃ under N2, B(OiPr)3 (0.58 mL, 2.5 mmol) was added quickly 

to the flask. The mixture was stirred for 1 hour at the same temperature, then it allowed to warm 

to room temperature slowly and stirred for another two hours. The solution was cooled down to -

78 ℃ and prepared for cannula transfer. 

 

In another 100 mL Schlenk flask n-BuLi (1.2 mL, 2.5 M in hexane, 3 mmol) was added slowly to 

a solution of compound 2.d (0.53 g, 2.5 mmol) in THF (40 mL) at -78 ℃ under N2. After stirring 

at this temperature for 1 h, the former solution was cannula transferred to the latter flask at the 

same temperature. The mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at the same temperature, then 

allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The mixture was extracted 

with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3). The organic extract was purified by column chromatography on 

basic activated aluminum oxide (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:4) to afford product as a white solid (0.18 g, 

24 % yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  0.47 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H), 3.21 (q, J = 7.2 Hz, 2H), 7.06 

(t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.26 – 7.17 (m, 3H), 7.34 – 7.27 (m, 6H), 7.45 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4H), 7.68 (d, J 

= 7.3 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  13.4, 44.3, 125.3, 125.7, 126.0, 127.7, 130.5, 132.0, 

133.8, 137.7, 165.2; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  4.20; HRMS (EI), calcd for C21H20BN [M]
+
: 

297.1693, found: 297.1699. 

 

2-(diphenyboryl)benzylideneisopropylamine (2.6). The synthesis procedure of compound 2.6 was 

similar as compound 2.5 to give compound 2.6 as white solid, 30 % yield (0.23 g). 
1
H NMR (400 

MHz, C6D6):  0.61 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 1H), 4.00 – 3.87 (m, 1H), 7.07 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.34 – 7.16 
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(m, 8H), 7.49 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 1H), 7.68 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, 

C6D6):  23.3, 50.2, 125.3, 125.7, 126.0, 127.7, 130.5, 132.1, 133.9, 137.9, 164.3; 
11

B NMR (128 

MHz, C6D6):  4.73; HRMS (EI), calcd for C22H22BN [M]
+
: 311.1849, found: 311.1847. 

 

2-(diphenyl-d5 boryl)benzylideneisopropylamine (2.7). The synthesis procedure of compound 2.6 

was similar as compound 2.5 to give compound 2.7 as white solid, 28 % yield (0.22 g). 
1
H NMR 

(400 MHz, CD2Cl2):  1.17 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H), 4.31 – 4.18 (m, 1H), 7.31 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 

7.45 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.55 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.76 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 8.70 (s, 1H); 
2
H NMR 

(92 MHz, CH2Cl2):  7.23 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 10H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CD2Cl2):  23.7, 50.7, 

125.2 (t, J = 23.6), 125.6, 126.0, 126.8 (t, J = 23.6), 129.6, 131.9, 133.0 (t, J = 23.6), 137.9, 165.1; 

11
B NMR (128 MHz, CD2Cl2):  4.28; HRMS (EI), calcd for C22H12D10BN [M]

+
: 321.2477, found: 

321.2468. 

 

2.2.4 Synthesis of 2.8 ‒ 2.10 

 

Figure 2.4 Synthesis of 2.8 ‒ 2.10. 
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Methylation of the nitrogen atom of 3-boromaniline with potassium carbonate and methyl iodine 

to give compound 2.e, after which lithiation and quenching with DMF gives compound 2.f. Then 

brominated in the para-position (relative to nitrogen) using DBDMH (1,3-dibromo-5,5-

dimethylhydantoin) to afford 2.g. The aldehyde group of 2.g was then protected with ethylene 

glycol to give 2.h, then –Bmes2 group was added to 2.h via lithium-halogen exchange to give 

compound 2.i. Deprotection of the aldehyde was achieved with concentrated HCl to give 

compound 2.j. Compounds 2.8 ‒ 2.10 were synthesized in good yield by reacting 2-borylated 

benzaldehydes with various aliphatic amines (Figure 2.4), followed by recrystallization from 

hexanes. Compound 2.10 is unstable and partially decomposes during the recrystallization 

process. 

 

3-bromo-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.e). The synthesis of compound 2.e was carried out with the 

reported method:
[17]

 A mixture of 3-bromoaniline (3.4 g, 20 mmol), iodomethane (2.84 mL, 46 

mmol) and K2CO3 (5.5 g, 40 mmol) in DMF (80 mL) was stirred at 75 ℃ overnight. 150 mL 

aqueous NaHCO3 solution was added into the mixture and extracted with diethyl ether (80 mL × 

3), the organic was washed with brine, then dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated in 

vacuo. Further purification by column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to 

afford compound 2.e as pale yellow oil in 48% yield (1.9 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.97 

(s, 6H), 6.65 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 2.2 Hz, 1H), 6.84-6.86 (m, 2H), 7.10 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H).
[18]

 

 

3-(Dimethylamino)-benzaldehyde (2.f). The n-BuLi (2.5 M in hexane, 0.5 mL, 1.2 mmol) was 

added dropwise to the stirred THF solution of compound 2.e at -78 ℃. The mixture solution keep 

stir for 1 h at -78 ℃, then dry DMF (0.15 mL, 2 mmol) was added dropwise. The reaction was 

monitored by TLC, after completion of the reaction saturated aqueous NH4Cl solution was added 

to quench the reaction. The reaction slowly warm to room temperature and stirred for another 3 h. 
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The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and extract with diethyl ether (30 mL × 3), the 

organic layer was dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated in vacuo. Further purification 

by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:10) to afford compound 2.f as 

yellow oil in 67% yield (0.1 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  3.02 (s, 6H), 6.98 (dd, J = 8.4, 3.0 

Hz, 1H), 7.20-7.22 (m, 2H), 7.38 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 9.96 (s, 1H).
[19]

 

 

2-Bromo-5-(dimethylamino)-benzaldehyde (2.g). This compound 2.g was synthesized according 

to the reported method.
[20]

 The compound 2.f (0.1 g, 0.67 mmol) was dissolved in 25 mL dry 

dichloromethane and 1,3-dibromo-5,5-dimethylhydantoin (0.086 g, 0.3 mmol) was added, the 

solution was heated to reflux overnight. After completion of the reaction, 40 mL water was added 

to dilute the solution and extract with dichloromethane (30 mL × 3). The organic layer was 

combined and dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude 

product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:8) to 

afford compound 2.g as bright yellow solid in 66% yield (0.1 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  

2.99 (s, 6H), 6.80 (dd, J = 8.9, 3.3 Hz, 1H), 7.19 (d, J = 3.3 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 

10.31 (s, 1H).
[20]

 

 

4-bromo-3-(1,3-dioxolan-2-yl)-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.h). The mixture of compound 2.g (2.43 g, 

10 mmol), ethylene glycol (1.24 g, 20 mmol) and p-toluene sulfonic acid (0.38 g, 2 mmol) in 60 

mL toluene was refluxed for 6 h, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure and extracted 

with diethyl ether (80 mL × 3). The organic layer was combined and dried with magnesium 

sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column 

chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:5) to afford compound 2.h as yellow oil 

in 77% yield (2.1 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.96 (s, 6H), 4.31 – 3.85 (m, 4H), 6.05 (s, 

6H), 6.60 (dd, J = 8.8, 3.2 Hz, 1H), 6.98 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H).
[21]
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4-(dimesitylboryl)-3-(1,3-dioxolan-2-yl)-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.i). A hexane solution of n-BuLi 

(2.5 M, 1.44 mL, 3.6 mmol) was added to the solution of compound 2.h (0.813, 3 mmol) in THF 

(40 mL) at -78 ℃ under nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for another 1 h at 

-78 ℃, then allowed to return to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The solvent was 

removed in vacuo. The residue was extracted with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3), the organic layer 

was combined and dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The 

crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to 

afford compound 2.i as yellow solid in 76% yield (1 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.14 (s, 

12H), 2.37 (s, 6H), 3.11 (s, 6H), 3.71 (s, 2H), 3.97 (s, 2H), 6.65 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.85 (s, 

4H), 7.15 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 7.31 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  21.3, 23.2, 

40.0, 64.6, 102.6, 108.3, 110.9, 128.1, 134.0, 138.0, 138.0, 140.8, 143.3, 143.6, 152.2; 
11

B NMR 

(128 MHz, CDCl3):  68.2; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C29H37O2BN [M+H]
+
: 442.2912, found: 

442.2909. 

 

2-(dimesitylboryl)-5-(dimethylamino)-benzaldehyde (2.j). Excess of concentrated HCl solution 

was added to the THF/H2O (3:1) solution of compound 2.i (1 g, 0.9 mmol), the mixture was 

stirred overnight under room temperature. NaHCO3 was added to the solution to neutralize the 

solution after the completion of the reaction. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure 

and the residue was extracted with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was combined, 

then dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product 

was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to afford 

compound 2.j as yellow solid in 40% yield (0.36 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.02 (s, 12H), 

2.30 (s, 6H), 3.09 (s, 6H), 6.79 (s, 4H), 6.86 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 7.27 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 
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7.43 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  21.2, 23.4, 40.1, 110.0, 116.4, 128.6, 

137.4, 138.3, 140.4, 142.5, 143.6, 151.8, 184.6; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3):  63.2; HRMS 

(ESI), calcd for C27H33OBN [M+H]
+
: 398.2650, found: 398.2641. 

 

4-(dimesitylboryl)-3-((ethylimino)methyl)-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.8). The synthesis of compound 

2.8 was similar as compound 2.1 to give compound 2.8 as bright yellow solid in a crude yield of 

98%. Further purification can be achieved by washing with dry hexanes. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, 

C6D6):  0.51 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 3H), 1.82 (s, 3H), 1.88 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 6H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 2.57 (s, 

9H), 3.64 – 3.42 (m, 2H), 6.64 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 6.71 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 6.77 (s, 2H), 

6.98 (s, 2H), 7.47 (s, 1H), 7.74 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  14.7, 20.8, 

22.8, 25.8, 26.8, 40.3, 46.0, 108.5, 118.9, 129.8, 130.5, 131.5, 137.8, 148.7, 166.4; 
11

B NMR (128 

MHz, C6D6):  4.8; HRMS (EI), calcd for C29H37BN2 [M]
+
: 424.3055, found: 424.3063. 

 

4-(dimesitylboryl)-3-((isopropylimino)methyl)-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.9). The synthesis of 

compound 2.9 was similar as compound 2.1 to give compound 2.9 as bright yellow solid in a 

crude yield of 98%. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  0.41 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 3H), 1.07 (d, J = 6.1 Hz, 

3H), 1.81 (s, 3H), 2.00 (s, 3H), 2.25 (s, 6H) 2.36 (s, 3H), 2.52 (s, 3H), 2.57 (s, 6H), 4.24 (hept, J 

= 6.4 Hz, 1H), 6.63 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.71 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 2H), 6.78 (s, 1H), 6.94 (s, 1H), 

7.00 (s, 1H), 7.71 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.90 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  20.8, 20.8, 

23.1, 24.4, 26.0, 26.4, 26.7, 40.3, 52.1, 108.4, 119.0, 129.3, 129.7, 130.3, 130.8, 131.7, 132.4, 

134.5, 136.1, 137.8, 140.3, 144.9, 143.5, 148.7, 165.7; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  6.4; HRMS 

(EI), calcd for C30H39BN2 [M]
+
: 438.3212, found: 438.3222. 
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3-((tert-butylimino)methyl)-4-(dimesitylboryl)-N,N-dimethylaniline (2.10). The synthesis of 

compound 2.10 was similar as compound 2.1 to give compound 2.10 as bright yellow solid in a 

crude yield of 98%. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  1.09 (s, 9H), 2.29 – 2.11 (m, 18H), 2.45 (s, 6H), 

6.45 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.6 Hz, 1H), 6.75 (s, 2H), 6.85 (s, 2H), 7.59 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.81 (d, J = 2.5 

Hz, 1H), 8.57 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6):  21.0, 23.3, 29.4, 39.2, 57.2, 109.4, 112.9, 

128.6, 128.9, 138.5, 144.5, 152.5, 157.1; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6):  2.3, 54.9; HRMS (EI), 

calcd for C31H41BN2 [M]
+
: 452.3369, found: 452.3358. 

 

2.2.5 Synthesis of 2.11 

 

Figure 2.5 Synthesis of 2.11. 

 

3-Iodoaniline was brominated in para-position (relative to nitrogen) with NBS (N-

bromosuccinimide) to give 4-bromo-3-iodoaniline, after which methylation of the nitrogen atom 

to afford 4-bromo-3-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline. The coupling of 4-bromo-3-iodo-N,N-

dimethylaniline and 2-bromopyridine was achieved using Negishi coupling to give compound 2.k. 

Lithiation of 2-bromo-5-dimethylaminophenylpyridine followed by the addition of BMes2F gave 

compound 2.11 in high yield (Figure 2.5). 
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4-bromo-3-iodoaniline. The synthesis was carried out with the reported method:
[22]

 To a 100 mL 

round bottom flask, 3-iodoaniline (2.2 g, 10 mmol) dissolved in 50 mL acetonitrile and stirred in 

an ice water bath, NBS (1.8 g, 10 mmol) was added slowly to the solution. The solution was 

allowed to reach room temperature and stirred overnight. The reaction was quenched with H2O 

and extracted with hexanes (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was dried with MgSO4 and 

concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product can be purified by recrystallization with 

CH2Cl2/hexanes at -18 ℃ as a brown solid in 30% yield (0.9 g). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):  

3.69 (br, 2H), 6.54 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.7 Hz, 1H), 7.22 (d, J = 2.7 Hz, 1H), 7.33 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H).
[23]

 

 

4-bromo-3-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline. The synthesis was carried out with the reported method:
17

 

A mixture of 4-bromo-3-iodoaniline (2.98 g, 10 mmol), iodomethane (1.4 mL, 22 mmol) and 

K2CO3 (4.15 g, 30 mmol) in 50 mL DMF was stirred at 75 ℃. After completion of the reaction, 

the mixture was poured into water and extract with diethyl ether. The organic layer was washed 

with brine, then dried over Mg2SO4 and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product 

can be purified by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:6) to afford 

product as pale solid in 46% yield (1.5 g). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3):  2.93 (s, 6H), 6.56 (dd, 

J = 8.9, 2.8 Hz, 1H), 7.17 (d, J = 2.8 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H).
[24]

 

 

Synthesis of compound 2.k. n-BuLi (2.5 M, 0.5 mL, 1.2 mmol) was added slowly to a solution of 

2-bromopyridine (0.157 g, 1.0 mmol) in THF (30 mL) at -78 ℃ and the resulting solution was 

stirred for about 1 hour at -78 ℃. Then, TMEDA-ZnCl2 (0.3 g, 1.2 mmol) was added under 

nitrogen and the solution was stirred at the same temperature for about 1 hour and allowed to 

warm to room temperature slowly. 4-bromo-3-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline (0.36 g, 1.1 mmol) and 

Pd(PPh3)4 (0.10 g, 0.1 mmol) were added to the solution and the solution was heated to reflux for 

12 hours. The reaction was quenched with water. The solvent were removed under reduced 
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pressure and the residue was extracted with CH2Cl2 (50 mL × 3) and water, the organic layer was 

collected and dried over MgSO4. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The crude 

product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:6) to 

afford compound 2.k as yellow oil in 44% yield (0.12 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  2.95 (s, 

6H), 6.63 (dd, J = 8.9, 3.0 Hz, 1H), 6.87 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H), 7.27 (dd, J = 7.1, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 7.46 

(d, J = 8.9 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 7.73 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 8.71 (d, J = 4.4 Hz, 1H); 

13
C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  40.5, 107.7, 114.1, 115.2, 122.3, 124.9, 133.4, 135.7, 141.3, 

149.2, 149.9, 159.1.
[25]

  

 

Synthesis of compound 2.11. A hexane solution of n-BuLi (2.5 M, 0.08 mL, 0.2 mmol) was 

added to the solution of compound 2.k (45 mg, 16 mmol) in THF (40 mL) at -78 ℃ under 

nitrogen atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at -78 ℃ and dimesityl 

boron fluoride (52 mg, 0.2 mmol) was added to the solution. The reaction mixture was stirred for 

another 1 hour at -78 ℃, then allowed to return to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. 

The solvent was removed in vacuo. The residue was extracted with CH2Cl2 (25 mL × 3), the 

organic layer was combined and dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced 

pressure. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel 

(CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:1) to afford compound 2.11 as yellow solid in 91% yield (65 mg). 
1
H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3):  1.82 (s, 12H), 2.21 (s, 6H), 3.00 (s, 6H), 6.67 (s, 4H), 6.89 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.2 

Hz, 1H), 7.23 – 7.11 (m, 2H), 7.63 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.98 – 7.92 (m, 2H), 8.63 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 

1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  20.8, 24.9, 41.1, 104.8, 117.3, 118.6, 121.0, 129.7, 131.6, 

133.5, 135.4, 140.0, 146.2, 148.1, 159.8; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3):  4.2; HRMS (EI), calcd 

for C31H35BN2 [M]
+
: 446.2899, found: 446.2879. 
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2.2.6 X-ray Crystallographic Data 

Colourless crystals of 2.2, 2.6, 2.6b were grown in hexanes at -18 ℃, while the crystals of 2.4c 

were grown by slow evaporation of a C6D6 solution at room temperature. The crystal data were 

collected on a Bruker D8-Venture diffractometer with Mo-target (λ = 0.71073 Å) at 180 K. Data 

were processed on a PC with the aid of the Bruker SHELXTL software package22 and corrected 

for absorption effects. All non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. The position of 

hydrogen atoms were calculated and their contributions in structural factors were included. The 

crystal data of 2.2, 2.6, 2.4c, 2.6b have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data 

Center (CCDC No. 1847798, 1847799, 1847790 and 1847801). 

 

Figure 2.6 Crystal structures of 2.2 and 2.6. 

 

Table 2.1 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 2.2 and 2.6 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

2.2 B(1)-C(1) 1.629(3) B(1)-C(11) 1.636(3) B(1)-C(20) 1.658(3) B(1)-N(1) 1.651(3) 

2.6 B(1)-C(1) 1.612(5) B(1)-C(11) 1.609(5) B(1)-C(17)1.620(5) B(1)-N(1) 1.626(5) 

Selected angles (º) 

2.2 C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 95.37(14) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(20) 100.84(15) 

C(11)-B(1)-C(20) 113.88(15) 

C(11)-B(1)-N(1) 103.25(15) 

2.6 C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 96.1(3) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(17) 110.7(3) 

C(11)-B(1)-C(17) 113.4(3) 

C(11)-B(1)-N(1) 105.9(3) 
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2.2.7 Photoisomerization Procedure 

All the samples used for photoisomerization studies were dissolved in C6D6 and the C6D6 solvent 

was dried with molecular sieves and stored in N2 filled glove box. Around 20 mg of compound 

2.1 ‒ 2.7 were dissolved in 0.5 mL of C6D6 in J-Young NMR tubes and sealed with teflon caps, 

then removed from the glove box and irradiated in an Rayonet Photochemical Reactor (350 nm). 

1
H, 

11
B NMR spectra were monitored periodically until no additional spectra change.  

 

The conversion of intermediate a to respective isomer b can be driven by room temperature, but 

the intermediate a can not be monitored by room temperature NMR spectra. While the conversion 

of a → b can be prevented under low temperature, compound 2.2 was irradiated with 365 nm 

hand UV light in dry ice/acetone bath and low temperature (-70 ℃) NMR spectra proved the 

formation isomer 2.2a. 

 

The thermal isomerization reaction of 2.4b → 2.4c was performed by putting the sealed NMR 

tube in an oil bath. The temperature of the oil bath is same as the thermal isomerization reaction 

temperature. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Characterization and Photophysical Properties 

All compounds were fully characterized by NMR and HRMS analysis. The crystal structures of 

2.2 and 2.6 were determined via single-crystal X-ray diffraction analyses (Figure 2.6) and the 

selected bond lengths and angles are shown in Table 2.1. The 
11

B NMR chemical shifts of 2.1 → 

2.3 show a clear trend with increasing size of the N-alkyl group (4.7, 6.3, and 17.1 ppm 

respectively), indicating that the B-N bond is weakened with bulkier alkyl groups on the imine. 
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Compound 2.4 with a cyclohexyl group has a 
11

B peak at 6.5 ppm, similar to that of 2.2 (with an 

i-Pr). The ph substituted compounds 2.5 and 2.6 have a slightly upfield shifted 
11

B NMR peak 

(4.2 and 4.7 ppm), compared to the Mes substituted analogues 2.1 (4.7 ppm) and 2.2 (6.3 ppm), 

owing to the reduced steric congestion around boron in 2.5 and 2.6. Crystal structures show that 

the B-C and B-N bonds in 2.2 are all longer than the corresponding ones in 2.6 (Table 2.1). 

 

The UV-vis absorptions of compounds 2.1 – 2.4 (Figure 2.7, left and Table 2.2) are all quite 

similar owing to the minimal participation of the alkyl groups in the S1 transition of these 

molecules (the TD-DFT calculation data see the appendix). The λmax of 2.1 – 2.4 is at λabs = 282 

nm in CH2Cl2, with a broad absorption band and a shoulder at 332 nm, attributed to 

intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from π-Mes to π*-benzylideneamine, in agreement with the 

S1 transition of previously reported diaryl N,C-chelate boron compounds and TD-DFT 

calculations.
[10]

 Compounds 2.1 – 2.4 are weakly emissive with λem = ~ 500 nm, ΦFL ˂ 10%, and a 

large Stokes shift (~ 100 nm) (Figure 2.7, right). The UV-vis and emission spectra of 2.5 and 2.6 

are hypsochromically shifted (Figure 2.7 and Table 2.2), compared to those of 2.1 – 2.4 by ~ 35 

nm. The UV-vis maximum absorption of compounds 2.8 and 2.9 (λabs ~ 425 nm) are significantly 

bathochromically shifted (Figure 2.8, left and Table 2.3) compared to 2.1 – 2.4, which is due to 

ICT from the p-NMe2 donor to the boron center, with emission occurring at 525 nm (Figure 2.8, 

right) and a comparatively large quantum yield (25% for 2.8, 26% for 2.9, 20% for 2.11) (Table 

2.3). The maximum absorption of 2.11 is around 414 nm, exhibiting a red-shifted absorption band 

compared to parent N,C-chelate oragnoboron compounds as a result of increased π-conjugation 

(Figure 2.8, left and Table 2.3). Alkyl substituted benzylideneamine ligands have far less π-

conjugation compared to ppy and phenylazolyl ligands, which is expected to accelerate the 

photoreactivity of 2.1 – 2.4 as a result of less π-delocalization along the backbone and decreased 

aromaticity. 
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Figure 2.7 Absorption (1.00 × 10
-5

 M, left) and emission spectra (right) of 2.1 ‒ 2.6 in 

dichloromethane. 

 

Table 2.2 Summary of photophysical data for 2.1 ‒ 2.6 

Compound 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 

λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

281, 

0.893; 

332, 

0.229 

282, 1.07; 

332, 

0.304 

281, 

0.872; 

332, 

0.236 

282, 1.01; 

332, 

0.290 

277, 1.14; 

318, 

0.288 

278, 

1.18; 

318, 

0.332 

λem (nm) 497 504 507 502 462 464 
a
 Recorded in dichloromethane (1.00 × 10

-5
M) at 298K. 

 

   

Figure 2.8 Absorption (1.00 × 10
-5

 M, left) and emission spectra (right) of 2.8, 2.9 and 2.11 in 

toluene. 
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Table 2.3 Summary of photophysical data for 2.8, 2.9, 2.11 

Compound 2.8 2.9 2.11 

λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

425, 0.200 425, 0.196 414, 0.215 

 

λem (nm) 523 523 535 

ΦF
b
(%) 25 26 20 

a
 Recorded in toluene (1.00 × 10

-5 
M) at 298K; 

b 
The solution ΦF was determined in toluene using 9,10-diphenylanthracene as the reference (ΦF = 

0.90) under N2.
[26]

 

 

2.3.2 Photo/Thermal Rectivity of 2.1 ‒ 2.4 

Alkyl substituted benzylideneamine ligands have far less π-conjugation compared to ppy and 

phenylazolyl ligands, which is expected to accelerate the photoreactivity of 2.1 – 2.4 as a result of 

less π-delocalization along the backbone and decreased aromaticity. As hypothesized, 2.1 ‒ 2.4 

undergo rapid structural transformations upon irradiation with 350 nm light (see the appendix). 

Similar to B(ppy)Mes2 and derivatives,
[10]

 2.1 – 2.4 first photochemically isomerize to their 

respective “dark isomers” 2.1a ‒ 2.4a which have an intense deep purple color (Figure 2.9 for 

2.1a). Surprisingly, the purple color of 2.1a ‒ 2.4a only persists for a few seconds before the 

solution returns to colorless at room temperature, indicating a short lifetime of the dark isomers. 

With prolonged irradiation, the purple color would no longer be generated, suggesting a new 

product has formed. 

 

To establish the structural change, the phototransformation was tracked using NMR spectroscopy 

for all compounds (see the appendix) and the data of compound 2.2 are shown here as a 

representative example (Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10). 
1
H NMR spectra of 2.2 following 40 

minutes of irradiation at 350 nm and ambient temperature revealed a mixture of 2.2b, and 2.2c, 

where 2.2b is the major product and identifiable based on its diagnostic sets of resonances at 
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5.46/5.60 (cyclohexadiene H–C=C–), 4.42/4.82 (vinyl H2C=C–), and 4.18 (amine H2C–N) ppm 

(the full 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.2b and characterization see figure A 2.6) as well as the 2D NMR 

data. This species is structurally related to the vinyl species identified as an intermediate in the 

phototransformation of phenyl-azolyl BMes2 chelate compounds.
[6]

 Further irradiation of the 

mixture resulted in the full conversion 2.2b to 2.2c, although it is expected that the 2.2b to 2.2c 

transformation is a thermal process and the heat generated by the photoreactor is sufficient to 

drive it.
[5,6]

 To confirm that the b to c transformation is a thermally driven process, a C6D6 

solution of 2.4b, generated by the photolysis of 2.4, was heated to 115 ℃ and the reaction 

progress monitored by NMR. Over the course of the reaction time, the peaks belonging to 2.4c 

begin to emerge, with full conversion achieved after 6 hours (Figure 2.11). Product 2.2c is 

identified by its characteristic methylene groups (CH2–N and CH2–B), which both show AB 

splitting patterns (3.96/3.60 and 2.54/2.29 ppm, respectively; the full 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.2c 

and characterization see figure A 2.7). The 
11

B NMR chemical shifts of 2.2b (39.6 ppm) and 2.2c 

(44.6 ppm) are shifted downfield relative to the resonance of 2.2 (6.3 ppm) (Figure 2.10), which 

is consistent with a change in the environment of the boron atom (four-coordinated to B=N). 

Performing the same experiments with 2.1, 2.3, or 2.4 resulted in similar multistructural 

transformations, forming the 2.2c analogues 2.1c, 2.3c and 2.4c (the NMR tracking and 

characterization can be found in the appendix), respectively. Unlike the structure of B,N-1,3,6-

COT 1.44c ‒ 1.46c, in which the N atom is a part of a fused heterocycle, the R group on the N 

atom in 2.1c ‒ 2.4c can be altered, allowing access to a variety of tetrasubstituted B=N units as a 

part of a COT ring. The crystal structure of 2.4c was determined via X-ray diffraction and is 

shown in Figure 2.12. The B=N bond length in 2.4c is 1.394(3) Å (Table 2.4), much shorter than 

those observed in B,N-1,3,6-COT 1.44c ‒ 1.46c and B,N-1,3,5-CHT 1.52b (1.41 – 1.42 Å),
[5,6]

 

owing to the greater electron-donating ability of the cy group. The four substituent atoms on the 

B=N unit in 2.4c are approximately coplanar with an eclipsed arrangement (Figure 2.12).  
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Figure 2.9 (a): Structures and colors of 2.2, 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c; (b): 
1
H NMR tracking showing the 

conversion of 2.2 → 2.2b → 2.2c at room temperature. 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.2 → 2.2c under N2 in C6D6 at 

room temperature. 
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Figure 2.11 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the photo conversion of 2.4 → 2.4b and thermo 

conversion of 2.4b → 2.4c with structures highlight in red (2.4b) and blue (2.4c). 

 

 

Figure 2.12 Crystal structure of 2.4c. 
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Table 2.4 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) of 2.4c 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

B(1)-N(1) 1.394(3) 

C(11)-C(16) 1.513(4) 

B(1)-C(1) 1.598(4) 

N(1)-C(16) 1.487(3) 

B(1)-C(17) 1.588(4) 

N(1)-C(26) 1.481(3) 

C(1)-C(2) 1.515(3) 

Selected angles (º) 

C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 124.7(2) 

C(17)-B(1)-N(1) 122.1(2) 

N(1)-C(16)-C(11) 112.7(2) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(17) 113.1(2) 

B(1)-C(1)-C(2) 120.6(2) 

 

Qualitatively, the rates of the thermal reactions of 2.1b/2.2b to 2.1c/2.2c are slower compared to 

that of 2.3b to 2.3c, as the latter is always formed as a mixture following irradiation (Figure 2.13). 

To understand this difference, the previously reported DFT mechanistic pathway
[7]

 was applied to 

the thermal transformations of 2.2 and 2.3. While the HAT yielding 2.2b and 2.3b was found to 

possess a similar barrier (~ 90 kJ mol
-1

), the 1,3-boryl shift requires far more energy for 2.2b to 

2.2c conversion compared to that of 2.3b to 2.3c (58 vs. 40 kJ mol
-1

) (Figure 2.14 and Figure 

2.15), which explains the concomitant formation of 2.3b and 2.3c with irradiation. 
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Figure 2.13 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the concomitant formation of 2.3b and 2.3c upon 

light irradiation at room temperature. 
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Figure 2.14 Calculated ground-state reaction profile showing the various starting, transition state, 

intermediate, and final structures of the conversion from 2.2 to 2.2c. 

 

 

Figure 2.15 Calculated ground-state reaction profile showing the various starting, transition state, 

intermediate, and final structures of the conversion from 2.3 to 2.3c. 
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In order to confirm the involvement of the dark isomers in this multi-structural transformation, a 

toluene-d8 solution of 2.2 was prepared and the sample was irradiated with 365 nm hand UV light 

in a dry ice/acetone cooling bath (-78 ℃). After 4 h of irradiation, the colourless solution of 2.2 

became dark purple. The NMR tube was transferred to a pre-cooled NMR spectrometer (-70 ℃) 

and both 
1
H and 

11
B NMR were recorded (Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17 respectively).

 1
H NMR 

data confirmed the formation of the dark isomer 2.2a, with the diagnostic chemical shifts of the 

cyclohexadiene appearing at 6.25/5.42 ppm, as well as the o-methyl on the BC2 ring residing at 

0.01 ppm (Figure 2.16). In the 
11

B spectrum (Figure 2.17), two resonances at 6.2 and -6.8 ppm 

were detected. While the former corresponds to the starting material 2.2, the latter possesses an 

upfield resonance highly reminiscent of the previously reported dark isomers.
[5, 7, 10]

 Allowing the 

spectrometer to warm to room temperature while monitoring the spectral change showed that 2.2a 

is converted to 2.2b with increasing temperature (Figure 2.16 ‒ 2.19). The UV-vis spectra 

tracking can also show the conversion of 2.2a to 2.2b. A pre-cold toluene solution (2.2) with dry 

ice/acetone bath was prepared and irradiated with 365 nm UV light for 4 hours to form the “dark 

isomer” 2.2a. It is possible to record the UV-vis spectrum of 2.2a generated at -78 ℃ that 

displays an intense absorption band at λmax = ~ 540 nm, as shown in Figure 2.20 left. Then the 

sample was warmed up slowly until reaching room temperature. The absorbance at 540 nm 

gradually decrease and disappeared during the process (Figure 2.20, left). Compounds 2.2b and 

2.2c are colourless with the spectrum of 2.2c being greatly blue-shifted, compared to those of 2.2, 

2.2a and 2.2b (Figure 2.20, right). 
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Figure 2.16 Bottom: 
1
H NMR spectrum (203 K) of 2.2; middle: 

1
H NMR spectrum (203 K) of a 

mixture of 2.2 and 2.2a in toluene-d8 recorded after 4 h irradiation of 2.2 at 365 nm at -78 ℃; top: 

1
H NMR spectrum (203 K) of a mixture of 2.2 and 2.2b after the mixture of 2.2 and 2.2a was 

warmed to rt. Selected peaks are highlighted for comparison, red: 2.2; blue: 2.2a; purple: 2.2b. 

 

 

Figure 2.17 (a) 
11

B NMR (203 K) of 2.2 (0.02 M in toluene-d8); (b) 
11

B NMR (203 K) of a 

mixture of 2.2 and 2.2a after 4 hours irradiation of 2.2 at 365 nm in dry ice/acetone bath with 
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diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.2) and blue (2.2a); (c) 
11

B NMR (203 K) of a 

mixture of 2.2 and 2.2b after the sample warm to room temperature with diagnostic chemical 

shifts highlighted in red (2.2) (the 
11

B signal of 2.2b did not show up at 203 K). 

 

 

Figure 2.18 (a) 
1
H NMR (298 k) of 2.2 (0.02 M in toluene-d8); (b) 

1
H NMR (298 K) of a mixture 

of 2.2 and 2.2b after irradiation of 2.2 for 4 hours at 365nm in dry ice/acetone bath and then 

warm to room temperature with diagnostic important chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.2) and 

purple (2.2b). 

 

 

Figure 2.19 
11

B NMR (298 K) of a mixture of 2.2 and 2.2b after 2.2 was irradiated for 4 hours at 

365 nm in dry ice/acetone bath and then warm to room temperature. 
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Figure 2.20 Left: absorption spectra showing the conversion of 2.2a → 2.2b in toluene (5.00 × 

10
-5

 M) during the sample reach room temperature. Inset: Photographs showing the solution color 

change of 2.2a → 2.2b; Right: Absorption spectra of 2.2, 2.2a, 2.2b, 2.2c in toluene (5.00 × 10
-5

 

M). Inset: Photographs showing the color of the solution. 

 

2.3.3 Photo Rectivity of 2.5 ‒ 2.7 

Considering the highly photoreactive nature of compounds 2.1 – 2.4, we hypothesized that it may 

be possible to induce photoreactivity which is normally not observed with diaryl chelates. We 

therefore investigated the photoisomerization potential of 2.5 and 2.6 which possess two Ph 

groups on boron, a substituent combination that is known to yield photochemically inert systems 

with other donors (e.g., 1.25).
[10b]

 Indeed, irradiation of either molecule resulted in the clean 

formation of new species, 2.5b (see the appendix, Figure A 2.16 and Figure A 2.17) and 2.6b 

(Figure 2.21), which have a 
11

B NMR peak at 40 ppm (Figure 2.22) and are structurally related to 

1.52b. Mechanistically, the formation of 2.5b and 2.6b likely follows the same photochemical 

transformation pathway as do previously reported chiral boron compounds, B(ppy)(Ar)Mes 1.52, 

where Ar = Ph or substituted Ph, in which boriranes 1.52a formed via photo-isomerization 

undergo a thermal HAT process to generate 1.52b and its derivatives. Unlike borirane 2.2a, 

however, which could be identified at lower temperatures, irradiation of 2.5 or 2.6 at -78 ℃ did 

not give any detectable signals for the borirane species 2.5a or 2.6a via NMR even at low T, 
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likely due to a low barrier for HAT. To confirm the origin of the H-atom transferred to the imine, 

deuterated 2.7 was prepared and irradiated (see the appendix, Figure A 2.20 and Figure A 2.21). 

The resulting product 2.7b has a highly simplified 
1
H spectrum owing to the various deuterium 

atoms present (Figure 2.23). The AB splitting pattern of the CH2 protons in 2.6b becomes two 

singlets in 2.7b owing to the two diastereomers generated by the chiral CDH center and the chiral 

7-membered ring (Figure 2.23). This unambiguously confirms that the H-atom transferred to 

imine originates from the Ph group in 2.7.  

 

Figure 2.21 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.6 → 2.6b in C6D6 with 350 

nm light irradiation. 
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Figure 2.22 Stacked 
11

B NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.6 → 2.6b in C6D6 with 350 

nm light irradiation. 

 

 

Figure 2.23 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.7 → 2.7b in C6D6 with 350 

nm light irradiation. 

 

The crystal structure of 2.6b was established via single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis is shown 

in Figure 2.24, which confirmed the 7-membered BN-1,3,5-CHT structure. The B=N bond length 

(1.396(3) Å) in 2.6b (Table 2.5) is similar to that in 2.4c (Table 2.4). Like 2.4c (Figure 2.12), the 

four substituents on the B=N unit in 2.6b (Figure 2.24) are approximately coplanar with an 

eclipsed arrangement. Compounds 2.5b/2.6b also display much blue-shifted absorption spectra, 

compared to 2.5/2.6 (Figure 2.7, left and Figure 2.25). Compounds 2.5 and 2.6 are the first 

examples of photoreactive N,C-chelate boron compounds that do not possess sterically bulky aryl 
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groups, which may be caused by the much reduced π → π* contributions of the 

benzylideneamine unit to the S1 state, compared to the diaryl chelate unit. The UV-vis absorption 

data of compounds 2.1c – 2.4c, 2.5b and 2.6b can be found in Table 2.6. 

 

 

Figure 2.24 Crystal structure of 2.6b. 

 

Table 2.5 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (deg) of 2.6b 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

C(1)-B(1) 1.577(3) 

C(12)-C(13) 1.507(3) 

C(17)-B(1) 1.585(3) 

N(1)-C(14) 1.481(2) 

N(1)-B(1) 1.396(3) N(1)-C(13) 1.474(2) 

Selected angles (º) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(17) 119.34(17) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(17) 119.97(18) 

C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 120.59(17) 

N(1)-C(13)-C(12) 110.52(16) 
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Figure 2.25 Absorption spectra of 2.1c, 2.2c, 2.3c, 2.4c, 2.5b and 2.6b in dichloromethane (1.00 

× 10
-5

 M). 

 

Table 2.6 Summary of photophysical data for 2.1c, 2.2c, 2.3c, 2.4c, 2.5b and 2.6b 

Compound 2.1c 2.2c 2.3c 2.4c 2.5b 2.6b 

λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

250, 1.04; 

280, 

0.221 

250, 

0.875; 

280, 

0.122 

250, 1.27; 

280, 

0.172 

250, 1.12; 

280, 

0.202 

262, 1.23; 

293, 

0.246 

262, 

1.45; 

293, 

0.206 
a
 Recorded in dichloromethane (1.00 × 10

-5
M) at 298K. 

 

2.3.4 Photo Rectivity of 2.8 ‒ 2.11 

Interestingly, adding an electron donating group para to the boron center (2.8 ‒ 2.10) causes the 

HOMO orbital of the molecule to reside on the donor-appended phenyl group instead of one of 

the mesityls (Figure 2.26). Given that charge transfer from mesityl to backbone is an important 

contribution to the photoreactivity of this class of molecules,
[5,7,10]

 2.8 ‒ 2.10 should display 

different responses to UV light compared to 2.1 ‒ 2.7. Compounds 2.8 ‒ 2.10 were all found to be 

inert towards irradiation as confirmed by their lack of NMR spectral change (Figure 2.27, Figure 

A 2.23 and Figure A 2.24 for 2.8 ‒ 2.10 respectively). This strategy can also be used to increase 
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the photostability of the parent molecule B(ppy)Mes2,
[11]

 as demonstrated by compound 2.11 

(Figure 2.28), which would allow these types of systems to be used as emitters in optoelectronic 

applications. Similar to 2.1 – 2.3, changing the N-alkyl substituents of 2.8 – 2.10 yields different 

coordination environments around boron. The 
11

B NMR signals of 2.8/2.9 are 4.8/6.4 ppm 

respectively, while the signal of 2.10 is broad and seems to have both three and four coordinated 

boron peaks. 

 

Figure 2.26 HOMO and LUMO orbitals of 2.1, 2.8, B(ppy)Mes2 and 2.11. 

 

 

Figure 2.27 
1
H NMR tracking showing the inert photoisomerization property of 2.8 (bottom: 

1
H 

NMR of 2.8 in C6D6 under N2; top: 
1
H NMR of the same sample of 2.8 after 1 h irradiation with 

350 nm UV light). 
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Figure 2.28 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the inert photoisomerization property of 2.11 

under N2 in C6D6. 

 

2.4 Conclusions 

In summary, a series of N-alkyl substituted benzylideneamine boron compounds were 

synthesized and their ability to undergo photoisomerization was investigated. These simplified 

compounds were found to be more reactive than the ppy chelate systems, with both bulky (Mes) 

and non-bulky (Ph) aryl groups undergoing the photochemical rearrangement. Rare 7- or 8-

membered B=N embedded ring systems with four different substituents on the B=N units can be 

readily achieved using this photochemical approach. Lastly, we have shown that functionalization 

of these types of systems with strong donors (-NMe2) can result in complete quenching of their 

photochemical reactivity, providing a new method of stabilizing these systems for applications in 

optoelectronics. 

 

2.5 Notes and References 

The work described in this chapter has been published as: 

Li, H.-J.; Mellerup, S. K.; Wang, X.; Wang, S. Chem. Commun. 2018, 54, 8245-8248. 
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2.7 Appendix 

 HOMO LUMO  HOMO LUMO 

2.1 

  

2.8 

 
 

2.2 

  

2.9 

  

2.3 

  

2.10 

  

2.4 

  

2.11 

  

2.5 

  

2.4c 

 
 

2.6 

 
 

2.6b 

  

Figure A 2.1 HOMO and LUMO orbitals (isocontour = 0.03) 2.1 ‒ 2.6, 2.8 ‒ 2.11, 2.4c and 2.6b. 
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Figure A 2.2 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.1 → 2.1c under N2 in C6D6 

with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.1b) and blue (2.1c). 

 

 

Figure A 2.3 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.1 → 2.1c under N2 in C6D6 

with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.1b) and blue (2.1c). 
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Figure A 2.4 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.1b in C6D6 (mixed with some 2.1c and labeled with *) with 

the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 2.5 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.1c in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 2.6 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.2b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 2.7 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.2c in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 2.8 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.3 → 2.3c under N2 in C6D6 

with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.3b) and blue (2.3c). 

 

 

Figure A 2.9 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.3c in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 2.10 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.4 → 2.4c under N2 in C6D6 

with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.4b) and blue (2.4c). 

 

 

Figure A 2.11 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.4 → 2.4c under N2 in C6D6 

with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red (2.4b) and blue (2.4c). 
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Figure A 2.12 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the photo conversion of 2.4 → 2.4b and thermo 

conversion of 2.4b → 2.4c under N2 in C6D6 with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted in red 

(2.4b) and blue (2.4c). 
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Figure A 2.13 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the photo conversion of 2.4 → 2.4b and 

thermo conversion of 2.4b → 2.4c under N2 in C6D6 with diagnostic chemical shifts highlighted 

in red (2.4b) and blue (2.4c). 

 

 

Figure A 2.14 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.4b in C6D6 (mixed with some 2.4c and labeled with *) 

with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 2.15 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.4c in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 2.16 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.5 → 2.5b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 2.17 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.5 → 2.5b under N2 in C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 2.18 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.5b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 2.19 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.6b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 2.20 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.7 → 2.7b under N2 in C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 2.21 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 2.7 → 2.7b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 2.22 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2.7b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 2.23 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the inert photoisomerization property of 2.9 

under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 2.24 Stacked
 1
H-NMR spectra showing the inert photoisomerization property of 2.10 

under N2 in C6D6. 
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Chapter 3 

Regioselective Photoisomerization of Benzylideneamine N, C-Chelate 

Organoboron Systems 

3.1 Introduction 

Organoboron compounds are well known to display distinct optoelectronic properties
[1]

 due to 

their empty p orbitals, and with wide applications in the fields of devices,
[2]

 synthesis,
[3]

 and 

sensors
[4]

. Light-promoted transformations of organoboron compounds are an interesting and 

useful property of these systems, as the processes involved in such reactions utilize highly 

reactive excited states formed upon the absorption of photons. Given that the only input in these 

reactions is light, they constitute a powerful “green method” of generating desirable products with 

high yield, good selectivity, and less waste. This is especially true for the synthesis of exotic 

structures, which are usually difficult to access via traditional strategies.
[5]

 Many years ago, our 

group discovered that N,C-chelate four-coordinated organoboron compounds such as B(ppy)Mes2 

(ppy = 2-phenylpyridine) 1.24 can undergo thermally reversible photoisomerization upon light 

irradiation.
[6]

 In the following years, the impact of different π-conjugated backbones, donor 

groups,
[7]

 and the aryl substituents on boron
[8]

 have all been thoroughly investigated to understand 

the key factors that govern the photoreactivity of these systems. Despite these advances, 

limitations still exist, such as the need to have at least one bulky mesityl group present on the 

boron center to initiate the photoisomerization, which dramatically narrows the scope of the 

phototransformations and prevents a systematic lacking this functional group. Given that both 

electronic and π-conjugation effects are of equal importance compared to steric effects,
[9]

 it is not 

clear whether the photochemical reactivity and regioselectivity of an N,C-chelate organoborane 

can be maintained with two non-bulky groups. Recently, we discovered that N-alkyl 2-

borylbenzylimine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds are more reactive than the related Bppy 
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chelate systems, where both bulky (mesityl) and non-bulky (phenyl) aryl groups undergo rapid 

photoisomerization to generate 8- (2.1c ‒ 2.4c) or 7-membered (2.5 ‒ 2.6b) ring systems with a 

tetrasubstituted B=N unit.
[10]

 Therefore, it should now be possible to study the photoisomerization 

of organoboron systems with two different non-bulky aryl groups and uncover whether related 

processes/selectivities are achievable. For this purpose and to generalize the photoreactions of the 

ring expansion photoisomerization reactions, we synthesized a series of symmetric or 

unsymmetric N-isopropyl benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoborates with varying aryl (phenyl, 

tolyl, naphthyl) or thienyl groups on boron (Figure 3.1; compounds 3.1 – 3.11). The 

photoisomerization of compounds 3.1 ‒ 3.6 and 3.8 are analogous to that of 2.5b ‒ 2.6b, where 

the unsymmetric compounds 3.4 ‒ 3.8 show different reactivity and excellent selectivity for the 

hydrogen atom transfer (HAT), which occurs at only one of the aryl substituents. Compounds 3.9 

‒ 3.10 with at least one heterocycle substituent (thienyl) undergo photoisomerization via C-S 

bond scission and boron insertion to generate chiral N,B,S-heterocycles. Conversely, 

unsymmetric compound 3.11 with one bulky mesityl group and one thienyl heterocycle is 

photochemically inert, and decomposes after light irradiation. This in stark contrast to the chiral 

Bppy system, where mesityl and heterocycle substituents on boron 1.54 participate in the boron 

insertion reaction.
[8b]

 The details of this investigation are presented herein. 
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Figure 3.1 Photoisomerization of achiral and chiral alkyl substituted benzylideneamine N,C-

chelate boron compounds. 

 

3.2 Experimental Section 

3.2.1 General Procedure 

Experimental techniques and instruments used are described in section 2.2.1. Photoluminescent 

quantum yields were measured using a Hamamatsu QY spectrometer (C11347-11). 
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3.2.2 Synthesis of Achiral N,C-Chelate Boron Compounds 3.1 ‒ 3.3 and 3.9 

 

Figure 3.2 Synthesis of compounds 3.1 ‒ 3.3 and 3.9. 

 

The synthesis of compounds 2.d was according to the literature procedure.
[10]

 Compounds 3.1 ‒

3.3 and 3.9 were synthesized by lithiating 2-bromo benzylideneamine, followed by reacting with 

appropriate B(OMe)Ar2 (Figure 3.2). The B(OMe)Ar2 reagents were prepared from B(OMe)3 

and appropriate organomanesium derivatives of Ar (Figure 3.2). 

 

Compound 3.1: White solid (2% yield), 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.74 (s, 1H), 7.88 (d, J = 

7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.70 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.39 (td, J = 7.4, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.31 – 7.23 (m, 2H), 7.21 – 

6.91 (m, 6H), 6.82 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 4.26 – 4.14 (m, 1H), 2.36 (s, 3H), 1.76 (s, 3H), 1.48 (d, J 

= 4.2 Hz, 3H), 0.87 (d, J = 5.5 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.8, 142.6, 142.3, 

137.2, 135.1, 132.0, 130.7, 130.2, 129.8, 126.5, 126.0, 125.5, 125.3, 125.2, 124.6, 51.2, 24.5, 24.4, 

23.8, 23.2; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.2; HRMS (EI), calcd for C24H26BN [M]
+
: 339.2163, 

found: 339.2169. 

 

Compound 3.2: Pale yellow solid (12% yield), 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.79 (s, 1H), 8.20 

(br, 1H), 7.93 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 1H), 7.85 – 7.67 (m, 5H), 7.50 – 6.81 (m, 11H), 4.42 (br, 1H), 1.69 
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(br, 3H), 0.40 (br, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.3, 137.3, 137.0, 134.4, 134.0, 132.3, 

130.1, 128.6, 128.5, 126.7, 125.8, 125.7, 125.5, 124.5, 124.3, 123.9, 51.3, 24.8, 23.4; 
11

B NMR 

(128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.4; HRMS (EI), calcd for C30H26BN [M]
+
: 411.2164, found: 411.2158. 

 

Compound 3.3: Yellow solid (16% yield), 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.60 (s, 1H), 7.69 (d, J 

= 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.41 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.28 – 7.23 (m, 1H), 7.21 (d, J = 

8.1 Hz, 4H), 6.71 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 4.32 – 4.21 (m, 1H), 2.93 (s, 12H), 1.19 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H); 

13
C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 163.5, 149.1, 137.7, 134.4, 131.8, 130.2, 125.6, 125.1, 112.6, 

50.2, 40.9, 24.1; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 4.5; HRMS (EI), calcd for C26H32BN3 [M]
+
: 

397.2694, found: 397.2688. 

 

Compound 3.9: White solid (2% yield), 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.19 (s, 1H), 7.53 – 7.46 

(m, 1H), 7.41 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H), 7.31 – 7.24 (m, 3H), 7.11 (dd, J = 4.5, 3.5 Hz, 2H), 7.03 (d, J = 

8.4 Hz, 1H), 6.87 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 4.21 – 4.10 (m, 1H), 1.21 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 6H); 
13

C NMR 

(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 159.4, 137.9, 131.4, 131.0, 127.4, 127.0, 119.7, 118.9, 52.8, 23.4; 
11

B NMR 

(128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.6; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C18H19BNS2 [M+H]
+
: 324.10465, found: 

324.10608. 
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3.2.3 Synthesis of Chiral N,C-Chelate Boron Compounds 3.4 ‒ 3.8 and 3.10 ‒ 3.11. 

 

Figure 3.3 Synthesis of compounds 3.4 ‒ 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11. 

 

The asymmetric compounds 3.4 ‒ 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11 were synthesized by lithiating 2-bromo 

benzylideneamine, followed by reacting with appropriate B(OMe)Ar
1
Ar

2
 (Figure 3.3). The 

B(OMe)Ar
1
Ar

2
 reagents were prepared from B(OMe)3 and appropriate organomanesium 

derivatives of Ar
1
 and Ar

2
 (Figure 3.3). 

 

Compound 3.4: Mesitylmagnesium bromide was prepared in advance by adding 2-

bromomesitylene (0.6 g, 3 mmol), maganesium turnings (80 mg, 3.3 mmol) and one small iodine 

crystals to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask and the mixture was refluxed in 15 mL THF until all 

of the maganesium had appeared. The mesitylmagnesium bromide was cooled to -78 ℃ and 

added to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask with 10 mL of THF and B(OMe)3 (0.334 mL, 3 mmol) 

under -78 ℃ via cannula transfer. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, 

then it was allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The 

solution was cooled down to -78 ℃ and phenylmagnesium bromide (1 mL, 3M in diethyl ether, 3 

mmol) was added quickly. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it 
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was allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution 

was cooled down to -78 ℃ and prepared for cannula transfer. 

 

In another 100 mL Schlenk flask n-BuLi (1.34 mL, 2.5 M in hexane, 3.3 mmol) was added slowly 

to a solution of compound 2.d (0.632 g, 2.8 mmol) in THF (25 mL) at -78 ℃ under N2. After 

stirring at this temperature for 1 h, the former solution was cannula transferred to the latter flask 

at the same temperature. The mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at the same temperature, then 

allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The mixture was extracted 

with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3). The organic extract was purified by column chromatography on 

basic activated aluminum oxide (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:6) to afford product as white solid (0.03 g, 

3% yield). 
1
H NMR (700 MHz, C6D6):  7.80 (s, 1H), 7.78 (s, 1H), 7.65 (d, J = 5.7 Hz, 1H), 7.24 

(d, J = 5.5 Hz, 2H), 7.15 (s, 1H), 7.07 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H), 7.00 (s, 1H), 6.93 (t, J = 5.9 Hz, 1H), 

6.89 (s, 1H), 6.83 (s, 1H), 4.16 – 4.07 (m, 1H), 2.27 (s, 3H), 2.26 (s, 3H), 1.65 (s, 3H), 0.87 (d, J 

= 4.0 Hz, 3H), 0.65 (d, J = 4.0 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (176 MHz, C6D6): δ 164.1, 144.5, 144.1, 135.7, 

135.0, 133.8, 131.8, 130.7, 129.8, 129.0, 128.2, 128.0, 126.6, 126.0, 124.6, 124.3, 51.3, 27.1, 25.5, 

24.3, 21.7, 20.7; 
11

B NMR (225 MHz, C6D6): δ 4.1; HRMS (EI), calcd for C25H28BN [M]
+
: 

353.2319, found: 353.2311. 

 

Compound 3.5: The synthesis of 3.5 was similar as compound 3.4 to afford product as white solid 

(0.117 g, 13% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.73 (s, 1H), 7.86 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.77 

(d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.50 (td, J = 7.4, 0.7 Hz, 1H), 7.40 – 7.10 (m, 10H), 4.39 – 4.28 (m, 1H), 2.08 

(s, 3H), 1.34 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 1.16 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.8, 

143.2, 137.7, 134.3, 132.8, 132.2, 130.3, 130.0, 127.6, 126.3, 126.2, 125.7, 125.5, 124.8, 51.1, 

24.2, 23.7; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 4.9; HRMS (EI), calcd for C23H24BN [M]
+
: 325.2006, 

found: 325.2011. 
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Compound 3.5D: The synthesis of 3.5D was similar as compound 3.4 to afford product as white 

solid (0.121 g, 12% yield). 
1
H NMR (500 MHz, C6D6):  7.81 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.72 (s, 1H), 

7.34 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.29 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.25 – 7.13 (m, 4H), 7.04 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 

3.98 – 3.87 (m, 1H), 2.14 (s, 3H), 0.69 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.50 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR 

(126 MHz, C6D6): δ 164.2, 142.8, 137.6, 134.3, 132.4, 131.9, 128.0, 127.1, 126.2, 125.9, 125.0, 

124.9, 50.6, 24.1, 23.3, 22.7; 
11

B NMR (161 MHz, C6D6): δ 5.0; HRMS (EI), calcd for 

C23H19D5BN [M]
+
: 330.2320, found: 330.2331. 

 

Compound 3.6: The synthesis of 3.6 was similar as compound 3.4 to give the product as white 

solid (0.215 g, 21% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.72 (s, 1H), 8.05 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 

7.88 – 7.80 (m, 2H), 7.77 – 7.65 (m, 2H), 7.47 – 7.13 (m, 11H), 4.45 – 4.31 (m, 1H), 1.46 (d, J = 

6.3 Hz, 3H), 0.85 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.0, 137.8, 137.2, 134.4, 

133.6, 133.4, 132.2, 130.8, 130.2, 129.2, 128.6, 127.6, 127.4, 126.6, 126.2, 126.0, 125.7, 125.2, 

124.5, 123.8, 51.0, 25.0, 23.3; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.3; HRMS (ESI), calcd for 

C26H25BN [M+H]
+
: 362.20746, found 362.20633. 

 

Compound 3.6D: The synthesis of 3.6D was similar as compound 3.4 to give the product as white 

solid (0.07 g, 6% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.72 (s, 1H), 8.04 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 

7.83 (dd, J = 9.5, 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (dd, J = 12.7, 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.42 – 7.17 (m, 6H), 4.42 – 4.30 

(m, 1H), 1.46 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H), 0.85 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 165.0, 

137.8, 137.2, 134.4, 132.9, 132.2, 130.7, 130.2, 129.3, 128.6, 127.1, 126.8, 126.6, 126.2, 125.7, 

125.2, 124.5, 123.8, 51.0, 25.0, 23.3; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.3; HRMS (ESI), calcd for 

C26H20D5BN [M+H]
+
: 367.23884, found 367.23935. 
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Compound 3.7: The synthesis of 3.7 was similar as compound 3.4 to give the product as yellow 

solid (0.086 g, 9% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.63 (s, 1H), 7.70 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 

7.59 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.42 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.30 – 7.13 (m, 6H), 

6.69 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 4.27 (hept, J = 6.6 Hz, 1H), 2.92 (s, 6H), 1.25 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 1.13 

(d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.0, 149.3, 137.7, 137.7, 134.6, 133.4, 

131.9, 130.1, 127.3, 125.7, 125.5, 125.3, 112.5, 50.4, 40.8, 24.3, 23.7; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 4.4; HRMS (EI), calcd for C24H27BN2 [M]
+
: 354.2272, found: 354.2285. 

 

Compound 3.8: Nathalen-1-ylmagnesium bromide and (4-(dimethylamino)phenyl)magnesium 

bromide were prepared in advance by adding 1-bromonaphthalene (0.615 g, 3 mmol) or 4-

boromo-N,N-dimethylaniline (0.6 g, 3 mmol), maganesium turnings (80 mg, 3.3 mmol) and one 

small iodine crystals to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask and the mixture was refluxed in 15 mL 

THF until all of the maganesium had appeared. The nathalen-1-ylmagnesium bromide was cooled 

to -78 ℃ and added to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask with 10 mL of THF and B(OMe)3 

(0.334 mL, 3 mmol) under -78 ℃ via cannula transfer. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at 

the same temperature, then it was allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred for 

another one hour. The solution was cooled down to -78 ℃  and (4-

(dimethylamino)phenyl)magnesium bromide was add quickly via cannula transfer. The mixture 

was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it was allowed to warm to room 

temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution was cooled down to -78 ℃ and 

prepared for cannula transfer. 

 

In another 100 mL Schlenk flask n-BuLi (1.34 mL, 2.5 M in hexane, 3.3 mmol) was added slowly 

to a solution of compound 2.d (0.632 g, 2.8 mmol) in THF (25 mL) at -78 ℃ under N2. After 

stirring at this temperature for 1 h, the former solution was cannula transferred to the latter flask 
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at the same temperature. The mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at the same temperature, then 

allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The mixture was extracted 

with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3). The organic extract was purified by column chromatography on 

basic activated aluminum oxide (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:3 and ethyl acetate/hexane = 1:8) to afford 

product as yellow solid (0.17 g, 15% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.68 (s, 1H), 8.22 (d, 

J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.85 (dd, J = 13.3, 7.8 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.42 – 7.33 (m, 3H), 

7.28 (t, J = 8.4 Hz, 3H), 7.08 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H), 6.66 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 4.43 – 4.31 (m, 1H), 

2.92 (s, 6H), 1.50 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H), 0.89 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 

164.4, 149.4, 137.9, 137.4, 134.5, 134.4, 134.3, 132.0, 131.0, 130.2, 129.0, 128.5, 126.4, 126.1, 

125.5, 125.2, 124.4, 123.8, 112.8, 50.9, 40.8, 25.3, 23.2; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 5.5; 

HRMS (ESI), calcd for C28H30BN2 [M+H]
+
: 405.24966, found 405.24933. 

 

Compound 3.10: Thiophen-2-ylmagnesium bromide was prepared in advance by adding 2-

bromothiophene (0.54 g, 3.3 mmol), maganesium turnings (87 mg, 3.6 mmol) and one small 

iodine crystals to a 50 mL oven dried Schlenk flask and the mixture was refluxed in 15 mL THF 

until all of the maganesium had appeared. 

 

Phenylmagnesium bromide (1 mL, 3M in diethyl ether, 3 mmol) was added to a 50 mL oven 

dried Schlenk flask with 10 mL of THF and B(OMe)3 (0.334 mL, 3 mmol) under -78 ℃. The 

solution was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it was allowed to warm to room 

temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution was cooled down to -78 ℃ and 

thiophen-2-ylmagnesium bromide solution was added via cannula transfer. The solution was 

stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it was allowed to warm to room temperature 

slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution was cooled down to -78 ℃ and prepared for 

cannula transfer. 
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In another 100 mL Schlenk flask n-BuLi (1.34 mL, 2.5 M in hexane, 3.3 mmol) was added slowly 

to a solution of compound 2.d (0.632 g, 2.8 mmol) in THF (25 mL) at -78 ℃ under N2. After 

stirring at this temperature for 1 h, the former solution was cannula transferred to the latter flask 

at the same temperature. The mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at the same temperature, then 

it was allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The mixture was 

extracted with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3). The organic extract was purified by column 

chromatography on basic activated aluminum oxide (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:5) to afford product as 

colorless solid (0.13 g, 15% yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  8.67 (s, 1H), 7.75 (dd, J = 

13.7, 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.54 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 1H), 7.49 – 7.35 (m, 4H), 7.31 (dd, J = 14.9, 7.4 Hz, 3H), 

7.18 – 7.21 (m, 2), 4.48 – 4.31 (m, 1H), 1.33 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 1.22 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H); 
13

C 

NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.9, 137.7, 133.1, 132.4, 131.0, 130.3, 127.6, 127.5, 126.2, 126.1, 

126.1, 126.0, 50.7, 24.3, 23.9; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.4; HRMS (ESI), calcd for 

C20H21BNS [M+H]
+
: 318.14823, found: 318.14758. 

 

Compound 3.11: Mesitylmagnesium bromide and thiophen-2-ylmagnesium bromide were 

prepared in advance by adding 2-bromomesitylene (0.6 g, 3 mmol) or 2-bromothiophene (0.54 g, 

3.3 mmol), maganesium turnings (80 mg, 3.3 mmol) and one small iodine crystals to a 50 mL 

oven dried Schlenk flask and the mixture was refluxed in 15 mL THF until all of the maganesium 

had appeared. The mesitylmagnesium bromide solution was cooled to -78 ℃ and added to a 50 

mL oven dried Schlenk flask with 10 mL of THF and B(OMe)3 (0.334 mL, 3 mmol) under -78 ℃ 

via cannula transfer. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it was 

allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution was 

cooled down to -78 ℃ and thiophen-2-ylmagnesium bromide solution was added quickly via 

cannula transfer. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes at the same temperature, then it was 
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allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred for another one hour. The solution was 

cooled down to -78 ℃ and prepared for cannula transfer. 

 

In another 100 mL Schlenk flask n-BuLi (1.34 mL, 2.5 M in hexane, 3.3 mmol) was added slowly 

to a solution of compound 2.d (0.632 g, 2.8 mmol) in THF (25 mL) at -78 ℃ under N2. After 

stirring at this temperature for 1 h, the former solution was cannula transferred to the latter flask 

at the same temperature. The mixture was stirred for another 1 hour at the same temperature, then 

allowed to warm to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. The mixture was extracted 

with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3). The organic extract was purified by column chromatography on 

basic activated aluminum oxide (CH2Cl2/hexanes = 1:5) to afford product as colorless sticky oil 

(0.078 g, 8 % yield). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, C6D6):  7.77 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.74 (s, 1H), 7.22 (d, 

J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.17 – 7.12 (m, 1H), 7.08 (d, J = 4.2 Hz, 1H), 7.01 – 6.92 (m, 4H), 6.79 (br, 1H), 

4.31 – 4.17 (m, 1H), 2.44 (s, 3H), 2.23 (s, 3H), 1.61 (s, 3H), 0.96 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 3H), 0.71 (d, J = 

6.6 Hz, 3H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, C6D6): δ 164.6, 136.4, 135.2, 132.2, 130.9, 129.9, 129.2, 126.2, 

124.8; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, C6D6): δ 2.9; HRMS (EI), calcd for C23H26BNS [M]
+
: 3591883, 

found: 359.1891. 

 

3.2.4 X-ray Crystallographic Data 

The crystals of 3.8 and 3.2b were grown by layering a CH2Cl2 solution of each with MeOH at 

room temperature, while the crystal of 3.9b was grown by slow evaporation of a CH2Cl2/hexanes 

solution at room temperature. The colourless crystal of 3.4b were grown in hexanes at -18 ℃. 

The crystal data were collected follow those described in section 2.2.6. 
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Figure 3.4 Crystal structure of 3.8. 

 

Table 3.1 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 3.8 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

B(1)-C(1) 1.617(2) 

B(2)-C(29) 1.616(2) 

B(1)-C(11) 1.631(2) 

B(2)-C(39) 1.626(2) 

B(1)-C(21) 1.618(2) 

B(2)-C(49) 1.618(2) 

B(1)-N(1) 1.634(2) 

B(2)-N(3) 1.6339(19) 

Selected angles (º) 

C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 96.53(11) 

C(21)-B(1)-C(11) 117.65(12) 

C(29)-B(2)-N(3) 96.50(11) 

C(49)-B(2)-C(39) 114.03(12) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(11) 108.36(12) 

C(21)-B(1)-N(1) 106.34(12) 

C(29)-B(2)-C(39) 113.41(12) 

C(49)-B(2)-N(3) 105.19(11) 

 

3.2.5 Photoisomerization Procedure 

All the samples used for photoisomerization studies were dissolved in C6D6 and the C6D6 solvent 

was dried with molecular sieves and stored in N2 filled glove box. Around 10 mg ‒ 20 mg of 

compounds 3.1 ‒ 3.11 were dissolved in 0.5 mL of C6D6 in J-Young NMR tubes and sealed with 

teflon caps, then removed from the glove box and irradiated in a Rayonet Photochemical Reactor 

(350 nm). 
1
H, 

11
B NMR spectra were monitored periodically until no additional spectra change. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Characterization and Photophysical Properties 
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All compounds were fully characterized by NMR spectroscopy and HRMS analysis. The crystal 

structure of 3.8 was determined via X-ray diffraction analyses (Figure 3.4) and the selected bond 

lengths and angles can be found in Table 3.1. 

 

The UV-vis spectra of 3.1, 3.4, 3.5, 3.9 ‒ 3.11 are similar that of the parent B(benzIm)Mes2
[10]

 

with a primary absorption band centered at λmax = 282 nm and shoulder at 330 nm in CH2Cl2 

(Table 3.2, Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, left). The latter is attributed to an intramolecular charge 

transfer (ICT) transition from π-aryl (3.1, 3.4, 3.5) or π-thienyl group (3.9 ‒ 3.11) to π*-

benzylideneamine. The emission spectra of compounds 3.1, 3.4 and 3.5 are hypsochromically 

shifted compared to 3.9 ‒ 3.11 by ~30 nm (Figure 3.6, right). The ΦF of 3.1 (13%), 3.4 (12%) and 

3.5 (10%) are much higher than 3.9 ‒ 3.11 (2%, 2%, 4% respectively) (Table 3.2). The 

compounds bearing naphthyl (3.2, 3.6, 3.8) or (4-dimethylamino)phenyl (3.3, 3.7, 3.8) exhibit 

broad and intense absorption bands (ε = 16900 ‒ 37000 L mol
-1 

cm
-1

) near 280 nm, and lower 

fluorescence quantum yield (7%, 4%, 0.5%, 1%, 1% for compounds 3.2, 3.6, 3.3, 3.7, 3.8 

respectively) (Table 3.2). Based on these findings, it is clear that the aryl groups on boron are 

capable of altering the photophysical properties in benzylideneamine-based N,C-chelate 

organoboron compounds. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of photophysical data for 3.1 ‒ 3.11 

Compound λabs (nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 

cm
−1 

)
a
 

λem (nm), ΦF
b
 

(%) 

 

Compound λabs (nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 

cm
−1 

)
a
 

λem (nm), ΦF
b
 

(%) 

 

3.1 332, 0.160; 

283, 0.724 

468, 13 3.7 316, 0.411; 

273, 2.00 

nd,
c
 1 

3.2 338, 0.207; 

287, 2.09 

499, 7 3.8 325, 0.339; 

277, 2.40 

nd,
c
 1 

3.3 315, 0.675; 

270, 3.74 

nd, 0.5 3.9 329, 0.152; 

281, 0.956 

491, 2 

3.4 341, 0.300; 

281, 1.24 

478, 12 3.10 329, 0.184; 

279, 1.04 

493, 2 

3.5 330, 0.200; 

284, 0.853 

470, 10 3.11 353, 0.148; 

280, 1.19 

509, 4 

3.6 326, 0.278; 

289, 1.69 

485, 4    

a
 2.00 × 10

−5 
M in Dichloromethane under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined in dichloromethane under N2 using an absolute QY 

spectrometer. 

c
 Due to the weak emission, the emission spectra can not be determined. 

 

    

Figure 3.5 Absorption spectra of 3.1 ‒ 3.8 in dichloromethane. 
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Figure 3.6 Left: Absorption spectra of 3.9 ‒ 3.11 in dichloromethane; Right: Emission spectra of 

3.1, 3.2, 3.4 ‒ 3.6, 3.9 ‒ 3.11 in dichloromethane. 

 

3.3.2 Photochemical Reactivity and Regioselectivity Studies of 3.1 ‒ 3.8 

The symmetric compounds either with two mesityl (2.1 ‒ 2.4) or two phenyl groups (2.5, 2.6) on 

boron undergo photoisomerization to form the ring expansion products 2.1c ‒ 2.4c and 2.5b, 2.6b. 

Therefore, both sp
2
 and sp

3
 hydrogen atoms are capable of undergoing the HAT process. To 

investigate whether there exists a preference between the two types of H atoms, symmetric 

compound 3.1 with two o-tolyl groups on boron was investigated. NMR tracking experiments 

reveal that the photoisomerization of 3.1 is efficient and regioselective, occurring exclusively on 

the less bulky site (Figure 3.7). The base-stabilized borirane 3.1a was not observed due to rapid 

sp
2
 H atom transfer to give the ring-expanded product 3.1b with a 

11
B NMR peak at 41 ppm 

(Figure 3.8).
[10]

 A single characteristic AB splitting pattern of the methylene group (CH2-N) was 

identified at 3.90/3.77 ppm (Figure 3.7), which is consistent with the seven membered ring 

expansion product. If HAT occurred with the sp
3
 H atom, then would be two AB splitting patterns 

due to the presence of two methylene groups (CH2-N and CH2-B). Consistent with the results of 

3.1 and previous reports,
[8a]

 compound 3.4 with one bulky mesityl and one non-bulky phenyl 

group form a pure single product with sp
2
 hydrogen atom migration from the phenyl group and 
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the crystal structure of 3.4b was determined via X-ray diffraction analysis (Figure 3.9) and the 

selected bond lengths and angles can be found in table 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.7 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.1 → 3.1b (8 mg in 0.5 mL 

C6D6). 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Stacked 
11

B NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.1 → 3.1b (8 mg in 0.5 mL 

C6D6). 
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Figure 3.9 Crystal structure of 3.4b. 

 

Table 3.3 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 3.4b 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

3.4b B(1)-N(1) 

1.3894(18) 

N(1)-C(23) 

1.4795(16) 

B(1)-C(1) 

1.5786(18) 

B(1)-C(14) 

1.5833(18) 

N(1)-C(13) 

1.4757(17) 

Selected angles (º) 

3.4b N(1)-B(1)-C(1) 119.93(11) 

B(1)-N(1)-C(13) 119.84(11) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(14) 119.07(11) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(14) 121.01(11) 

 

Having proved that the photoisomerization occurs regioselectivity at the less bulky site in the ring 

expansion reaction, we were curious whether a preference exists between different aryl groups. 

Compound 3.5, where one of the tolyl groups has been replaced with a phenyl group, also 

undergoes a selective and clean phototransformation, where isomerization and HAT occurs 

preferentially at the phenyl substituent forming a similar seven-membered ring 3.5b (Figure 3.10). 

The origin of the H-atom transferred to the imine can also be confirmed with the deuterated 

derivative 3.5D. Upon light irradiation, the resulting product 3.5Db has a highly simplified proton 

spectrum due to the incorporation of deuterium at the phenyl group (Figure 3.11). The four peaks 

of the AB splitting pattern of CH2-N in 3.5b become two singlets in 3.5Db. This confirms that the 
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migrated H-atom originates from the phenyl group and that 3.5D shows excellent regioselective 

photoisomerization, even though the reactivity of the phenyl and o-tolyl group are similar. 

 

Figure 3.10 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.5 → 3.5b (26 mg in 0.5 mL of 

C6D6 under N2) with irradiation at 350 nm. 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Comparison of the 
1
H NMR spectra of 3.5b and 3.5Db. 

 

In order to investigate electronic and π-conjugation effects on the photochemical reactivity of 

these systems, symmetric compounds 3.2 and 3.3 with two naphthyl and donor functionalized 

phenyl groups respectively were synthesized. 
1
H NMR spectral tracking shows the clean and 

rapid conversion of the two naphthyl substituted 3.2 to the photoisomerization and HAT products 

3.2a and 3.2b, while the conversion of two donor functionalized 3.3 is much slower. In agreement 
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with pervious findings, naphthyl groups on boron facilitate the photoreaction, while the donor 

functional group deactivates the photochemical process.
[9]

 Compound 3.2 provides a unique 

opportunity for this class of molecules, as it is one of the only examples where NMR evidence of 

the “dark isomer” intermediate 3.2a can be observed. 
11

B NMR of a C6D6 solution of 3.2 after 20 

minutes of irradiation at 350 nm clearly shows the typical signal at -9.7 ppm for the H-borirane 

3.2a (Figure 3.12), as well as the downfield shift of the final product 3.2b (41.5 ppm). The 

borirane “dark isomer” can also be identified by UV-vis spectra, irradiation of 3.2 with hand UV 

light source can detect the intense absorption band at λmax = 475 nm, which belong to the borirane 

species 3.2a (Figure 3.13). The crystal structure of the final product 3.2b was determined via X-

ray diffraction analysis (Figure 3.14) and the selected bond lengths and angles can be found in 

Table 3.4. 

 

Figure 3.12 
11

B NMR spectra tracking showing the conversion of 3.2  →  3.2b with the 

formation of the borirane “dark isomer” intermediate 3.2a (15 mg in 0.5 mL C6D6 under N2) with 

irradiation at 350 nm. Inset: structures and colors of 3.2, 3.2a, 3.2b. 
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Figure 3.13 UV-Vis spectra for the formation of 3.2a, with an intense absorption band at λ = 475 

nm (2.00 × 10
-5

 M of 3.2 in toluene irradiate with hand UV light at room temperature). 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Crystal structure of 3.2b. 

 

Table 3.4 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 3.4b 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

3.2b B(1)-N(1) 1.378(8) 

N(1)-C(29) 1.471(7) 

B(1)-C(9) 1.563(9) B(1)-C(18) 

1.673(12) 

N(1)-C(1) 1.477(6) 

Selected angles (º) 

3.2b C(9)-B(1)-C(18) 120.6(5) 

B(1)-N(1)-C(1) 118.3(5) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(9) 121.7(5) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(18) 116.5(6) 
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The electronic properties and π-conjugation effects were also found to be effective at tuning the 

regioselectivity and photoreactivity of these systems. Compound 3.7 bearing a phenyl and donor-

functionalized phenyl group at boron was found to be photochemically inert (Figure 3.15 and 

Figure 3.16). Conversely, replacing the phenyl group in 3.7 with naphthyl gives compound 3.8 

which does undergo photoisomerization due to the more reactive aryl substituent (Figure 3.17). 

The photoreaction and HAT of 3.8 is significantly slower compared to the compounds lacking 

donor functionalities and the final product 3.8b was found to be unstable towards air/moisture. 

 

The unsymmetric compound 3.6 with a π-extended naphthyl group also exhibit efficient highly 

selective phototransformations involving the hydrogen atom of the naphthyl substituent. 

Deuterium labeling also confirms the origin of the migrating H atom (3.6a), as the AB splitting 

pattern of the CH2-N protons in the corresponding product 3.6Db is identical to that of 3.6b, 

which proves that the H atom transferred to the imine was from the naphthyl substituent (Figure 

3.18). In compounds 3.4 – 3.8, the photo/thermal isomerization products share similar structures, 

with the rate of intramolecular H-atom transfer the following order naphthyl ˃ phenyl ˃ o-tolyl ˃ 

p-NMe2phenyl.  
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Figure 3.15 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the inert photoisomerization properties of 3.7. 

 

 

Figure 3.16 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra showing the inert photoisomerization properties of 3.7 
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Figure 3.17 
1
H NMR spectra tracking showing the conversion of 3.8 → 3.8b. 

 

 

Figure 3.18 Comparison of the 
1
H NMR spectra of 3.6b and 3.6Db. 

 

3.3.3 Photochemical Reactivity and Regioselectivity Studies of 3.9 ‒ 3.11 

The symmetric N,C-chelate organoboron compound 3.9 that with two non-bulky thienyl groups 

on the boron center was also synthesized and undergoes a quantitative phototransformation to 

yield the dark purple N,B,S-containing heterocycle (3.9b) and the NMR tracking were shown in 

figure 3.19 and figure 3.20. The 
11

B NMR resonance of 3.9b (-3.1 ppm) is shifted upfield relative 
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to that of 3.9 (0.6 ppm) (Figure 3.20). This is the first example of a photoactive N,C-chelate 

organoboron molecule with two heterocycle substituents on boron that is capable of generating 

chiral N,B,S-heterocycle. Photolysis of the unsymmetric compound 3.10 with one thienyl group 

and one non-bulky phenyl group also results in a similar product as 3.9b, namely 3.10b, however, 

required irradiation time is much longer (Figure 3.21). Lastly, the unsymmetric compound 3.11 

with one thienyl and one bulky mesityl group is photochemical inert and decomposes upon 

prolonged light irradiation (Figure 3.22). This is contrary to our Bppy system (e.g., 1.54), where 

boron insertion into the C–S bond of the heterocycle is readily observed, showing that even slight 

differences in the molecular structure of these photoactive boron compounds can have 

pronounced effects on their reactivity. The crystal structure of 3.9b was determined via X-ray 

diffraction analysis (Figure 3.23) and the selected bond lengths and angles can be found in table 

3.5. The photoisomerization products (3.9b and 3.10b) have a broad absorption peak at λ = 509 

nm (ε = 3000 M
-1

cm
-1

) and λ = 522 nm (ε = 2300 M
-1

cm
-1

) for 3.9b and 3.10b respectively 

compared with other photoisomerization products (3.1b-3.6b, 3.8b) (Table 3.6 and Figure 3.24), 

which is consistant with the predicted UV-vis spectra (Figure 3.25). The 
11

B NMR chemical shift 

of 3.10b (-1.2 ppm) is like 3.9b (-3.1 ppm). 
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Figure 3.19 
1
H NMR spectra tracking showing the conversion of 3.9 → 3.9b (8 mg in 0.5 mL of 

C6D6 under N2) with irradiation at 350 nm. Inset: structures and colors of 3.9 and 3.9b. 

 

 

Figure 3.20 
11

B NMR spectra tracking showing the conversion of 3.9 → 3.9b. 
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Figure 3.21 Stacked 
1
H NMR spectra (top) and 

11
B NMR spectra (bottom) showing the clean 

conversion of 3.10 → 3.10b (12 mg in 0.5 mL of C6D6 under N2) upon light irradiation. 

 

 

Figure 3.22  
1
H NMR tracking showing the decompose of 3.11 upon light irradiation. 
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Figure 3.23 Crystal structure of 3.9b. 

 

Table 3.5 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 3.9b 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

3.9b B(1)-N(1) 1.623(6) 

N(1)-C(11) 1.288(5) 

B(1)-C(1) 1.581(7) 

N(1)-C(12) 1.488(5) 

B(1)-S(1) 1.965(6) 

S(1)-C(4) 1.734(6) 

B(1)-C(15) 1.602(7) 

Selected angles (º) 

3.9b C(1)-B(1)-N(1) 109.5(4) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(15) 112.2(4) 

C(11)-N(1)-B(1) 120.5(3) 

C(1)-B(1)-S(1) 110.7(4) 

C(15)-B(1)-N(1) 106.2(2) 
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Table 3.6 Summary of photophysical data for 3.1b ‒ 3.6b, 3.8b ‒ 3.10b 

Compound λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
) 

3.1b
a
 299, 0.0468 

3.2b
a
 340, 0.103 

299, 1.60 

288, 1.72 

3.3b
b
 390, 0.0353 

304, 2.45 

3.4b
a
 297, 0.112 

3.5b
a
 297, 0.0866 

3.6b
a
 297, 0.552 

288, 0.686 

278, 0.651 

3.8b
b
 343, 0.169 

306, 1.34 

3.9ba  509, 0.302 

370, 0.420 

301, 1.16 

3.10ba 522, 0.229 

380, 0.290 

304, 0.974 
a
 2.00 × 10

−5 
M in Dichloromethane under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 2.00 × 10

−5 
M in Toluene under N2 at 298 K. 
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Figure 3.24 Absorption spectra of 3.1b, 3.2b, 3.4b ‒ 3.6b, 3.9b, 3.10b in dichloromethane and 

3.3b, 3.8b in toluene. 

 

   

Figure 3.25 Predicted UV-vis spectra of 3.9b (left) and 3.10b (right) for their first five excited 

states.
[11]
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3.4 Conclusions 

A series of symmetric or asymmetric N-isopropyl substituted benzylideneamine N,C-chelate 

boron compounds bearing either two of the same or different aryl or heterocyclic groups on boron 

were synthesized. The photochemical reactivity and the regioselectivity of the HAT processes 

were systematically illustrated by the photoisomerization of the symmetric or asymmetric 

compounds (3.1 ‒ 3.8) with two aryl groups on boron. Some of the only examples capable of 

undergoing regioselective photoisomerization and HAT when no bulky aryl group is present were 

reported. The compounds with heterocyclic group on boron (3.9 and 3.10) were able to undergo 

efficient phototransfomation to generate the N,B,S-heterocycles. While the asymmetric 

compound 3.11 with bulky mesityl and thienyl groups on boron does not undergo 

photoisomerization upon light irradiation, which may due to the steric effect of the bulky mesityl 

group and weaken the B-N bond. As such, the scope of this type of photoisomerization has been 

dramatically expanded, and we have been able to illustrate the roles of sterics, π-conjugation and 

electronic effects.  
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Figure A 3.1 HOMO and LUMO orbitals (isocontour = 0.03) of 3.1 ‒ 3.11, 3.1b ‒ 3.6b, 3.8b ‒ 

3.10b. 
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Figure A 3.2 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.1b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.3 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.1b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.4 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.2 → 3.2b (0.07 M in C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.5 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.2 → 3.2b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.6 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.2b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.7 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.2b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.8 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.3 → 3.3b (0.06 M in C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.9 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.3 → 3.3b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.10 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.3b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.11 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.3b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.12 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.4 → 3.4b (0.04 M in C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.13 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.4 → 3.4b under N2 in C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 3.14 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.4b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 3.15 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.4b in C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 3.16 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.5 → 3.5b (0.16 M in C6D6). 
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Figure A 3.17 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.5 → 3.5b under N2 in C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 3.18 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.5b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.19 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.5b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.20 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.5D → 3.5Db (0.10 M in 

C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.21 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.5D → 3.5Db under N2 in 

C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.22 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.5Db in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.23 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.5Db in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.24 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.6 → 3.6b (0.08 M in C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.25 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.6 → 3.6b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.26 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.6b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.27 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.6b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.28 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.6D → 3.6Db (0.01 M in 

C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.29 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.6D → 3.6Db under N2 in 

C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.30 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.6Db in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.31 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.6Db in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.32 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.8 → 3.8b (0.02 M in C6D6). 

 

 

Figure A 3.33 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.8 → 3.8b under N2 in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.34 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.8b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.35 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.8b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.36 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.9b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 

 

 

Figure A 3.37 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.9b in C6D6. 
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Figure A 3.38 Stacked 
1
H-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.10 → 3.10b (0.09M in 

C6D6). 
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Figure A 3.39 Stacked
 11

B-NMR spectra showing the conversion of 3.10 → 3.10b under N2 in 

C6D6. 

 

 

Figure A 3.40 
1
H NMR spectrum of 3.10b in C6D6 with the assignment of all peaks. 
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Figure A 3.41 
13

C NMR spectrum of 3.10b in C6D6. 
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Chapter 4 

Impact of Intramolecular H Bond and n-π* Interactions on 

Photophysical and CO2 Sensing Properties of Laterally Appended D-π-A 

Triarylboron Compounds 

4.1 Introduction 

Owing to the Lewis acidic nature of the boron atom, it is capable of acting as an electron 

acceptor.
[1]

 Combining a boron center with a donor group/element through a conjugated π-system 

often leads to excellent luminescent intramolecular charge-transfer (CT) materials with 

applications in the fields of anion sensing,
[2]

 nonlinear optics,
[3]

 and emitting materials/electron 

transport materials for organic light emitting diodes/devices (OLEDs).
[4]

 Lateral functionalization 

by donor and acceptor groups allows further tuning of electronic and photophysical properties of 

organoboron compounds and their utilities.
[5]

 Recently we have found that despite the electron-

withdrawing/-M effect of the aldehyde/ketone group, it is capable of functioning as a donor for 

binding to a triarylboron center, which enables interesting stimuli-responsive phenomena.
[5e]

 To 

further examine the utility/impact of an aldehyde group in boron-based D-π-A systems, we 

designed and synthesized compounds 4.1 and 4.2 shown in Figure 4.1. The key feature of 4.1 and 

4.2 is that they contain an amino and a borane functionalized benzene ring which is known to 

display strong charge transfer (CT) fluorescence.
[5e]

 The aldehyde group on the second benzene 

ring could have a significant impact on the CT properties of these molecules. For comparison 

purpose, we also prepared compounds 4.3 ‒ 4.5 shown in Figure 4.1 where the aldehyde group is 

replaced by either a hydroxyl or an aminomethyl group, which could function not only as a ζ 

donor but also a H donor for H bonds. With the design of the special structures of 4.1, 4.3 and 4.5, 

it is potential to form interesting intramolecular interactions (n-π* interaction or H bond interation) 

to tune the photophysical properties of the D-π-A triarylboron chromophore. As CO2 can change 
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the pH of the solvent (methanol) and the fluorescence of triarylborn is very sensitive to external 

stimuli (e.g., solvent, temperature, pressure),
[5]

 the intramolecular interactions of the chromophore 

will be possible to be disrupted with the addition of CO2 and leads to these compounds have the 

potential to be used as fluorescence CO2 sensors, which is of great current interest,
[6-8]

  

 

Figure 4.1 Structures of five laterally appended D-π-A boron compounds studied in this work. 

 

4.2 Experimental Section 

4.2.1 General Procedure 

Experimental techniques and instruments used are described in section 2.2.1. Photoluminescent 

quantum yields were measured using a Hamamatsu QY spectrometer (C11347-11). 
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4.2.2 Synthesis of Compounds 4.1 and 4.5 

 

Figure 4.2 Synthesis of 4.1 and 4.5. 

 

Electrophilic aromatic substitution of p-bromoaniline using iodine in the presence of hydrogen 

peroxide to give 4.a. Methylation of the nitrogen atom with potassium carbonate and methyl 

iodide to afford 4.b. Negishi coupling of the acetal protected 2-bromobenzaldehyde with 4-

bromo-2-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline produced the intermediate 4.d. Replacement of the bromide 

by a BMes2 unit via lithium halogen exchange produced 4.e, which after deprotection with 

concentrated HCl yielded compound 4.1. Compound 4.5 was obtained by obtaining first the imine 

intermediate 4.f via condensation of 4.1 with isopropyl amine, followed by the reduction of 4.f to 

4.5 with LiAlH4.  

 

4-bromo-2-iodoaniline (4.a):
[9]

 In a 50 mL flask, 4-bromoaniline 0.86 g (5 mmol), iodine 0.64 g 

(2.5 mmol) and cyclohexane (20 mL) were charged and the solution were heated to 50 ℃. After 
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the reaction become homogeneous, 30% aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide 0.32 mL (2.5 

mmol) was added slowly, further the reaction was stirred for 2 hours. 7.4 wt% aqueous solution 

of sodium sulfite 10 g was added to the reaction mixture and stirred for 10 minutes, diluted with 

15 mL distilled water, extracted with ethyl acetate, and hexanes were added to get the brown 

crystals and washed with distilled water, the crystals were dried under air to get 0.79 g (53%). 
1
H 

NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 4.12 (s, 1H), 6.63 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.24 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 

7.75 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H).
[10]

 

 

4-bromo-2-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline (4.b):
[11]

 Potassium carbonate (0.3 g, 2.5 mmol), 2-iodo-4-

bromoaniline (0.3 g, 1.0 mmol) and iodomethane (1.22 g, 6.0 mmol) were added to 25 mL flask 

with 30 mL of acetonitrile. The resulting mixture was heated to reflux for 24 h. Water (8 mL) was 

added to the reaction mixture and the resulting solution was extracted with diethyl ether (3 × 10 

mL). The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate and 

concentrated in vacuo, the residue was purified by column chromatography on silica gel 

(hexanes/ethyl acetate = 9:1) to afford the target compound as pale orange oil in 74% yield (0.24 

g). 
1
H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.75 (s, 6H), 6.95 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.2 Hz, 

1H), 7.97 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H).
[11]

 

 

2-(2-bromophenyl)-5,5-dimethyl-1,3-dioxane (4.c):
[12]

 It was synthesized by following the 

established literature procedure. p-toluenesulfonic acid monohydrate (0.17 mg, 1.0 mmol), 2,2-

dimethyl-1,3-propanediol (0.78 g, 7.5 mmol) and 2-bromobenzaldehyde (1.40 g, 6.50 mmol) 

were dissolved in benzene (40 mL) of 100 mL flask at room temperature. The reaction mixture 

was heated to reflux for 10 h in a Dean-Stark apparatus. The solution were cooled to room 

temperature and quenched with saturated aqueous NaHCO3. The solution was extracted with 

EtOAc. The combined organic extracts were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulfate, filtered 
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and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column 

chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:10) to afford target compound (1.67 g, 

95%) as colorless oil. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.83 (s, 3H), 1.34 (s, 3H), 3.76 (dd, J = 31.0, 

10.9 Hz, 4H), 5.70 (s, 1H), 7.22 (td, J = 7.8, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.38 (td, J = 7.6, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.56 (dd, 

J = 8.0, 1.1 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.7 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.8, 23.1 

30.3, 100.9, 122.4, 127.6, 128.1, 130.4, 132.6, 137.3; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C12H16BrO2 [M+H]
+
: 

271.03282, found: 271.03152. 

 

Compound 4.d: A hexane solution of n-BuLi (2.5 M, 1.2 mL, 3 mmol) was added to the solution 

of compound 4.c (0.68 g, 2.5 mmol) in THF (35 mL) at -78 ℃ under nitrogen atmosphere. The 

reaction mixture was stirred for another 0.5 h at -78 ℃, TMEDA-ZnCl (0.99 g, 3 mmol) was 

added to the solution and the mixture solution was stirred for another 1 h at -78 ℃. After the 

solution warmed to room temperature 4-bromo-2-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline (0.9 g, 2.8 mmol) 

and Pd(PPh3)4 (0.3 g, 0.25 mmol) were added. The solution was heated to reflux and stirred 

overnight under nitrogen atmosphere. The solvent was removed in vacuo. The residue was 

extracted with dichloromethane (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was combined and dried with 

magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by 

column chromatography on silica gel (ethyl acetate/hexanes = 1:9) to afford the target compound 

as pale yellow solid in 50% yield (0.50 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.74 (s, 3H), 1.35 (s, 

3H), 2.49 (s, 6H), 3.44 (dd, J = 17.7, 11.1 Hz, 2H), 3.70 (ddd, J = 26.6, 11.0, 2.7 Hz, 2H), 5.24 (s, 

1H), 6.90 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 1H), 7.28 (dd, J = 6.6, 2.1 Hz, 1H), 7.33 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.45 – 7.37 

(m, 1H), 7.85 (dd, J = 7.5, 1.4 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.8, 23.2, 30.2, 42.9, 

77.6, 77.9, 100.2, 113.1, 119.0, 126.7, 127.9, 128.9, 129.9, 131.0, 134.0, 134.9, 136.1, 138.6; 

HRMS (EI), calcd for C20H24BrNO2 [M]
+
: 389.0990, 391.0972; found: 389.0972, 391.0963. 
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Compound 4.e: A hexane solution of n-BuLi (2.5 M, 0.35 mL, 0.98 mmol) was added to the 

solution of compound 4.d (0.32 g, 0.82 mmol) in THF (40 mL) at -78 ℃  under nitrogen 

atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for another 1 h at -78 ℃ and dimesityl boron 

fluoride (0.64 g, 2.4 mmol) was added to the solution. The reaction mixture was stirred for 

another 1 h at -78 ℃, then allowed to return to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. 

The solvent was removed in vacuo. The residue was extracted with diethyl ether (80 mL × 3), the 

organic layer was combined and dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced 

pressure. The crude product was purified by column chromatography on silica gel 

(CH2Cl2:hexanes = 1:2) to afford compound 4.e as pale solid in 85% yield (0.39 g). 
1
H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3): δ 0.73 (s, 3H), 1.32 (s, 3H), 2.08 (s, 12H), 2.29 (s, 6H), 2.62 (s, 6H), 3.24 (d, J = 

11.1 Hz, 1H), 3.41 (d, J = 11.0 Hz, 1H), 3.52 (dd, J = 11.1, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 3.72 (dd, J = 11.1, 2.6 

Hz, 1H), 5.25 (s, 1H), 6.79 (s, 4H), 6.88 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.27 – 7.21 (m, 1H), 7.41 – 7.30 (m, 

3H), 7.45 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.78 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.8 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ 21.2, 21.8, 23.1, 23.4, 29.7, 30.1, 42.4, 77.6, 78.0, 100.3, 115.3, 126.4, 127.3, 128.1, 128.8, 

129.1, 130.1, 137.9, 137.9, 140.6, 140.8, 141.7, 154.4; HRMS (EI), calcd for C38H46BNO2 [M]
+
: 

559.3629, found: 559.3620. 

 

Compound 4.1:
[13]

 4 mL of concentrated HCl solution was added to a methanol solution of 

compound 4.e (0.39 g, 0.7 mmol) at 0 ℃, the mixture solution was allowed to warm to room 

temperature and stirred overnight. The reaction was quenched with NaHCO3 saturated solution 

until the solution was neutralized and concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was 

extracted with diethyl ether. The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous magnesium 

sulfate and concentrated in vacuo, the residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 

gel (hexanes/dichloromethane = 2:1) to afford the target compound as yellow solid in 36% yield 

(0.24 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.08 (s, 12H), 2.32 (s, 6H), 2.51 (s, 6H), 6.83 (s, 4H), 
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6.95 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 7.34 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (d, J = 1.4 Hz, 

1H), 7.54 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.63 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.94 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR 

(101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.2, 23.5, 42.0, 116.4, 126.9, 127.4, 128.1, 128.6, 130.5, 133.0, 134.2, 

138.3, 139.1, 140.7, 144.2, 155.2, 191.7; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C33H37BNO [M+H]
+
: 474.29627, 

found: 474.29532. 

 

Compound 4.f: Compound 4.1 (34 mg, 0.07 mmol) and isopropylamine (excess) were dissolved 

in hexanes with excess amount of 3 Å molecular sieves, the reaction mixture was allowed to 

heated to reflux overnight. After completion of the reaction, the solution was filtrated and the 

residue was washed with hexanes. The filtrate was concentrated in vacuo to afford white solid in 

a crude yield of 78% (29 mg). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.21 (dd, J = 15.2, 6.3 Hz, 6H), 

2.08 (s, 12H), 2.31 (s, 6H), 2.59 (s, 6H), 3.39 – 3.31 (m, 1H), 6.81 (s, 4H), 6.88 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 

1H); 7.30 – 7.27 (m, 1H), 7.37 – 7.31 (m, 1H), 7.42 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.7 Hz, 

1H), 8.03 (s, 1H), 8.07 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.2, 23.5, 24.2, 24.3, 

42.3, 61.5, 115.4, 126.7, 127.1, 128.1, 128.8, 130.3, 130.3, 133.7, 138.0, 138.5, 140.7, 141.9, 

142.9, 154.9, 157.9; HRMS (EI), calcd for C36H43BN2 [M]
+
: 514.3526, found: 514.3521. 

 

Compound 4.5: Compound 4.f (29 mg, 0.056 mmol) was dissolved in 10 mL of dry THF at 0 ℃, 

then LiAlH4 was added to the solution. The mixture solution was allowed to reach room 

temperature and stirred overnight. After completion of the reaction, the reaction was quenched 

with distilled water and concentrated under reduced pressure. The residue was extracted with 

ethyl acetate (30 mL × 3). The combined organic layers were dried over anhydrous magnesium 

sulfate and concentrated in vacuo, the residue was purified by column chromatography on silica 

gel (hexanes/ethyl acetate = 4:1) to afford the target compound as pale yellow sticky oil in 79% 

yield (0.23 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 1.15 (dd, J = 40.7, 6.4 Hz, 6H), 2.05 (s, 12H), 2.30 
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(s, 6H), 2.62 (s, 6H), 3.14 – 3.01 (m, 1H), 3.76 (dd, J = 81.1, 12.8 Hz, 2H), 6.82 (s, 4H), 7.04 (d, 

J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.26 (dd, J = 7.2, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.45 – 7.35 (m, 2H), 7.62 

– 7.50 (m, 2H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 19.7, 20.7, 21.2, 23.5, 43.2, 47.4, 48.3, 116.7, 

128.2, 128.2, 129.4, 131.1, 131.1, 131.8, 138.5, 138.6, 140.7, 140.8, 142.1, 153.4; HRMS (ESI), 

calcd for C36H43BN2 [M+H]
+
: 517.37486, found: 517.37379. 

 

4.2.3 Synthesis of compound 4.2 

 

Figure 4.3 Synthesis of 4.2. 

 

Compound 4.2 was obtained using a similar procedure as for 4.1, except that ethylene glycol was 

used to protect the aldehyde group of 4-bromobenzaldehyde (Figure 4.3). 

 

2-(4-bromophenyl)-1,3-dioxolane:
[14]

 It was synthesized by following the established literature 

procedure to afford the target compound as colorless oil in 85% yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 4.21 – 3.99 (m, 4H), 5.79 (s, 1H), 7.37 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.53 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H).
[14]

 

 

Compound 4.g: The synthetic procedure was similar as compound 4.d to afford the target 

compound as sticky brown oil in 43% yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.53 (s, 6H), 4.27 – 
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3.96 (m, 4H), 5.87 (s, 1H), 6.91 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 7.43 – 7.31 (m, 2H), 7.57 (dd, J = 22.2, 8.2 

Hz, 4H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 43.3, 65.4, 103.7, 113.8, 119.3, 126.7, 128.5, 130.8, 

134.1, 135.4, 136.6, 141.6, 150.4; HRMS (EI), calcd for C17H18BrNO2 [M]
+
:347.0521, 349.0502, 

found: 347.0528, 349.0514. 

 

Compound 4.h: The synthetic procedure was similar as compound 4.e to afford the target 

compound as sticky colorless oil in 40% yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.09 (s, 12H), 2.32 

(s, 6H), 2.66 (s, 6H), 4.22 – 4.03 (m, 4H), 5.84 (s, 1H), 6.82 (s, 4H), 6.90 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 

7.40 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.46 (dd, J = 8.3, 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (s, 4H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 21.2, 23.6, 42.9, 65.4, 103.8, 115.6, 126.5, 128.0, 128.6, 130.6, 135.7, 137.8, 138.4, 

140.7, 142.1, 143.8, 154.5; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): δ 54.5; HRMS (EI), calcd for 

C35H40BNO2 [M]
+
: 517.3159, found: 517.2149. 

 

Compound 4.2: Using procedure similar to that for 4.1 except that THF/Water (v:v = 3:1) was 

used as the solvent instead of methanol, this compound was obtained as pale yellow solid in 90% 

yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.08 (s, 12H), 2.32 (s, 6H), 2.67 (s, 6H), 6.83 (s, 4H), 6.94 

(d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1H), 7.43 (d, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.50 (dd, J = 8.2, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.77 (dd, J = 72.9, 

8.2 Hz, 4H), 10.02 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.2, 23.6, 43.0, 115.9, 128.1, 129.1, 

129.7, 130.0, 134.5, 138.0, 139.1, 140.7, 141.7, 149.3, 154.5, 191.9; HRMS (EI), calcd for 

C33H36BNO [M]
+
: 473.2896, found: 473.2890. 
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4.2.4 Synthesis of compound 4.3 and 4.4 

 

Figure 4.4 Synthesis of 4.3 and 4.4. 

 

The syntheses of 4.3 and 4.4 were accomplished in a similar manner (Figure 4.4). Suzuki 

coupling of 4-bromo-2-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline with 2-hydroxyphenyl boronic acid or 4-

hydroxyphenyl boronic acid led to the formation of intermediate 4.i and 4.j, respectively, in high 

yield (70% and 62% respectively). Replacing the Br atom with a BMes2 group in 4.i and 4.j via 

lithium-halogen exchange produced 4.3 and 4.4 in moderate yields (Figure 4.4). 

 

Compound 4.i: 4-bromo-2-iodo-N,N-dimethylaniline (0.32 g, 1 mmol), (2-

hydroxyphenyl)boronic acid (0.17 g, 1.2 mmol), Pd(PPh3)4 (0.1 g, 0.1 mmol) and Na2CO3 (0.42 g, 

4 mmol) were added to a 50 mL Schlenk flask with 35 mL of THF/H2O (3:1) mixture solvent at 

room temperature under nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture solution was allowed to heat to reflux 

and stirred for 12 hours. After completion of the reaction, the solvent was removed in vacuo and 

the residue was extracted with dichloromethane (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was combined and 

dried with magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was 

purified by column chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2:hexanes = 1:1) to afford compound 4.i 

as pale yellow solid in 75% yield (0.23 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.69 (s, 6H), 7.12 – 

7.00 (m, 3H), 7.37 – 7.31 (m, 1H), 7.40 (dd, J = 7.7, 1.5 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (dd, J = 8.6, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 

7.59 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 10.53 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 43.5, 117.4, 119.1, 119.9, 

120.7, 127.2, 129.7, 130.6, 130.9, 136.0, 136.8, 147.6, 155.3; HRMS (EI), calcd for C14H14BrNO 

[M]
+
: 291.0259, 293.0243, found: 291.0246, 293.0231. 
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Compound 4.3: A hexane solution of n-BuLi (2.5 M, 0.7 mL, 1.74 mmol) was added to the 

solution of compound 4.i (0.23 g, 0.79 mmol) in THF (40 mL) at -78 ℃  under nitrogen 

atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for another 1 h at -78 ℃ and dimesityl boron 

fluoride (0.47 g, 1.74 mmol) was added to the solution. The reaction mixture was stirred for 

another 1 h at -78 ℃, then allowed to return to room temperature slowly and stirred overnight. 

After completion of the reaction, the solvent was removed in vacuo and the residue was extracted 

with diethyl ether (50 mL × 3), the organic layer was combined and dried with magnesium sulfate 

and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by column 

chromatography on silica gel (CH2Cl2:hexanes = 1:1) to afford compound 4.3 as white solid in 50% 

yield (0.15 g). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.07 (s, 12H), 2.34 (s, 6H), 2.77 (s, 6H), 6.85 (s, 

4H), 6.98 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.05 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.18 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 1H), 7.28 – 7.31 (m, 

2H), 7.56 (dd, J = 8.1, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.65 (d, J = 1.3 Hz, 1H), 10.15 (s, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ 21.3, 23.6, 43.3, 117.4, 118.6, 120.7, 128.2, 128.9, 128.9, 130.8, 133.3, 137.1, 138.5, 

140.8, 141.2, 141.6, 142.4, 152.0, 155.1 HRMS (ESI), calcd for C32H37ONB [M+H]
+
: 462.29627, 

found: 462.29739. 

 

Compound 4.j: The synthetic procedure was similar as compound 4.i to afford the target 

compound as colorless solid in 62% yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.55 (s, 6H), 5.17 (br s, 

1H), 6.90 (dd, J = 8.3, 3.5 Hz, 1H), 7.37 – 7.31 (m, 2H), 7.45 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H); 
13

C NMR (101 

MHz, CDCl3): δ 43.2, 114.0, 115.4, 119.4, 129.8, 130.3, 133.1, 134.0, 135.7, 150.4, 154.6; 

HRMS (EI), calcd for C14H14BrNO [M]
+
: 291.0259, 293.0240, found: 291.0244, 293.0210. 

 

Compound 4.4: The synthetic procedure was similar as compound 4.3 to afford the target 

compound as colorless solid in 58% yield. 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 2.10 (s, 12H), 2.33 (s, 
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6H), 2.66 (s, 6H), 4.97 (br s, 1H), 6.83 (s, 4H), 6.84 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H), 6.90 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H), 

7.35 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 2H), 7.47 – 7.39 (m, 2H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3): δ 21.2, 23.6, 42.8, 

115.3, 115.7, 128.0, 129.8, 130.9, 135.1, 137.8, 138.0, 140.7, 141.7, 154.1, 154.7; HRMS (EI), 

calcd for C32H36BNO [M]
+
: 461.2896, found: 461.2883. 

 

4.2.5 X-ray Crystallographic Data 

The crystals of 4.1 and 4.3 were grown by layering a CH2Cl2 solution of each with MeOH. The 

crystal data were collected follow those described in section 2.2.6. The crystal data of 4.1 and 4.3 

have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC NO. 1880947 and 

1990948). 

   

Figure 4.5 Crystal structures of 4.1 and 4.3. 
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Table 4.1 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 4.1 and 4.3 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

4.1 B(1)-C(6) 1.555(2) 

N(1)-C(24) 1.394(2) 

O(1)-C(21) 1.199(2) 

B(1)-C(17) 1.579(2) 

N(1)-C(25) 1.454(2) 

B(1)-C(5) 1.580(2) 

N(1)-C(26) 1.460(2) 

4.3 B(1)-C(5) 1.5832(18) 

N(1)-C(23) 1.4273(17) 

O(1)-C(10) 1.3611(16) 

B(1)-C(6) 1.5626(19) 

N(1)-C(25) 1.4652(18) 

B(1)-C(17) 1.5775(19) 

N(1)-C(24) 1.469(2) 

Selected angles (º) 

4.1 C(25)-N(1)-C(26) 112.25(13) O(1)-C(21)-C(10) 124.25(17) 

4.3 C(24)-N(1)-C(25) 110.64(12)  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Crystal Structures of 4.1 and 4.3 

The crystal structures of 4.1 and 4.3 are shown in Figure 4.5, respectively. The B-C bond lengths 

in both structures are typical of Ar-BMes2 units.
[2-5]

 The dimethylamino group in both molecules 

is significantly distorted toward a pyramidal geometry as indicated by the sum of the C-N-C 

angles (349.6(2) ° in 4.1 and 339.5(2) ° in 4.3). The carbonyl group, C(21)-O(1), in 4.1 and the 

hydroxy group bound to C(10) in 4.3 have a typical C=O and C-O bond length of 1.199(2) Å and 

1.3611(16) Å, respectively (Table 4.1). 

 

Significantly, despite the steric congestion, the aldehyde group in 4.1 and the hydroxy group in 

4.3 are all oriented toward the amino group, indicating the presence of attractive interactions 

between them. In 4.1, the N(1) atom is 3.068(2) Å away from the carbonyl C(21) atom and 2.703 

Å away from the H atom bound to C(21). The lone pair on the approximately pyramidal N atom 

is in fact oriented toward the C(21) atom. The proximity between the amino and the carbonyl 

group in 4.1 can be therefore ascribed to n-π* and possibly H bond interactions between these 

two units. Previously in a closely related system (A, Figure 4.6), a similar n-π* interaction 
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involving a short N···C separation distancewas reported.
[15]

 It was also reported that the addition 

of a strong acid such as HCl to A and analogues can generate the cyclized species B.
[15b, 15c]

 

 

Figure 4.6 Structure of A and its transformation to B via protonation. 

 

In 4.3, the proton atom on the hydroxy (O(1)) was located from the difference Fourier map and 

refined successfully with the O-H bond length of 0.93(2) Å. This H atom forms a H bond with the 

N(1) atom, as evidenced by the short N···H distance of 1.79(2) Å and the short N···O distance of 

2.691(2) Å. These attractive n-π* and/or H bond interactions are clearly responsible for the 

distorted pyramidal geometry of the dimethylamino group in 4.1 and 4.3, which could have a 

significant impact on their photophysical properties. In the crystal lattice of 4.1, the aldehyde and 

the amino group also display intermolecular H bond interactions with O···H distances ranging 

from 2.54 to 2.62 Å (Figure 4.7). Extended interactions between the protons of the methyls on 

Mes and the aromatic rings of Mes and phenyl were observed in the crystal lattice of 4.3 (Figure 

4.8). 

 

Figure 4.7 A diagram showing intramolecular n-π* and intermolecular H bond interactions 

involving the aldehyde and the amino group in 4.1. 
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Figure 4.8 A diagram showing the parallel stacking of compound 4.3 in the crystal lattice. 

 

4.3.2 Photophysical and Electrochemical Properties 

Compounds 4.1 ‒ 4.5 have intense absorption bands at the 300 ‒ 410 nm region as shown in 

Figure 4.9 (left) and Table 4.2, which can all be ascribed mainly to CT transitions involving the 

amino group and/or the hydroxy group as the donor, the boron and/or the benzaldehyde as the 

acceptor, based on TD-DFT computational data (see the appendix). The λmax of the first 

absorption band (the low energy one) varies significantly among the five compounds. Comparing 

with its constitutional isomer 4.2, the absorption band of 4.1 is hypsochromically shifted by about 

6 nm with a much reduced intensity. This is consistent with the large contribution of the lone pair 

of nitrogen (HOMO)→π* of benzaldehyde (LUMO+1) transition to both S1 and S2 states that 

greatly diminishes the nitrogen to boron CT contribution. Compounds 4.3 and 4.4 are another pair 
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of constitutional isomers and display dramatically different absorption spectra. The absorption 

band of 4.3 is about 35nm hypsochromically shifted, relatively to that of 4.4, with a reduced 

extinction coefficient. TD-DFT computational study indicate that the vertical excitation energy of 

4.3 is very sensitive to the dihedral angle between the two phenyl rings and the separation 

distance between the hydroxy and the amino group. Using the crystal structural parameters of 4.3, 

the first absorption band was found to result from S0 → S3 transition (HOMO-1 to LUMO) with 

contributions mainly from a mesityl, the amino and the phenol to HOMO-1, and boron to LUMO 

(see the appendix). In contrast, for 4.4, the first absorption band was found to result from the S0 

→ S1 transition (HOMO to LUMO) with contributions nearly exclusively from the amino and the 

phenol (HOMO), and boron (LUMO) (see the appendix). This supports that the intramolecular H-

bond in 4.3 greatly diminishes the contribution of the amino/phenol to the CT transition. The 

trend of the calculated λmax and oscillator strengths of 4.3 and 4.4 agrees well with the 

experimental absorption spectral data. The hypsochromic shift of λmax displayed by 4.3 is caused 

by the contribution of the Mes group to the CT state. The first absorption band of 4.5 is slightly 

hypsochromically shifted compared to that of 4.4, and is mainly from the CT transition (S0 → S1) 

of the NMe2 group (HOMO) to the boron unit (LUMO), according to DFT data. (The TD-DFT 

calculation data see the appendix) 

   

Figure 4.9 Absorption (left) and emission spectra (right) of 4.1 ‒ 4.5 in toluene (1.00 × 10
-5 

M). 

Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 
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Table 4.2 Summary of photophysical data for 4.1 ‒ 4.5 

Compound 
λabs(nm),  

ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

Emission, λmax (nm), ΦF
b
(%) 

Toluene THF DCM CH3CN 

4.1 354, 2.0; 

325 1.4 

473, 2 459, 3 532, 3 555, 1 

4.2 362, 3.2; 

306, 1.9 

449, 49 476, 68 512, 51 545, 11 

4.3 331, 2.1 415, 45 452, 67 445, 52 492, 36 

4.4 366, 2.3; 

318, 1.0 

416, 80 443, 82 438, 76 475, 61 

4.5 363, 1.9; 

318, 0.70 

413, 27 446, 15 460, 20 477, 21 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5
 M in Toluene under N2 at 298 K.  

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 

 

The most contrasting difference observed for this group of compounds is their fluorescent 

properties (Figure 4.9, right and Table 4.2). The emission spectra of 4.1 and 4.2 have different 

dependence on solvent polarity, with 4.1 (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.10) showing less bathochromic 

shift with increasing solvent polarity than 4.2 (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.11). Significantly, the 

fluorescence quantum yield of 4.1 is very low in all solvents (1% in CH3CN to 3% in 

THF/CH2Cl2) while that of 4.2 is typical of donor-acceptor boron compounds (11% CH3CN to 68% 

in THF). The low ΦF of 4.1 is clearly the consequence of n-π* interactions that deactivate the 

amino to boron CT transition, causing fluorescence quenching. 
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Figure 4.10 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 4.1 in different 

solvents. Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 4.2 in different 

solvents. Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

The fluorescence spectra of 4.3 and 4.4 have a similar change with increasing solvent polarity. 

However, the ΦF (34% ‒ 67%) of 4.3 is considerably lower than that (61% ‒ 82%) of 4.4 for any 

given solvent (Table 4.2), which can be attributed to the presence of the intramolecular H bond in 
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4.3 that reduces the amino to boron CT transition, hence ΦF. Compound 4.5 displays solvent-

dependent fluorescence similar to that of 4.3 and 4.4, but with ΦF lower than those of 4.3 and 4.4 

for any given solvent (Table 4.2). DFT optimized structure shows that the NMe2 group in 4.5 is 

nearly perpendicular to the phenyl linker (see the appendix), which is likely responsible for the 

relatively low ΦF. 

 

The oxidation potential of compounds 4.1 ‒ 4.4 was determined successfully by electrochemical 

analyses while that of 4.5 could not be obtained reliably owing to irreversible oxidation. 

Compounds 4.1 ‒ 4.4 display a reversible oxidation peak in the CV diagram which is assigned to 

the oxidation of the amino group. The oxidation potentials of the four compounds are similar 

except that of 4.3 is about 0.10 V higher than others, which is consistent with the intramolecular 

H bond between the OH and the amino group in 4.3. Using the oxidation potential and the 

absorption edge, the HOMO and LUMO levels of compounds 4.1 ‒ 4.4 were estimated and are 

shown in Table 4.3. For comparison purpose, the HOMO/LUMO values obtained from DFT 

computational data are also included in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3 HOMO and LUMO energies of 4.1 ‒ 4.5 

Compound 
Experimental TD-DFT

c
 

HOMO
a
/eV LUMO

a
/eV HOMO/eV LUMO/eV 

1 -5.37 -2.19 -5.63 -1.63 

2 -5.41 -2.24 -5.58 -1.76 

3 -5.52 -2.03 -5.57 -1.41 

4 -5.41 -2.15 -5.27 -1.39 

5 n.d.
b
 n.d.

b
 -5.46 -1.41 

a
HOMO value was estimated from the first oxidation potential, recorded in dichloromethane and 

the LUMO energy was calculated using the absorption edge and the HOMO energy.  

b
Can not be determined reliably due to irreversible oxidation. 

c
DFT calculations were performed using the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. 
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4.3.3 CO2 Sensing Properties 

As shown in Figure 4.6, compound A, an analogue of 4.1, can be readily protonated by acids, 

forming species B.
[15c]

 We reasoned that systems that have such a sensitivity toward acid could 

show fluorescent response toward CO2 given the fact that upon dissolving in protic solvents such 

as water or alcohols (which usually contain water), CO2 produces carbonic acid, which may 

interact with molecules like 4.1. Based on this consideration, we examined fluorescence spectral 

response of 4.1 toward CO2 in methanol. As shown in Figure 4.12, addition of CO2 gas (via 

syringe, by volume, at 1 atm) to a sealed cuvette that contains the methanol solution of 4.1 causes 

a great increase of fluorescence intensity and a hypsochromic shift of the emission spectrum. 

Visually the emission color of 4.1 changes from blue-green to blue with CO2 addition. Displacing 

the CO2 with nitrogen fully restores the emission spectrum. This demonstrates the potential of 4.1 

as a fluorescent sensor for CO2. 

 

Figure 4.12 Fluorescence spectral change of 4.1 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5

 M, 3 mL) with the 

addition of CO2 gas (by volume, at 1 atm and rt). Inset: photographs showing the emission color 

change of the solution under N2 and CO2 respectively. 
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To establish the structural origin responsible for the CO2 response, the 
1
H NMR spectral change 

of 4.1 in CD3OD with the addition of CO2 was examined (Figure 4.13). With the addition of CO2, 

the chemical shift of the H atom on the aldehyde group broadens, shifts upfield, then vanishes 

while that of the two methyl on the nitrogen atom broadens and shifts downfield. Based on the 

previous reports on species related to B in Figure 4.6, the observed 
1
H NMR spectral change is 

mostly likely caused by the equilibrium between 4.1 and B’ shown in Figure 4.14. Because the 

distinct chemical shift for the methine proton in B’ was not observed, the equilibrium shown in 

Figure 4.14 likely lies more toward the 4.1, owing to perhaps the relatively weak acidity of the 

carbonic acid. This transformation is reversible, as bubbling of the CO2 saturated NMR solution 

with N2 restores the 
1
H NMR spectrum of 4.1 (Figure 4.13, D). Control experiments by adding 

acetic acid to the methanol solution of 4.1 showed a similar 
1
H NMR spectral change (Figure 

4.15). The addition of HCl to the solution of 4.1 resulted in the observation of the well-resolved 

methine proton chemical shift of B’ (Figure 4.16), which agrees with the previous reports for 

related systems.
[15]
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Figure 4.13 
1
H NMR spectra of 4.1 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) add 1 mL CO2, C) bubbled with 

CO2, D) purged with N2 (labeled the typical peaks; the solvent peak was labeled with *; the 

grease signal was labeled with Δ; the signal at 3.66 ppm may due to the partially protonated of the 

amino group). 

 

 

Figure 4.14 Proposed mechanism for CO2 sensing by 4.1. 
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Figure 4.15 
1
H NMR spectra of 4.1 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) add 1 eq CH3COOH water 

solution, C) add 2 eq CH3COOH water solution, D) add 7 eq CH3COOH water solution (labeled 

the typical peaks; the solvent peak was labeled with *; the grease signal was labeled with Δ; the 

signal at 3.66 ppm may due to the partially protonated of the amino group). 
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Figure 4.16 
1
H NMR spectra of 4.1 A) in MeOH-d4 under N2, B) add 1/3 of D2O under N2, C) 

add 0.33 eq HCl solution (1 M in D2O), D) add 1 equivalent of HCl solution (1 M in D2O) 

(labeled the typical peaks; the solvent peak was labeled with *). 

 

Further support for the proposed mechanism is from the investigation on compound 4.2's 

response to CO2. In contrast to 4.1, compound 4.2 does not show any response to CO2 under the 

same conditions as employed for 4.1 (Figure 4.17). This indicates that the intramolecular 

nucleophilic addition reaction between the aldehyde and the amino group in proximity shown in 

Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.14 is indeed the key for the observed response of 4.1 toward CO2. 

Nonetheless, the great increase of the fluorescence intensity of 4.1 with CO2 is not fully 

understood. 
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Figure 4.17 Emission spectra of 4.2 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5

 M) before and after adding CO2. 

 

Next, we examined the response of compounds 4.3 ‒ 4.5 toward CO2. No obvious fluorescent 

response for 4.3 and 4.4 was observed (Figure 4.18). Compound 4.5, however, did show a distinct 

fluorescent response toward CO2 as shown in Figure 4.19. The addition of CO2 to the methanol 

solution of 4.5 significantly enhances the fluorescence intensity (Figure 4.19). The response of 

4.5 to CO2 appears to be quite sensitive as the addition of 0.05 mL of CO2 gas at 1 atm causes the 

emission intensity increase by about 23%. The structural change of 4.5 with the addition of CO2 

was also monitored by 
1
H NMR spectra. As shown in figure 4.20 (B), the addition of CO2 to the 

solution of 4.5 in CD3OD led to obvious changes for some of the chemical shifts. The most 

significant change was observed for the peaks of the CH2 group and the i-Pr group on the amino 

unit, which is most likely caused by the formation of the carbamic acid species based on the 

comparison of NMR spectra with related systems.
[16b]

 Aliphatic secondary amines are well known 

to react with CO2, forming carbamates or carbamic acids.
[16]

 The observed reactivity of 4.5 with 

CO2 is therefore not surprising. A possible explanation for the fluorescence intensity gain of 4.5 

after CO2 addition is that the NH(iPr) amino group competes for CT transition to the Boron center 

in 4.5. TD-DFT data in fact show that the S0 → S2 state, which is very close in energy to that of 

S1, has appreciable contributions from the NH(iPr) to boron CT transition, albeit with a relatively 
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small oscillator strength (0.0868) (see the appendix, Table A 4.6 and Figure A 4.6). The 

formation of carbamic acid likely eliminates the NH(iPr) contribution to the low-lying excited 

state (see the appendix, Table A 4.7 and Figure A 4.7), thus enhancing the NMe2 to boron CT 

fluorescence. This is corroborated by TD-DFT data of 4.5 and its carbamic acid (see the 

appendix). Bubbling nitrogen to the CO2 saturated solution of 4.5 at ambient temperature did not 

fully restore the fluorescent spectrum and the resulting NMR spectrum (Figure 4.20, C) does not 

match fully with that of 4.5 under nitrogen (Figure 4.20, A). This may be attributed to the 

formation of ammonium carbamate salt [4.5-H]
+
[4.5-CO2]

-
 that requires high temperature to 

dissociate CO2 and regenerate the amine 4.5.
[16]

 

 

Figure 4.18 Emission spectra of 4.3 (left) and 4.4 (right) in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5

 M) before and 

after adding CO2. 
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Figure 4.19 Fluorescence spectral change of 4.5 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5

 M, 3 mL) with the 

addition of CO2 gas (by volume, at 1 atm and rt). 

 

 

Figure 4.20 
1
H NMR spectra of 4.5 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) bubbled with CO2, C) purged 

with N2 (labeled the typical peaks; the grease signal was labeled with Δ). 
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4.4 Conclusions 

This study establishes that intramolecular n-π* and H bond interactions can have a great impact 

on photophysical properties of donor-acceptor boron compounds. The introduction of a 2
nd

 

donor/π-acceptor at an adjacent phenyl ring in this D-π-A triarylboron system allows tuning of 

fluorescent properties. The presence of n-π* and H bond interactions in this system significantly 

reduces fluorescence quantum yields. Furthermore, depending on the nature of the 2
nd

 donor/π-

acceptor group, the new donor-acceptor systems are promising in detecting CO2, which expands 

the scope of possible applications based on donor-acceptor triarylboron compounds. Further 

studies are underway in our laboratory to design and optimize new CO2 sensors based on 

fluorescent triarylboron molecules. 

 

4.5 Notes and References 

The work described in this chapter has been published as: 

Li, H.-J.; Mellerup, S. K.; Wang, X.; Wang, S. Tetrahedron. 2019, 75, 809-816. (Invited 
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4.7 Appendix 

Table A 4.1 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.1 along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.1 

S1 
HOMO  LUMO (66%) 

377.02 (3.29) 0.0332 
HOMO  LUMO+1 (29%) 

S2 

HOMO  LUMO (26%) 

347.14 (3.57) 0.2665 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (40%) 

HOMO-6  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO-6  LUMO+1 (5%) 

HOMO-5  LUMO (2%) 

HOMO-5  LUMO+1 (6%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (6%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (3%) 

S3 
HOMO-1  LUMO (77%) 

342.15 (3.62) 0.0861 
HOMO-1  LUMO+1 (16%) 

S4 

HOMO-6  LUMO (12%) 

337.56 (3.67) 0.0419 

HOMO-6  LUMO+1 (23%) 

HOMO-5  LUMO (17%) 

HOMO-5  LUMO+1 (19%) 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (18%) 

S5 

HOMO-2  LUMO (76%) 

326.80 (3.79) 0.0194 
HOMO-2  LUMO+1 (13%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (2%) 
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Table A 4.2 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.2 along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.2 

S1 
HOMO  LUMO (92%) 

374.77 (3.31) 0.0684 
HOMO  LUMO+1 (5%) 

S2 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (81%) 

349.11 (3.55) 0.3660 

HOMO-3  LUMO (2%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO+1 (4%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO+1 (3%) 

HOMO  LUMO (5%) 

S3 
HOMO-1  LUMO (41%) 

341.27 (3.63) 0.0982 
HOMO-1  LUMO+1 (55%) 

S4 

HOMO-6  LUMO (79%) 

339.30 (3.65) 0.0007 HOMO-6  LUMO+1 (14%) 

HOMO-6  LUMO+3 (3%) 

S5 

HOMO-2  LUMO (50%) 

327.04 (3.79) 0.0121 
HOMO-2  LUMO+1 (43%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO+1 (2%) 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (2%) 

 

Table A 4.3 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.3 (based on optimized structure) 

along with their corresponding excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.3 

S1 

HOMO  LUMO (93%) 

352.93 (3.51) 0.3974 HOMO-4  LUMO (3%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (2%) 

S2 
HOMO-1  LUMO (86%) 

333.48 (3.72) 0.0857 
HOMO-2  LUMO (9%) 

S3 

HOMO-3  LUMO (28%) 

319.11 (3.89) 0.0038 
HOMO-2  LUMO (64%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO  LUMO (2%) 

S4 

HOMO-4  LUMO (17%) 

313.03 (3.96) 0.0113 
HOMO-3  LUMO (57%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (18%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (4%) 

S5 
HOMO-5  LUMO (86%) 

308.26 (4.02) 0.0107 
HOMO-4  LUMO (9%) 
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Table A 4.4 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.3 (based on X-Ray crystal structure) 

along with their corresponding excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.3 

S1 
HOMO  LUMO (90%) 

343.02 (3.61) 0.0037 
HOMO-2  LUMO (7%) 

S2 
HOMO-2  LUMO (90%) 

337.88 (3.67) 0.0777 
HOMO  LUMO (8%) 

S3 

HOMO-4  LUMO (18%) 

327.35 (3.79) 0.2231 
HOMO-1  LUMO (72%) 

HOMO-5  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (3%) 

S4 
HOMO-4  LUMO (17%) 

320. 44 (3.87) 0.0039 
HOMO-3  LUMO (81%) 

S5 

HOMO-5  LUMO (62%) 

314.16 (3.95) 0.0116 HOMO-4  LUMO (30%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (4%) 

 

Table A 4.5 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.4 along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.4 

S1 HOMO  LUMO (95%) 360.15 (3.44) 0.2688 

S2 

HOMO-2  LUMO (54%) 

336.27 (3.69) 0.0944 HOMO-1  LUMO (40%) 

HOMO-4  LUMO (3%) 

S3 

HOMO-2  LUMO (42%) 

327.58 (3.78) 0.0494 
HOMO-1  LUMO (47%) 

HOMO-4  LUMO (2%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (5%) 

S4 

HOMO-3  LUMO (91%) 

318.86 (3.89) 0.0305 HOMO-4  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (3%) 

S5 
HOMO-5  LUMO (83%) 

311.52 (3.98) 0.0102 
HOMO-4  LUMO (15%) 
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Table A 4.6 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.5 along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.5 

S1 

HOMO  LUMO (89%) 

347.05 (3.57) 0.3878 HOMO-4  LUMO (5%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (4%) 

S2 
HOMO-2  LUMO (87%) 

336.19 (3.69) 0.0868 
HOMO-1  LUMO (10%) 

S3 

HOMO-3  LUMO (84%) 

320.65 (3.87) 0.0130 
HOMO-4  LUMO (5%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (5%) 

HOMO  LUMO (2%) 

S4 

HOMO-4  LUMO (13%) 

314.86 (3.94) 0.0022 
HOMO-1  LUMO (72%) 

HOMO-3  LUMO (3%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (9%) 

S5 

HOMO-5  LUMO (79%) 

311.40 (3.98) 0.0104 HOMO-4  LUMO (15%) 

HOMO-1  LUMO (2%) 

 

Table A 4.7 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 4.5_CO2 along with their 

corresponding excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation 

Energy (nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

4.5_CO2 

S1 

HOMO  LUMO (87%) 

343.67 (3.61) 0.3567 HOMO-3  LUMO (9%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (2%) 

S2 HOMO-1  LUMO (98%) 336.03 (3.69) 0.0866 

S3 
HOMO-2  LUMO (93%) 

321.58 (3.86) 0.0113 
HOMO-3  LUMO (5%) 

S4 
HOMO-4  LUMO (96%) 

313.72 (3.95) 0.0103  
HOMO-3  LUMO (2%) 

S5 

HOMO-3  LUMO (81%) 

310.18 (4.00) 0.0231  
HOMO  LUMO (10%) 

HOMO-4  LUMO (2%) 

HOMO-2  LUMO (3%) 
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LUMO+1 LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 

 

 

 

 

HOMO-2 HOMO-3 HOMO-5 HOMO-6 

Figure A 4.1 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.1 (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

 

 

  

LUMO+1 LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 

 

 

 

HOMO-2 HOMO-3 HOMO-6 

Figure A 4.2 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.2 (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

 
  

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 HOMO-5 

Figure A 4.3 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.3 (based on 

optimized structure) (iso = 0.03). Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

 

 

 

 

LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

 
 

 

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 HOMO-5 

Figure A 4.4 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.3 (based on X-

ray crystal structure) (iso = 0.03). Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

   

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 HOMO-5 

Figure A 4.5 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.4 (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

 

 

  

LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

   

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 HOMO-5 

Figure A 4.6 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.5 (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

  

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 

Figure A 4.7 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 4.5_CO2 (iso = 

0.03). Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

Table A 4.8 Photophysical data of 4.1 in different solvents 

Solvent λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 354, 1.95; 

325, 1.35 

473 2 

THF 353, 2.10 459 3 

Dichloromethane 355, 2.44; 

254, 2.40 

532 3 

Acetonitrile 354, 1.78; 

255, 1.83 

555, 392 1 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Table A 4.9 Photophysical data of 4.2 in different solvents 

Solvent λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 361, 3.18; 

306, 1.90 

449 49 

THF 361, 3.60; 

306, 2.14 

476 68 

Dichloromethane 362, 3.58; 

308, 2.11 

512 51 

Acetonitrile 362, 2.43; 

306, 1.41 

545 11 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 

 

Table A 4.10 Photophysical data of 4.3 in different solvents 

Solvent λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 331, 2.14 415 45 

THF 331, 1.92; 

256, 1.22 

452 67 

Dichloromethane 328, 2.40; 

257, 1.98 

445 52 

Acetonitrile 327, 1.53; 

256, 1.34 

492 36 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 4.8 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 4.3 in different 

solvents. Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

Table A 4.11 Photophysical data of 4.4 in different solvents 

Solvent λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 366, 2.32; 

318, 1.00 

416 80 

THF 367, 2.56; 

318, 1.14 

443 82 

Dichloromethane 367, 2.13; 

318, 0.839 

438 76 

Acetonitrile 367, 1.70; 

318, 0.668 

475 61 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 4.9 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 4.4 in different 

solvents. Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

Table A 4.12 Photophysical data of 4.5 in different solvents 

Solvent λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 363, 1.93; 

318, 0.698 

413 27 

THF 363, 2.30; 

313, 0.792 

446 15 

Dichloromethane 365, 2.42; 

315, 0.900 

460 20 

Acetonitrile 359, 1.01; 

330, 1.10 

477 21 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 4.10 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 4.5 in different 

solvents. Inset: photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 
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Figure A 4.11 Cyclic voltammograms of compound 4.1 ‒ 4.4 (0.05 M Bu4NPF6 as the electrolyte 

in dichloromethane, scan rate = 100 ‒ 150 mV/s, the potential were plotted relative to the 

ferrocene/ferrocenium couple). 
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Chapter 5 

D-π-A Triarylboranes as Reversible Fluorescent Probes for CO2 and 

Temperature 

5.1 Introduction 

The empty pz orbital of triarylboranes enables their use as excellent electron acceptors.
[1]

 When 

protected by bulky substituents and paired with electron donors, triarylboranes represent a class 

of air-stable fluorescent materials
[2]

 with highly efficient and tunable charge transfer (CT) 

luminescence for a variety of applications.
[3,4]

 One of the most widely studied applications for 

triarylboranes is their use as selective small anion sensors such as fluoride and cyanide,
[5,6]

 which 

is based on the disruption of the conjugated D-π-A unit by the formation of a B-X bond, leading 

to dramatic changes to their CT properties. Here we demonstrate a new application of D-π-A 

triarylboranes, namely, their use as effective fluorescent sensors for CO2. 

 

CO2 is a known greenhouse gas, with many researchers currently working toward developing new 

methods for its capture and/or transformation.
[7]

 Because of its negative impact on environment 

and human health, there has been a great interest in the research community to develop effective 

and simple methods for CO2 monitoring and detection.
[8,9]

 Traditional CO2 sensing technologies 

are based on electrochemistry or Infrared spectroscopy, which are not convenient to use. 

Fluorescent sensors are attractive for CO2 detection because of their sensitivity and portability. 

Nonetheless, fluorescent CO2 sensors that have a low detection limit and are reusable remain very 

rare.
[9]

 One effective method of capturing CO2 is using primary or secondary amines forming 

carbamate salts.
[7-9]

 Based on the well-known fact that D-π-A borane systems display bright CT 

fluorescence that are highly sensitive to the donor−acceptor geometry and the polarity of solvent, 

combining a CO2 capturing amino group with a D-π-A borane system could be an effective 
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approach for achieving efficient and visual CO2 fluorescent sensors. Based on this consideration, 

we recently examined the feasibility of laterally appended D-π-A boron compounds such as the 

example shown in Figure 5.1 (a) as fluorescent CO2 sensors.
[10]

 Although the molecule 4.5 does 

respond to CO2, its sensitivity and reversibility are poor, and its fluorescence spectra do not show 

a distinct color change with CO2 addition.
[10]

 This was attributed to the large separation distance 

between the CO2 capturing amino site and the D-π-A fluorescent boron unit. To improve the 

sensitivity and reversibility of this sensing system, we have designed and synthesized new 

molecules 5.1 ‒ 5.3 shown in Figure 5.1 (b). In these molecules, the CO2 capturing amino unit is 

much closer to the boron center, which thus could influence the CT fluorescence of the D-π-A 

unit greatly via both steric and electronic interactions with the boron center. Indeed, these new 

molecules were found to be very effective CO2 sensors with a facile and highly reversible turn-off 

fluorescent response in methanol, and a distinct emission color change. Using mixed solvents or 

biphasic solvents, fluorescent color change in response to CO2 can be further enhanced for this 

system. Furthermore, the reversible switching between the open and the closed form for some of 

the molecules such as 5.1 also allows the use of this system as effective fluorescence “turn-on” 

temperature probes. The details of our finding are presented herein. 

 

Figure 5.1 (a) Lateral D-π-A triarylborane for CO2 sensing; (b) New D-π-A triarylborane of this 

work. 
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5.2 Experimental Section 

5.2.1 General Procedure 

Experimental techniques and instruments used are described in section 2.2.1. In all cases of DFT 

and TD-DFT calculations of this chapter, solvent effects were accounted for implicitly through 

the use of the conducting polarizable continuum model (C-PCM)
[11]

 with methanol as the solvent 

of choice. Photoluminescent quantum yields were measured using a Hamamatsu QY spectrometer 

(C11347-11). 

 

5.2.2 Synthesis of Compound 5.1 ‒ 5.3 

 

Figure 5.2 Synthesis of 5.1 ‒ 5.3. 

 

Compounds 5.1 ‒ 5.3 were synthesized according to the route shown in Figure 5.2. Condensation 

reaction
[12]

 of 2.j with the appropriate alkylamine yielded imine intermediates 2.8 ‒ 2.9, which 

can be reduced by NaBH4  to produce 5.1 ‒ 5.3. 

 

Compound 5.1: Compound 2.j (50 mg, 0.13 mmol) and ethylamine (2M in THF, 0.2 mL, 0.4 

mmol) were dissolved in dichloromethane with excess amount of magnesium sulfate, the reaction 

mixture was allowed to heat to 50 ℃ for 1 h. After completion of the reaction, the solution was 

filtrated and the residue was washed with dichloromethane. The filtrate was concentrated in 

vacuo to afford yellow solid 2.8, the solid dissolved in 10 mL MeOH/THF (3:1) mixture solvent 

without further purification, then NaBH4 (20 mg, 0.5 mmol) was added to the solution and the 
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mixture was stirred under room temperature overnight. Excess amount of 2 M HCl aqueous 

solution was added to quench the reaction and stirred for 30 minutes. NaHCO3 was added to the 

mixture solution to neutralize it, the solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the residue 

was extracted with dichloromethane (40 mL × 3). The organic layer was combined and dried with 

magnesium sulfate and concentrated under reduced pressure. The crude product was purified by 

column chromatography on silica gel with CH2Cl2:hexanes (v/v = 1:1) as eluent to separate the 

impurities, CH2Cl2:hexanes (v/v = 1:1) with 2% diethylamine as eluent to afford compound 5.1 as 

white solid in 41% yield (22 mg). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  1.20 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 3H), 2.00 (s, 

12H), 2.24 (s, 6H), 2.76 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 2.94 (s, 6H), 3.93 (s, 2H), 6.58 (s, 2H), 6.72 (s, 4H), 

7.03 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  13.7, 20.8, 24.9, 40.8, 43.3, 55.5, 107.3, 

112.6, 129.6, 133.6, 134.4, 140.0, 144.3, 149.9; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3):  17.7; HRMS 

(ESI), calcd for C29H40BN2 [M+H]
+
: 427.3279, found: 427.3272. 

 

Compound 5.2: The synthesis of compound 5.2 was similar as compound 5.1, use compound 2.j 

(42 mg, 0.11 mmol) and excess isopropylamine as the reagent to give compound 5.2 as colorless 

oil in 47% yield (22 mg). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  0.86 (d, J = 6.2 Hz, 6H), 2.04 (s, 12H), 

2.29 (s, 6H), 2.37 (m, 1H), 3.04 (s, 6H), 3.49 (s, 2H), 6.49 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 6.72 (d, J = 

2.4 Hz, 1H), 6.78 (s, 4H), 7.19 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  21.2, 22.5, 

23.2, 39.9, 48.3, 52.3, 109.5, 112.9, 128.2, 138.0, 138.4, 140.4, 147.8, 152.4; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, 

CDCl3):  70.7; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C30H42BN2 [M+H]
+
: 441.3436, found: 441.3443. 

 

Compound 5.3: The synthesis of compound 5.3 was similar as compound 5.1, use compound 2.j 

(53 mg, 0.13 mmol) and excess tert-butylamine as the reagent to give compound 5.3 as white 

solid in 38% yield (23 mg). 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3):  0.86 (s, 9H), 2.05 (s, 12H), 2.30 (s, 

6H), 3.04 (s, 6H), 3.41 (s, 2H), 6.48 (dd, J = 8.4, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 6.75 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 6.79 (s, 
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4H), 7.17 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H); 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3):  21.2, 23.2, 28.6, 39.9, 47.5, 50.2, 

109.4, 112.8, 128.0, 128.4, 138.0, 140.2, 140.9, 143.8, 148.6, 152.7; 
11

B NMR (128 MHz, CDCl3): 

 72.5; HRMS (ESI), calcd for C31H44BN2 [M+H]
+
: 455.3592, found: 455.3574. 

 

5.2.3 X-ray Crystallographic Data 

The crystals of 5.1 and 5.3 were grown by layering a CH2Cl2 solution of each with MeOH. The 

crystal data were collected follow those described in section 2.2.6. The crystal data of 5.1 and 5.3 

have been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Center (CCDC NO. 1901444 and 

1901445). 

 

Figure 5.3 Crystal structures of 5.1 and 5.3. 
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Table 5.1 Selected bond lengths (Å) and angles (º) of 5.1 and 5.3 

Selected bond lengths (Å) 

5.1 B(1)-N(1) 1.725(4) 

B(1)-C(21) 1.659(4) 

B(1)-C(1) 1.621(4) B(1)-C(12) 1.644(4) 

5.3 B(1)-C(23) 1.596(3) B(1)-C(1) 1.561(3) B(1)-C(14) 1.596(3) 

Selected angles (º) 

5.1 C(1)-B(1)-C(12) 108.0(2) 

 C(12)-B(1)-C(21) 114.6(2) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(12) 116.5(2)  

C(1)-B(1)-C(21) 119.6(2) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(1) 93.47(19) 

N(1)-B(1)-C(21) 103.15(19) 

5.3 C(1)-B(1)-C(14) 121.68(19) 

C(14)-B(1)-C(23) 121.5(2) 

C(1)-B(1)-C(23) 116.40(19) 

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Crystal Structures of 5.1 and 5.3 

The crystal structures of 5.1 and 5.3 were established by single crystal X-ray diffraction analyses 

(Figure 5.3) and the selected bond lengths and angles were shown in Table 5.1. The boron center 

in 5.1 has a four-coordinate geometry (5.1-closed) with a long B‒N bond (1.725(4) Å), while that 

in 5.3 has a three-coordinate geometry. In compound 5.3, because of the bulky o-CH2NH(
t
Bu) 

group, the NMe2 plane has a 38° dihedral angle with the BC3 plane, much greater than that 

observed in p-NMe2-C6H4-BMes2 (14°).
[2b]

 The N(1) atom forms a H-bond with a methanol 

solvent molecule (Figure 5.4) in the crystal lattice. In solution, at ambient temperature, 5.1 is 

dominated by 5.1-closed form while both 5.2 and 5.3 have a three-coordinate structure, as 

indicated by their 
11

B NMR peak (CD2Cl2) at 11 ppm for 5.1 and at 69 and 71 ppm for 5.2 and 5.3, 

respectively. This distinct structural difference is attributed to steric factors imposed by the alkyl 

group on N(1)-the less bulky alkyl prefers the closed structure. The 
11

B NMR peak of 5.1 shows 

distinct temperature (T) dependence (Figure 5.5), shifting upfield significantly with decreasing T 

(e.g., 15 ppm at 311 K to 3 ppm at 204 K). This agrees with the presence of the dynamic 

equilibrium between 5.1-closed and 5.1-open and the preference for 5.1-closed form at low T. 

Using variable temperature 
11

B NMR data, the ΔH and ΔS values for 5.1-closed to 5.1-open 
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conversion were estimated to be 17 kJ mol
−1

 and 40 J mol
−1

 K
−1

, respectively (see the appendix, 

Figure A 5.23). 

 

Figure 5.4 A diagram showing H bond of 5.3 between the N(1) atom and the methanol solvent 

molecule. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 
11

B NMR spectrum of 5.1 at different temperatures in CD2Cl2. 

 

5.3.2 Characterization and Photophysical Properties 

The UV-vis spectra of 5.2 and 5.3 are similar, with an intense peak at 370 nm, corresponding to 
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intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) from the NMe2 donor to the boron unit, based on TD-DFT 

data (HOMO → LUMO, f = ∼ 0.44; see the appendix, Table A 5.3 and Table A 5.4). The same 

peak is also present in the absorption spectrum of 5.1 but much weaker, relative to that of 5.2 and 

5.3 as shown in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.6. Furthermore, in contrast to 5.2 and 5.3, in which the 

intensity of the 370 nm peak does not change significantly with solvents, the intensity of this peak 

for 5.1 decreases sharply from protic solvent (e.g., methanol) to nonprotic solvents such as THF 

or CH2Cl2 (Figure 5.7). This is attributed to the greater population of 5.1-closed in nonprotic 

solvents, whose S0 → S1 transition occurs at a much higher energy with a much smaller oscillator 

strength (300 nm, f = 0.054) than that of 5.1-open (380 nm, f = 0.367), based on TD-DFT data 

(see the appendix, Table A 5.1 and Table A 5.2). The protic solvents such as MeOH can interact 

with the N(1) atom via H bond, weakening the B-N bond in 5.1. All three compounds display 

similar and bright solvent-polarity dependent fluorescence with ΦF ≥ 65% and λem = 450−510 nm, 

and a large Stokes shift (∼ 140 nm), which is ascribed to the twisted CT transition (TICT) of the 

open form. Consistent with 5.1-closed to 5.1-open conversion, 5.1 shows a sharp increase of 

fluorescence intensity and a color change from green to sky-blue, as temperature increases from 

298 to 311 K, making it an effective fluorescence “turn-on” temperature probe (Figure 5.8, left). 

In contrast, the emission spectra of 5.2 and 5.3 show only a slight intensity increase/spectral blue 

shift with increasing T (Figures 5.9). The emission blue shift of the open form at high T is caused 

by the greater twist of the BMes2 unit, which leads to reduced π-conjugation, and thus an 

emission blue shift. A similar blue shift was observed in p-NMe2-C6H4-BMes2.
[3c]

 The plots 

spectra of the emission intensity at λmax vs temperature can also clearly show the difference of the 

fluorescent change as increasing temperature of compounds 5.1 ‒ 5.3 (Figure 5.8, right and 

Figure 5.10). 
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Table 5.2 Photophysical properties of 5.1 ‒ 5.3 

Compound λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b

 (±5%) 

5.1 257, 1.57; 

311, 0.595; 

371, 1.27 

509 0.65 

5.2 255, 1.50; 

315, 0.880; 

373, 2.32 

510 0.65 

5.3 251, 1.43; 

314, 0.929; 

372, 2.51 

512 0.60 

a
 Recorded in Methanol (1.00 × 10

−5 
M) at 298 K 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined in Methanol under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 UV-vis (dashed lines) and emission (solid lines, λex = 370 nm) spectra of 5.1-5.3 in 

methanol (1.00 × 10
-5 

M). 
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Figure 5.7 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 5.1 in different 

solvents. Inset: Photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

   

Figure 5.8 Left: Fluorescence spectral change of 5.1 with increasing temperature in CH2Cl2 (1.00 

× 10
-5 

M, λex = 370 nm) and photographs showing the emission color at four representative 

temperatures; Right: Plots of Imax versus temperature (Imax are the PL intensity of 5.1 at various 

temperature). 
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Figure 5.9 Fluorescence spectral change of 5.2 (left) and 5.3 (right) with increasing temperature 

in CH2Cl2 (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, λex = 370 nm) and photographs showing the emission color at four 

representative temperatures. 

 

  

Figure 5.10 Plots of Imax versus temperature of 5.2 and 5.3 (Imax are the PL intensity of 5.2 and 

5.3 at various temperature). 

 

5.3.3 CO2 Sensing Properties 

Bubbling CO2 through the NMR solutions of 5.1 ‒ 5.3 in MeOH-d4 revealed their ability to 

capture CO2, as significant changes were observed in some of the 
1
H chemical shifts of the alkyl 

protons, as shown by the 
1
H NMR spectra of 5.2 in figure 5.11. The 

13
C NMR spectrum of 5.2 

has a peak at 158.4 ppm after the introduction of CO2 (Figure 5.12), which is consistent with 

previously reported values for carbamic acid
[13]

 and give us much confident to achieve a good 
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reversible CO2 fluorescent sensor with this system. The 
11

B NMR peak of 5.2 becomes very 

broad and messy in the 70 − 90 ppm region (Figure 5.13), after adding CO2, and no four-

coordinate 
11

B signal was observed, an indication that the B atom remains three-coordinate after 

CO2 binding to the amino group. Both 
1
H and 

11
B NMR spectra fully recovered after purging with 

N2 as shown in Figure 5.11 (C) and Figure 5.13 (C). Compounds 5.1 and 5.3 (see the appendix, 

Figure A 5.11 – 5.14) showed similar NMR spectral changes upon addition of CO2. The DFT 

calculation data also support that carbamic acid is the most stable form after 5.1 − 5.3 bind with 

CO2 (Table 5.3). 

 

Figure 5.11 Reversible 
1
H NMR spectral change of 5.2 in MeOH-d4 with the addition of CO2 and 

N2 purge (the 
1
H chemical shift of the appended group was labeled). 
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Figure 5.12 Reversible 
13

C NMR spectral change of 5.2 in MeOH-d4 with the addition of CO2 

and N2 purge (the 
1
H chemical shift of the appended group was labeled). 

 

 

Figure 5.13 Reversible 
11

B NMR spectral change of 5.2 in MeOH-d4 with the addition of CO2 

and N2 purge. 
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DFT Stability Data: The stability (ΔE, electronic energy) of various CO2 bound forms of 5.1, 5.2, 

and 5.3, including zwitterionic, neutral, bound-closed, and cation-anion pair, were computed at 

the B3LYP
14

/6-31+g(d,p)
15

according to the following equations: 

   (     )  (            ); Zwitterionic, Neutral, Bound-Closed 

   (            )  ((          )     ); Cation-Anion Pair 

 

Figure 5.14 Various CO2 bound forms of 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3 The stability (ΔE) of various CO2 bound forms of 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 

 Zwitterionic Neutral Bound-Closed Cation-Anion Pair 

5.1; ΔE 

(kcal/mol) 
-5.50 -9.52 6.14 -4.76 

5.2; ΔE 

(kcal/mol) 
-6.54 -14.4 4.25 -8.33 

5.3; ΔE 

(kcal/mol) 
-5.45 -7.06 74.6* 1.49 

*Geometry optimizations consistently lead to opening of the 7-membered ring. As such, the B–O 

bond distance was fixed to allow for convergence of the bound-closed form. Unsurprisingly, this 

results in a highly unstable structure. 

 

In light of the bright fluorescence of 5.1 ‒ 5.3 and their reversible binding of CO2, we examined 

the possibility of tracking the CO2 binding event by fluorescence spectroscopy. The fluorescence 

spectra of all three compounds experience quenching with the addition of CO2. This could be 

explained by the greater steric interaction of the boron center with the ortho-carbamic acid group 

in the CO2 bound structure, causing reduced TICT emission intensity. Compounds 5.2 and 5.3 are 

more sensitive toward CO2 than 5.1, as the addition 0.4 μL of CO2 gas (1 atm) to their MeOH 

solutions (3 mL at ∼ 1.00 × 10
-5

 M in a 6.6 mL cuvette, ∼ 100 ppm) is enough to cause an 
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obvious decrease of the 514 nm emission peak (Figure 5.15, left). Moreover, the 514 nm peak 

shows almost linear decrease with the amount of CO2 increasing from 0.2 μL − 6 μL (Figure 5.15, 

left), reaching a saturation point with only ∼ 0.1 mL of CO2, at which the intensity of the 514 nm 

peak decreases by ∼ 50% and red shifts by ∼ 7 nm for 5.2 (Figure 5.15, left) and 5.3 (see the 

appendix, Figure A 5.19, left), leading to a visual emission color change from bright green to 

yellow. 5.2 and 5.3 are among the most sensitive fluorescent CO2 probes known to date. For 5.1, 

more than 5 μL of CO2 were needed for observable emission intensity change and the maximum 

emission intensity decrease is 24% (Figure 5.16), much less than that observed for 5.2 (Figure 

5.15) and 5.3 (see the appendix, Figure A 5.19). The dynamic binding of the amino group to 

boron in 5.1 clearly decreases its sensitivity toward CO2. For all three compounds, the CO2 

induced fluorescence quenching is fully reversible by purging with N2 and is reproducible for at 

least five cycles with negligible loss of emission intensity in methanol as shown in Figure 5.15 

(right), Figure 5.16 (right) and Figure A 5.19 (right). The UV-vis absorption spectra of the three 

compounds show different changes upon binding with CO2 (Figures 5.17). The addition of excess 

CO2 to the MeOH solutions of 5.1 − 5.3 (∼ 1.00 × 10
−5

 M) causes an about 15% intensity gain for 

the 370 nm peak for 5.2 (Figure 5.17, right) and 5.3 (see the appendix, Figure A 5.18, left) and a 

nearly 55% intensity gain for 5.1 (Figure 5.17, left), which is consistent with the CO2 induced 

5.1-closed to 5.1-open conversion. To examine the response and recovery time toward CO2, the 

emission intensity of a methanol solution (1.00 × 10
−4

 M) of 5.3 was recorded continuously with 

time, while alternating CO2 and N2 gas going through the solution. The fluorescence response 

time for switching from N2 to CO2 is less than 12 s, and the recovery time for switching from CO2 

to N2 is about 10 min (Figure 5.18). The rapid response time and the low detection limit of 5.2 

and 5.3 also support their feasibility as effective CO2 sensors. 
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Figure 5.15 Left: Emission spectral change of 5.2 with the addition of CO2 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.2 before and after the 

addition of 0.1 mL of CO2 and a plot of the relative emission intensity at 514 nm vs volume of 

CO2 (μL). Right: Diagram showing the emission intensity and reversibility of the 514 nm peak of 

5.2 with alternating CO2 addition (0.1 mL) and N2 purge in MeOH. 

 

  

Figure 5.16 Left: Emission spectral change of 5.1 with the addition of CO2 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5

 

M, 3 mL, λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.1 before and after 

bubbling CO2 and a plot of the relative emission intensity at 509 nm vs volume of CO2 (μL). 

Right: Diagram showing the emission intensity and reversibility of the 515 nm peak (under CO2) 

and 506 nm peak (under N2) of 5.1 with alternating CO2 addition and N2 purge in MeOH. 
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Figure 5.17 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.1 in metanol (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2 and 

following bubbled with CO2, then purging with N2 to remove CO2. (The absorbance at 371nm is 

reversible between purging N2 and CO2) Right: Absorption spectra of 5.2 in metanol (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, then with addition of 0.1 mL of CO2, bubbled with CO2, last purging with N2 

to remove CO2. (The absorbance at 373nm is reversible between purging N2 and CO2) 

 

 

Figure 5.18 Diagram showing the 514 nm emission intensity change of 5.3 in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-4

 

M) with time and the alternating purges by CO2 and N2. 

 

Compounds 5.1 − 5.3 are not soluble in water. However, they can be used as visual CO2 sensors 

using a mixture of water and a compatible organic solvent. For example, we observed that, in the 

1:1 water and THF solvent mixture, all three compounds display a distinct fluorescent color 
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change from bright green (λem = ∼ 525 nm) to yellow (∼ 545 nm), with the addition of CO2, 

accompanied by a sharp fluorescence intensity decrease (e.g., 72% for 5.3, Figure 5.19, left). 

After the ratio of H2O was increased to 90%, 5.3 shows terrible solubility with blue fluorescence 

(Figure 5.19, right). After bubbling CO2, the solubility increases and the fluorescent color 

changed to weak yellow-green. The fluorescence intensity decreased and a significant red shift in 

λem was observed (477 – 551 nm) (Figure 5.19, right). It is well-known that after the amino group 

binds with CO2 to form carbamic acid/carbamate, the polarity of the molecule will increase. This 

affects the partition of these molecules in a biphasic mixture of two solvents with different 

polarities.
[16]

 Furthermore, because 5.1 − 5.3 display solvachromic fluorescence, it should be 

possible to achieve more contrasting fluorescent color change in response to CO2 by using a 

mixture of polar and nonpolar solvents. This in fact worked very well, as shown by the 

photographs for 5.1 ‒ 5.3 in Figure 5.20. In a phase separated mixture of hexanes/MeOH under 

N2, 5.1 − 5.3 display a sky-blue emission color in the hexanes layer and a yellow-green color in 

the MeOH layer. After bubbling CO2 into the vial, the bright blue fluorescent color is greatly 

diminished in the hexane layer and the yellow-green fluorescent color turns yellow in the MeOH 

layer (Figure 5.20). This is attributed to CO2 binding and the greater distribution of the resulting 

carbamic acid in methanol. The emission color change in the biphasic mixture with CO2 can be 

reversed by purging with N2 gas (Figure 5.20). 
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Figure 5.19 Left: Emission spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2 

and CO2 (λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 under N2 and CO2. 

Right: Emission spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:9) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2 and CO2 

(λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 under N2 and CO2. 

 

 

Figure 5.20 Photographs showing the emission color/intensity change of 5.1 (a), 5.2 (b) and 5.3 

(c) (1.00 × 10
-5

 M) in the bilayers of MeOH and hexanes with the addition of CO2 and the 

recovery with N2 purge. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

In summary, three new alkylamino decorated D-π-A triarylborane compounds have been 
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demonstrated to be effective fluorescent sensors for CO2. In alcohol solvents, the CO2 binding to 

the boron compounds has excellent reversibility. The internal B ← N bond in this class of 

compounds is highly dependent on the size of the alkyl substituent, which in turn affects their 

sensitivity as fluorescent CO2 probes. The use of biphasic mixtures of solvents with different 

polarity allows for visual observation of the fluorescent color change in the CO2 sensing process. 

Furthermore, compound 5.1 is also an effective fluorescence “turn-on” probe for temperature. 

 

5.5 Notes and References 

The work described in this chapter has been published as: 

Li, H.-J.; Mellerup, S. K.; Wang, X.; Wang, S. Organic Letters. 2019, 21, 2838-2842. 
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5.7 Appendix 

5.7.1 TD-DFT Data of 5.1-5.3 

 

Figure A 5.1 Structures of 5.1 (open and closed), 5.2, 5.3. 

 

Table A 5.1 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 5.1_O along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation Energy 

(nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

5.1_O 

S1 HOMO  LUMO (97%) 380.39 (3.26) 0.3671 

S2 
HOMO-2  LUMO (19%) 

331.09 (3.74) 0.0616 
HOMO-1  LUMO (78%) 

S3 
HOMO-2  LUMO (78%) 

320.01 (3.87) 0.1128 
HOMO-1  LUMO (19%) 

S4 
HOMO-4  LUMO (10%) 

307.09 (4.04) 0.0011 
HOMO-3  LUMO (86%) 

S5 
HOMO-4  LUMO (84%) 

299.35 (4.14) 0.0101 
HOMO-3  LUMO (9%) 
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Table A 5.2 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 5.1_C along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation Energy 

(nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

5.1_C 

S1 
HOMO  LUMO+2 (5%) 

299.80 (4.14) 0.0536 
HOMO  LUMO (88%) 

S2 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (10%) 

287.68 (4.31) 0.1113 
HOMO  LUMO+2 (50%) 

HOMO  LUMO+3 (25%) 

HOMO  LUMO+6 (10%) 

S3 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (72%) 

283.92 (4.37) 0.0329 
HOMO  LUMO+2 (20%) 

HOMO  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO  LUMO+3 (2%) 

S4 

HOMO  LUMO+1 (16%) 

279.88 (4.43) 0.0197 

HOMO  LUMO+2 (18%) 

HOMO  LUMO+3 (55%) 

HOMO  LUMO (4%) 

HOMO  LUMO+6 (5%) 

S5 

HOMO  LUMO+4 (85%) 

271.28 (4.57) 0.0939 HOMO  LUMO+3 (3%) 

HOMO  LUMO+6 (6%) 

 

Table A 5.3 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 5.2_O along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation Energy 

(nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

5.2_O 

S1 HOMO  LUMO (96%) 368.91 (3.36) 0.4408 

S2 
HOMO-1  LUMO (93%) 

333.42 (3.72) 0.0155 
HOMO-2  LUMO (5%) 

S3 
HOMO-2  LUMO (91%) 

321.98 (3.85) 0.0964 
HOMO-1  LUMO (5%) 

S4 
HOMO-4  LUMO (13%) 

307.14 (4.04) 0.0036 
HOMO-3  LUMO (82%) 

S5 
HOMO-4  LUMO (83%) 

301.35 (4.11) 0.0091 
HOMO-3  LUMO (11%) 
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Table A 5.4 TD-DFT calculated electronic transitions for 5.3_O along with their corresponding 

excitation energies and oscillator strengths 

Compound Spin 

State 

Transition Configuration Excitation Energy 

(nm, eV) 

Oscillator 

Strength 

5.3_O 

S1 HOMO  LUMO (96%) 368.21 (3.37) 0.4426 

S2 
HOMO-1  LUMO (93%) 

333.80 (3.71) 0.0156 
HOMO-2  LUMO (5%) 

S3 
HOMO-2  LUMO (91%) 

321.70 (3.85) 0.0990 
HOMO-1  LUMO (5%) 

S4 
HOMO-3  LUMO (85%) 

307.61 (4.03) 0.0038 
HOMO-4  LUMO (9%) 

S5 
HOMO-4  LUMO (87%) 

301.01 (4.12) 0.0078 
HOMO-3  LUMO (8%) 

 

 
   

LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

  

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 

Figure A 5.2 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 5.1_O (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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LUMO+3 LUMO+2 LUMO+1 LUMO 

 

HOMO 

Figure A 5.3 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 5.1_C (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

    

LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

  

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 

Figure A 5.4 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 5.2_O (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 
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LUMO HOMO HOMO-1 HOMO-2 

  

HOMO-3 HOMO-4 

Figure A 5.5 Primary orbitals which contribute to the calculated transitions of 5.3_O (iso = 0.03). 

Most H atoms have been omitted for clarity. 

 

Table A 5.5 Photophysical data of 5.1 in different solvents 

Compound λabs(nm), 

 ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 312, 0.528; 

366, 0.608 

456 84 

Dichloromethane 270, 1.66; 

315, 0.361; 

366, 0.212 

490 72 

THF 268, 1.75; 

312, 0.348; 

367, 0.228 

497 76 

Methanol 257, 1.57; 

311, 0.595; 

371, 1.27 

509 65 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 5.6 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 5.1 in different 

solvents. Inset: Photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

   

Figure A 5.7 Left: Absorption spectra change of 5.1 in toluene (1.00 × 10
-5

 M) by changing 

temperature with heatgun; inset: structures showing the change of intramolecular B‒N interaction 

strength by changing temperature. Right: Emission spectra change of 5.1 in toluene by changing 

temperature with heatgun; inset: structures showing the change of intramolecular B‒N interaction 

strength and photographs showing the emission color change by changing temperature. 
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Figure A 5.8 Left: Absorption spectra change of 5.1 in dichloromethane (1.00 × 10
-5

 M) by 

changing temperature with heatgun; inset: structures showing the change of intramolecular B‒N 

interaction strength by changing temperature. Right: Emission spectra change of 5.1 in 

dichloromethane by changing temperature with heatgun; inset: structures showing the change of 

intramolecular B‒N interation strength and photographs showing the emission color change by 

changing temperature. 

 

Table A 5.6 Photophysical data of 5.2 in different solvents 

Compound λabs(nm), 

ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 312, 0.852; 

369, 2.16 

459 85 

Dichloromethane 255, 1.51; 

311, 0.830; 

371, 2.09 

487 79 

THF 253, 1.55; 

310, 0.808; 

369, 2.29 

495 78 

Methanol 255, 1.50; 

315, 0.880; 

373, 2.32 

510 65 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 5.9 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 5.2 in different 

solvents. Inset: Photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

Table A 5.7 Photophysical data of 5.3 in different solvents 

Compound λabs(nm), 

ε(10
4
 M

−1 
cm

−1 
)

a
 

λem (nm) ΦF
b
(%) 

 

Toluene 313, 0.967; 

370, 2.75 

458 82 

Dichloromethane 254, 1.53; 

313, 0.836; 

371, 2.34 

492 79 

THF 252, 1.82; 

312, 0.923; 

369, 2.66 

494 80 

Methanol 351, 1.43; 

314, 0.929; 

372, 2.51 

512 60 

a
 1.00 × 10

−5 
M in different solvents under N2 at 298 K. 

b
 The solution ΦF was determined under N2 using an absolute QY spectrometer. 
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Figure A 5.10 Absorption (dashed lines) and emission spectra (solid lines) of 5.3 in different 

solvents. Inset: Photographs showing the emission color of the solution. 

 

5.7.2 CO2 Sensing Applications 

 

Figure A 5.11 
1
H NMR spectra of 5.1 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) bubbled with CO2 (solvent 

peaks were labeled with * and the grease signal was labeled with ▲). 
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Figure A 5.12 
1
H NMR spectra of 5.3 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) bubbled with CO2, C) purged 

with N2 (the 
1
H chemical shift of the appended group was labeled). 

 

 

Figure A 5.13 
13

C NMR spectra of 5.3 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) bubbled with CO2 (the 
13

C 

chemical shift of the appended group was labeled). 
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Figure A 5.14 
11

B NMR spectra of 5.3 in MeOH-d4 A) under N2, B) bubbled with CO2, C) 

purged with N2. 

 

   

Figure A 5.15 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.1 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2, with addition of 0.1 mL CO2, then bubbled with CO2. Right: Emission spectra of 5.1 in 

THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, with addition of 0.1 mL CO2, bubbled with 

CO2 (λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.1 under N2 and CO2. 
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Figure A 5.16 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.2 in metanol (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, then 

with addition of 0.1 mL of CO2, bubbled with CO2, last purging with N2 to remove CO2. (The 

absorbance at 373 nm is reversible between purging N2 and CO2) Right: Emission spectra of 5.2 

in MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, then with addition of 0.1 mL of CO2, bubbled with 

CO2, last purging with N2 to remove CO2; inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.2 

under N2 and CO2. 

 

   

Figure A 5.17 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.2 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2, with addition of 0.1 ml CO2, then bubbled with CO2. Right: Emission spectra of 5.2 in 

THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, with addition of 0.1 ml CO2, bubbled with 

CO2 (λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.2 under N2 and CO2. 
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Figure A 5.18 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.3 in metanol (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, then 

with addition of 0.1 mL of CO2, bubbled with CO2, last purging with N2 to remove CO2. (The 

absorbance at 373nm is reversible between purging N2 and CO2) Right: Emission spectra of 5.3 in 

MeOH (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) under N2, then with addition of 0.1 mL of CO2, bubbled with CO2, 

last purging with N2 to remove CO2; inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 under 

N2 and CO2. 

 

   

Figure A 5.19 Left: Fluorescence spectral change of 5.3 with the addition of CO2 in MeOH (1.00 

× 10
-5

 M, 3 mL, λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 before and 

after the addition of 0.1 mL CO2 and a plot of the relative emission intensity at 514 nm vs volume 

of CO2 (μL). Right: diagram showing the emission intensity change magnitude and reversibility 

of the 514 nm peak of 5.3 with alternating 0.1 mL CO2 addition and N2 purge in MeOH. 
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Figure A 5.20 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2 and CO2. Right: Emission spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:1) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2 and CO2 (λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 under N2 

and CO2. 

 

   

Figure A 5.21 Left: Absorption spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:9) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2 and CO2. Right: Emission spectra of 5.3 in THF/H2O (v:v = 1:9) (1.00 × 10
-5 

M, 3 mL) 

under N2 and CO2 (λex = 370 nm); inset: photographs showing the emission color of 5.3 under N2 

and CO2. 
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5.7.3 Temperature Dependent NMR Experiments of 5.1 

 

Figure A 5.22 
1
H NMR spectrum of 5.1 at different temperature in CD2Cl2. 

 

 

Figure A 5.23 The plot of ln K versus 1000/T (T range: 253 to 303 K) for the determination of 

ΔH and ΔS of the closed to open form conversion. The equilibrium constants K at various 

temperatures were obtained using 
11

B NMR chemical shift data of 5.1 (open form: 71 ppm based 

on that of 5.3, closed form: 3 ppm) shown in Figure 5.5.  
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1 Conclusions 

The previous four chapters of this thesis have documented the efficient photochemical properties 

of four coordinate benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds, photophysical 

properties and CO2 sensing applications of D-π-A triaylboranes. 

 

We synthesized a series of benzylideneamine N,C-chelate boron compounds with dimesityl 

groups on boron and revealed their rapid multistructural transformation with UV irradiation, 

yielding new BN-cycloocta-1,3,6-triene derivatives with a tetrasubstituted B=N unit 

quantitatively. The simple imine donor also lends itself to achieve photoreactivity in compounds 

with two phenyl, tolyl, naphthyl substituents on boron to yield BN-cyclohepta-1,3,5-triene 

derivatives upon UV light irradiation, which is the first example for this type of organoboron 

photochemistry that do not need the initiation of bulky mesityl group induced steric congestion 

around boron. The regioselective photoisomerization of benzylideneamine N,C-chelate 

organoboron compounds were investigated systematically with asymmetric compounds that with 

two different aryl substituents (phenyl, naphthyl, tolyl) on the boron center, which demonstrate 

that the hydrogen atom transfer process was occured on one of the specific aryl substituents on 

boron. Symmetric or asymmetric benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds that 

with at least one heterocyclic substituent (thienyl) group on boron also can undergo efficient 

photoisomerization to generate N,B,S-embedded heterocycles via boron insertion into the C-S 

bond, which proved the broad application scope of this kind of N,C-chelate system. 
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Several examples of laterally appended triarylboron compounds based on biphenyl unit were 

synthesized and used to explore the great impact of intramolecular H bond and n-π* interactions 

on the photophysical/fluorescent properties of donor-π-acceptor triarylboron compounds. 

Moreover, some of these compounds have been found to display fluorescent response toward CO2, 

which expand the scope of applications based on donor-acceptor triarylboron systems. But both 

of the sensitivity and reversibility of this kind of materials used as CO2 sensor need to be 

improved. In order to achieve this goal, three different bulky alkylamino-functionalized donor-π-

acceptor triarylboranes have been found to be able to capture CO2, forming the carbamic acid 

derivatives. Due to the close proximity of the amine substituent to the boron center, the 

intramolecular charge transfer fluorescence was greatly influenced after they bind with CO2, 

causing distinct and reversible emission color change, with rapid response time (10 seconds), low 

detection limit (100 ppm) and good reversibility in methanol solution. More obvious fluorescent 

color change was observed in biphasic mixture solvent tests. Moreover, less bulky alkyl group 

(ethyl) substitute compound also can be used as effective fluorescence “turn-on” temperature 

probes due to the dynamic intramolecular B←N bond dissociation/association. 

 

6.2 Future Work 

Heterocycle aromatic group (thiophene) substituted benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron 

compounds (3.9 and 3.10) are capable of undergoing photoisomerization quantitatively. While it 

is unknown whether benzylideneamine N,C-chelate organoboron compounds (e.g., 6.1, 6.2) that 

with other heterocyclic aromatic substituents (e.g., furyl and pyrrolyl) on the boron center can 

undergo photoisomerization under UV light irradiation. If it works with furyl and pyrrolyl 

substituents, the photoisomerization products will be very interesting, as these kinds of compound 

always display interesting solid state emission properties and are very hard to achieve via 
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traditional synthetic methods, photochemical reaction will provide a simple and practical way to 

get them. 

 

Figure 6.1 Proposed molecules 6.1 ‒ 6.5. 

 

In B(ppy)MesAr system, even though the regioselective photoisomerization was observed 

exclusively on the less bulky heterocyclic aromatic ring, the bulky mesityl group is required to 

achieve the photoreactivity, which greatly limits the scope of the investigation as this system will 

not work for those with two less bulky heterocyclic aromatic groups. Based on our research 

progress, we found the photochemical reactivity was greatly improved with the benzylideneamine 

donor. It will give us an opportunity to break the limit to expand the regioselective 

photoisomerization investigation with two different heterocyclic aromatic substituents on boron 

(e.g., 6.3 ‒ 6.5), which will make the research more systematic. 

 

The phototransformation of the N,C-chelate boron compound provide another efficient strategy to 

activate the C-S bond of the thiophene to form N,B,S-heterocycle compounds (Figure 1.28). This 

transformation may involve the reduction elimination step from B(Ⅲ ) to B(Ⅰ ) with the 

intramolecular B‒C bond breaking and the boron atom coordinate to the C=C bond of the 

thiophene ring, even though the computational study does not support this mechanism. The 

proposed reduction elimination step may have the opportunity to be used to react with other 

reactive species, such as unsaturated conjugated systems or heterocycle compounds to do new 

transformation reactions (e.g., coupling, hydrodesulfurization processes), which will be 

interesting and useful in organic synthesis. 


